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Transformation of the pair correlation function
of galaxies near a caustic

Yu. N. Eroshenko and M. I. Zel’nikov
P. M. Lebedev Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924 Moscow, Ru
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The effect of large-scale caustics in nondissipative dark matter on the
pair correlation function of galaxies is investigated. It is shown that if
the initial correlation function of the galaxies is of a power-law form,
then the presence of caustics in the observation region does not change
the form of the function but only decreases its amplitude. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00108-4#

PACS numbers: 98.65.2r

Together with a large number of works concerning linear and weakly nonline1–5

effects in the formation of the large-scale structure of the universe, there are some
papers devoted to a theoretical investigation of the formation of objects in the stro
nonlinear region.6 A characteristic feature of this region is the appearance of multistr
flows ~in the Lagrangian terminology — crossings of the trajectories of individual p
ticles!. In Ref. 6 a method of adiabatic capture was developed to investigate s
nonlinearities in the limit of an infinite number of streams. The asymptotic correla
functions in the limit of large correlations were obtained using this method. It was fo
that the initial correlations are unimportant for correlations in a region with a sufficie
large number of streams. This letter studies the fate of the initial correlations in a r
with a small number of streams.

In a hierarchical picture, the short-wavelength fluctuations, which lead to the fo
tion of galaxies, are the first to arrive at the nonlinear stage, while large-scale fluctua
~clusters and superclusters of galaxies! reach the nonlinear stage only at later times. T
correlations of the galaxies correspond to the correlations of the high density peaks
which the galaxies formed,7 and they are determined mainly by the spectrum of galac
scale perturbations. According to observations, the total mass of the dark matter in
ters and superclusters of galaxies is several times~up to an order of magnitude! greater
than the mass of the dark matter in galaxies.8 Therefore, the dynamics of the developme
of inhomogeneities is determined not only by the distribution of the galaxies thems
but also, and predominantly, by the distribution of the intergalactic dark matter. Fo
reason, galaxies can be treated as test particles following the general motion
matter. After a definite period of time has passed following the formation of the gala
large-scale fluctuations reach the nonlinear stage, and multistream flows arise in th
well. On account of a redistribution of the galaxies in space the development of l
scale inhomogeneities leads to a change in the correlations of the galaxies. Therefo
final correlation properties of the distribution of the galaxies are affected by perturba
not only on the galactic scale but also on large scales.
593 5930021-3640/97/080593-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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The density distribution near a caustic separating a region with different numbe
streams has the following characteristic form~on one side of the caustic!:

r5C~Dx!21/2, ~1!

whereDx is the distance from the caustic in a direction along the normal andC5 const.
From the observational standpoint, it is easiest to observe the caustic which forme
and which separates the one- and three-stream regions. We shall term such c
primary. Thus, this letter examines the transformation of the correlation functio
galaxies in the regions near caustics where three-stream flows have formed but
flows with a large number of streams have formed there.

For a sufficiently large region of observation the correlation function can be app
mated, to a good degree of accuracy, by an average over an ensemble of galaxies
same time, large-scale inhomogeneities which are comparable in size to the regi
observation cannot be regarded as a random function but must be treated as a sp
external field.

TRANSFORMATION OF THE CORRELATION FUNCTION

Let q̄ represent comoving coordinates of some specific galaxy in the epoc
galaxy formationt1 and let x̄ be the coordinates of this galaxy at the time of observat
t2.t1. We denote the transformation function asf̄ ( q̄ ): x̄5 f̄ ( q̄ ). This function, which
depends on the specific form of the large-scale inhomogeneity in the observation r
specifies the character of the redistribution of the galaxies in the multistream region
multistream nature is manifested in multivaluedness of the inverse function tof̄ ( q̄ ). The
densityn8( x̄ ) of galaxies at timet2 is related with the densityn( q̄ ) of galaxies at time
t1 by the relation

n8~ x̄ !5E d3qn~ q̄ !d~3!~ x̄2 f̄ ~ q̄ !!,

whered (3) is the Dirac delta function. We shall examine at the timet2 a region of space
V with volumeV. To calculate the observed correlation functionj8(r ) we shall perform
three averagings:

a! spatial averaging over the regionV neglecting boundary effects;

b! average with respect to the directions of the vectork̄5 r̄ /r ; and,

c! averaging over an ensemble of galaxies at timet1.

After performing the averages a!–c! we obtain

n82@11j8~r !#5
1

4pVEu k̄ u51
d2kE

V
d3x^n8~ x̄ !n8~ x̄1 r̄ !&

5
1

4pVE d3qE d3gn2@11j~r u ḡ u!#d~ u f̄ ~ q̄ !2 f̄ ~ q̄1r ḡ !u/r21!, ~2!

wheren8 is the average density of galaxies in the regionV, n is the average density o
galaxies in the image of the regionV under the transformationf̄ ( q̄ ), and the first
594 594JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Yu. N. Eroshenko and M. I. Zel’nikov
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integration extends over values ofq̄ such that f̄ ( q̄ )PV. Herej(r ) and j8(r ) are the
correlation functions of the galaxies at timest1 and t2, respectively,

^n( q̄ )n( q̄8)&5n2@11j(u q̄2 q̄8u)#.

Let us consider the particular case when the transformationf̄ ( q̄ ) is nearly one-
dimensional in the regionV, i.e., f̄ ( q̄ ) changes very little in two of three directions. Th
happens if the observation region is much smaller than the radius of curvature o
caustic. In this case the caustic can be regarded as being approximately flat. L
distinguished direction of the normal to the caustic coincide with the directionq1 and let
the transformation in this direction be given by the functionf (q1). Then

f̄ ~ q̄ !5~ f ~q1!;q2 ;q3!.

Next, letV be a curvilinear cylinder whose generatrix is directed along thex1 axis and is
of lengthl . Letq[q1 andg[g1, and let@ l # be the segment on thex1 axis that represents
the projection ofV on thex1 axis. Under these assumptions, formula~2! assumes the
form

11j8~r !5
n2

2ln82
E
f ~q!P[ l ]

dqE
u f ~q!2 f ~q1rg!u,r

dg

3@11j~rAg2112@ f ~q!2 f ~q1rg!#2/r 2!#. ~3!

The regions of integration are indicated under the integrals. Let us call the integra
in Eq. ~3! the ‘‘induced correlations’’ and the integral ofj the ‘‘transformed correla-
tions’’ of the galaxies.

Let the region V lie near the caustic, as shown in Fig. 1. The segm
@ l #5@xa ;xb#, xc is the coordinate of the caustic, andxa,xc,xb . The pointxc corre-
sponds to the pointqc in the merging streams1 and2 and the pointq3 in the stream3:
xc5 f (qc)5 f (q3). We expand the functionf (q) in a series about the pointqc ~we mark
the quantities evaluated at the pointqc with a subscriptc):

FIG. 1.
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f ~q!5xc1
1

2
f c9~q2qc!

21
1

6
f c-~q2qc!

31••• . ~4!

Here we have taken into account the fact thatf c850. Let xa be chosen such that expan
sion ~4! to quadratic terms is valid in the region fromxa to xc . This assumption is valid
if

U f c-d

3 f c9
U!1, ~5!

whered is found from the conditiond5 1
2f c9d

2 andd[xc2xa . For f c9Þ0 there always
exist values ofd which are so small that the condition~5! holds. LetL[22/f c9 and
L.0. In the region@xa ; xb] there also exists a third stream flowing toward the strea
forming the caustic. In contrast to the streams1 and2, the characteristics of the stream3
on the segment@xa ; xb] change very little ifl is sufficiently small. We approximate th
transformation function in the third stream by a linear functionf (q)5xc1c(q2q3),
wherec5const. We shall now calculate the induced correlations on the basis o
formalism. We shall have in mind values ofr which are small enough that

4rL!d2, that is, r!d.

We also make the natural assumption that

d

L
!c<1. ~6!

Physically, the condition~6! means that the matter in the caustic is compressed m
more strongly than in the third stream and also that the matter in the entire obser
regionV has been compressed in comparison with the state at the timet1.

A calculation of the induced correlations gives a logarithmic dependence, simil
that obtained previously in Ref. 9.

We shall now calculate the transformed correlations under the assumption th
initial correlations of the galaxies have a power-law formj(r )5ar2b, whereb is close
to the observed value of 1.8. The transformed correlations give the following contrib
in Eq. ~3!:

a

r b

n2

2ln82
E
f ~q!P[ l ]

dqE
u f ~q!2 f ~q1rg!u,r

dgFg2112
@ f ~q!2 f ~q1rg!#2

r 2 G2b/2

.

Performing the calculations on the basis of the assumptions made, we obtain

a

r b

n2

n82
H Apd

l

GS b21

2 D
G~b/2!

1
1

c2FS b

2
;
1

2
;
3

2
;12c22D J ,

whereG is the gamma function andF is the Gauss hypergeometric function, with th
asymptotic forms
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c22FS b

2
;
1

2
;
3

2
;12c22D5H 1 for 12c!1;

1

c

Ap

2

GS b21

2 D
G~b/2!

for c!1.

The ration2/n82 can be expressed in terms of the ratio of the volumes of the observ
region and its image. The final expression for the new correlation function can be w
as

11j8~r !5S 2d

l
1
1

c D 22H 4Ll21 ln ~d/r !

1c221ar2bS Apd l21

GS b21

2 D
G~b/2!

1c22FS b

2
;
1

2
;
3

2
;12c22D D J .

~7!

In the calculations it was found that the terms corresponding to the correlations o
axies from the caustic and from the stream3 can be neglected in comparison with th
correlations written out above.

It is important to note that under the assumptions made, the power-law form o
correlations holds for arbitraryb.1, and a change inb results only in a change in thei
amplitudes. If there are no caustics in the observation region, then Eq.~7! assumes the
form

11j8~r !511j~r !FS b

2
;
1

2
;
3

2
;12c22D .

Therefore, a uniform one-dimensional compression only decreases the amplitude
power-law correlation function.

All quantities appearing in Eq.~7! can be expressed in terms of observable cha
teristics. For example, the quantitiesl andd are specified parameters of the observat
region. To within ‘‘basing’’ effects, the quantityc is the ratio of the densityn3 of
galaxies in the third stream in front of the caustic to the density of galaxies in the
andar2b is the correlation function of the galaxies in the field. If the law~1! is observed
in the distribution of the galaxies, then the quantityL can be expressed in terms ofC
according to the formulaL54C2/r0

2, wherer0 is the present-day cosmological dens
andd5ALd by definition. Therefore the result~7! contains no model parameters and
can be compared directly with observations.

The combinations of the parameters appearing in Eq.~7! can also be expresse
in terms of n, n8, and n35cn as follows: 4L/ l5( l /d)((n82n3)

2/n2),
2d/ l5(n82n3)/n.

According to several observations, a plateau or even a local minimum is in
observed in the radial profile of the density at distances of 1.2–2 Mpc from the cent
597 597JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Yu. N. Eroshenko and M. I. Zel’nikov
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many galactic clusters.10,11 These features, however, cannot be attributed to prim
caustics, since distances of 1.2–2 Mpc correspond to dense virialized regions. To o
a primary caustic it would be desirable to perform a similar investigation of the de
distribution at large distances from the centers of clusters. Since the primary cau
gravitationally coupled with the cluster, there exists a maximum cluster–caustic dist
and this distance does not exceed the initial sizeR of the inhomogeneity from which the
cluster formed. The quantityR can be estimated as follows:R<(M /r0)

1/3;10 Mpc,
whereM;1014M( is the typical mass of a galactic cluster.

Another method for observing caustics, besides looking for behavior~1!, is to in-
vestigate the correlation functions. In Ref. 9 it was pointed out that induced correla
have a logarithmic singularity, and the character of the singularity in the behavior
three-point correlation function was found. According to expression~7!, not only the
induced but also the transformed correlations contribute toj(r ), and in the limitr→0 the
power-law divergence in the latter correlations is stronger than the divergenc
ln(d/r). This raises the question: Under what conditions can a logarithmic contributio
observed against the background of power-law correlations? Let us examine the
favorable case whenl;d. Then, in view of Eq.~6!, the contribution of the third stream
in the function~7! can be neglected. The relative magnitude of the logarithmic term
somer and forb'1.8 is

4L

pd

ln~d/r !

j~r !
. ~8!

The quantityL/d characterizes the clumping of galaxies at distancesd from caustics as
compared with the density of the galaxies in the field~if ‘‘basing’’ effects are neglected!.
In a review of APM galaxies12 it was found thatj(r )<100 for r>500 Mpc. Therefore,
even forL/d;10 the relative contribution of the logarithmic term~8! is greater than 0.1
The valueL/d ;10 corresponds to the distant periphery of a cluster, since the ave
clumping of galaxies in a cluster is;200, while at the centers of clusters this quant
reaches 104–105 ~Ref. 13!.

Further support for the existence of caustics would be the discovery of a rel
motion of streams of galaxies of different morphological types. The point is that
streams of galaxies forming a caustic have first passed through the dense central
of a cluster. Since the galaxies are subjected to tidal forces in a rapidly varying gr
tional potential, their morphological type could have changed~for example, a galaxy can
be converted from a spiral into an irregular or even elliptical galaxy! or the character of
their activity could have changed. At the same time, the third stream moving towar
caustic should consist of unperturbed, predominantly spiral galaxies.

I am grateful to the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research for support under
No. 96-02-26002.
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Exact renormalization group and running Newtonian
coupling in higher-derivative gravity

A. A. Bytsenkoa)

State Technical University, 195252 St. Petersburg, Russia

L. N. Grandab)

Departamento de Fisica, Universidad del Valle, A.A. 25360, Cali, Colombia

S. D. Odintsovc)

Departamento de Fisica, Universidad del Valle, A.A. 25360, Cali, Colombia; Tomsk
Pedagogical University, 634041 Tomsk, Russia

~Submitted 5 March 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 8, 571–575~25 April 1997!

We discuss exact renormalization group~RG! in R2 gravity using the
effective average action formalism. The truncated evolution equation
for such a theory against the de Sitter background leads to a system of
nonperturbative RG equations for cosmological and gravitational cou-
pling constants. An approximate solution of these RG equations shows
that antiscreening or screening behavior of the Newtonian coupling
arises, depending on the higher-derivative coupling constants. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00208-9#

PACS numbers: 04.20.2q

In the absence of a consistent theory of quantum gravity it may be that conside
of effective models for quantum gravity~QG! is the only possibility for taking gravita-
tional phenomena into account in high-energy physics. One may start from a part
model of QG~see Ref. 1 for a review! and formulate an effective model which describ
the theory in some region. In such a way, an effective theory of the conformal facto
describing QG in the far infrared~at large distances! has been formulated.2 That theory,
which is based on a higher-derivative scalar, provides a way of estimating the behav
the Newtonian coupling.3

One may consider Einstein gravity as an effective theory and estimate the qua
corrections to the Newtonian coupling4 using the effective-field-theory technique. Mor
over, as non-renormalizability is not a problem in such an approach, one can app
exact RG,5 say, in the form of an effective average action, in order to formulate
nonperturbative RG equations for the coupling constants in Eistein gravity.6,7 In the same
way it is very interesting to considerR2 gravity as an effective model. Such mode
attract a lot of attention~see Ref. 1 for a review and list of references!, being multipli-
catively renormalizable~but eventually non-unitary in a perturbative approach!. Note that
the perturbative RG equations for higher-derivative gravity were first considered in
8 ~see Ref. 1 for an introduction!. A kind of effectiveR2 gravity leads to a more or les
successful inflationary Universe.9
600 6000021-3640/97/080600-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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In the present letter we formulate the evolution equation and nonperturbative
equations for the coupling constants inR2 gravity.1 The action initially is given by the
following ~in Euclidean notation!:

S5E d4xAgH eR*R*1
1

2 f 2
CmnabC

mnab2
1

6n2
R222k2R14k2LJ , ~1!

whereR*R*51/4emnabelrgd Rmn
lr Rab

gd , Cmnab is the Weyl tensor,k22532pḠ is the
Newton constant, ande, f 2,n2 are gravitational coupling constants. It is well known th
the theory with action~1! is multiplicatively renormalizable and asymptotically free. No
that a perturbative running of the Newtonian coupling constant in a theory~1! with matter
has been discussed in Ref. 10.

Following the approach of Ref. 6, we will write the evolution equation for
effective average actionGk@g, ḡ # defined at a nonzero momentum ultraviolet scalek
below some cutoffLcutoff . The truncated form of this evolution equation is

] tGk@g, ḡ #5
1

2
Tr @~Gk

~2!@g, ḡ #1Rk
grav@ ḡ # !21] tRk

grav@ ḡ ##

2(
i
ciTr @~2Mi@g, ḡ #1Rki

gh@ ḡ # !] tRki
gh@ ḡ ##, ~2!

heret5 ln k, Rk are cutoffs in the gravitational and ghosts sectors,ci are the weights for
ghosts~we have a Fadeev–Popov ghost withcFP51 and a so-called third ghost wit
weightcTG51/2),gmn5 ḡmn1hmn , wherehmn is the quantum gravitational field,Gk

(2) is
the Hessian ofGk@g, ḡ # with respect togmn at fixed ḡmn , andMi are ghost operators
Note that the right-hand side of Eq.~2! is very similar to the one-loop effective action

At the next step we have to specify the truncated evolution equation for the th
~1!. Starting from the UV scaleLcutoff and evolving the theory down to smaller scal
k!Lcutoff , we may use a truncation of the form

k2→ZNk
21k2,

1

f 2
→ZNk

1

f 2
,

1

n2
→ZNk

1

n2
, L→lk , ~3!

wherek dependence is denoted by a subscriptk. We will restrict consideration here to
only the lower-derivative terms in the reduction ofGk , i.e., the higher-derivative cou
pling constants may be regarded as free parameters.

Choosingḡmn5gmn ~in which case the ghost term disappears! and projecting the
evolution equation on the space with low-derivative terms, one gets the left-hand s
the evolution equation~2! as follows:

] tGk@g,g#52k2E d4xAg@2R~g!] tZNk12] t~ZNklk!# . ~4!

The initial conditions forZNk , lk are chosen as in Ref. 6.

The right-hand sides of the evolution equations may be found after very ted
calculations~choosing the de Sitter backgroundRmn51/4gmnR, calculating the path in-
601 601JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Bytsenko et al.
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tegral, and making an expansion onR). We drop the details of these calculations. T
final system of nonperturbative renormalization group~RG! equations for the Newtonian
and cosmological constants is obtained as follows:

] tgk5@21hN~k!#gk , ~5!

wheregk is the dimensionless renormalized Newtonian constant,

gk5k2Gk5k2ZNk
21Ḡ .

The anomalous dimensionhN(k) is given by

hN~k!5gkB1~a2k ,b2k ,g2k ,d2k!1hN~k!gkB2~a2k ,b2k ,g2k ,d2k! , ~6!

where

B1~a2k ,b2k ,g2k ,d2k!5
1

12pH 10F1
1~a2k!110F1

1~b2k!210F1
1~0!12F1

1~g2k!

12F1
1~d2k!2~60a115!F2

2~a2k!2~60b115!F2
2~b2k!

1S 24

K23
26DF2

2~0!212g1F2
2~g2k!212d1F2

2~d2k!J ,
~7!

B2~a2k ,b2k ,g2k ,d2k!52
1

12p H 5F̃1
1~a2k!15F̃1

1~b2k!17F̃1
1~0!1F̃1

1~g2k!

1F̃1
1~d2k!230S a11

1

12D F̃2
2~a2k!230S b11

1

12D F̃2
2~b2k!

23F̃2
2~0!26g1F̃2

2~g2k!26d1F̃2
2~d2k!J .

Here

a1,b15
1

12
1
f 21n2

6n2
6
1

2S f
21n2

3n2
2
K16

6K D F11
4lk

k2f 2K G21/2

, ~8!

g1,d15
1

2~K23!
6

1

2~K23!S 12
8lk

k2n2K D 21/2

,

a2k,b2k5
k2f 2

k2 H 16F11
4lk

k2f 2KG1/2J , ~9!

g2k,d2k5
k2n2

k2 H 16F12
8lk

k2n2~K23!G
1/2J .

Note thatK53 f 2/( f 212n2), which corresponds to the choice of the so-called gau
fixing independent effective action~for a review see Refs. 1 and 11!. By this choice, we
solve the gauge-dependence problem~for a related discussion in case of Einstein gravi

see Ref. 7!. The functionsFn
p(w) andF̃n

p are given by the integrals
602 602JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Bytsenko et al.
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Fn
p~w!5

1

G~n!
E
0

`

dzzn21
R~0!~z!2zR~0!8~z!

@z1R~0!~z!1w#p
, ~10!

F̃n
p~w!5

1

G~n!
E
0

`

dzzn21
R~0!~z!

@z1R~0!~z!1w#p
.

Solving ~6!,

hN~k!5
gkB1~ l̄ k ,kk!

12gkB2~ l̄ k ,kk!
, ~11!

wherekk
25k2/k2, l̄ k5lk /k

2, we see that the anomalous dimensionhN is a non pertu-
bative quantity. The evolution equation for the cosmological constant is obtaine
follows:

] t~ l̄ k!52@22hN~k!# l̄ k1
gk
4p

$10F2
1~a2k!110F2

1~b2k!210F2
1~0!

12F2
1~g2k!12F2

1~d2k!2hN~k!@5F̃2
1~a2k!15F̃2

1~b2k!17F̃2
1~0!

1F̃2
1~g2k!1F̃2

1~d2k!#% . ~12!

Equations~5! and~12! with ~11! determine the value of the running Newtonian const
and cosmological constant at the scalek!Lcutoff . The above evolution equations includ
nonperturbative effects which go beyond a simple one-loop calculation.

Next we estimate the qualitative behavior of the running Newtonian constant, a
above system of RG equations is too complicated and cannot be solved analytica
this end we assume that the cosmological constant is much smaller than the IR
scale,lk!k2, so we can putlk50 to simplify Eqs.~8! and~9!. After that, we make an
expansion in powers of (Ḡk2)21, keeping only the first term~i.e., we evaluate the func

tionsFn
p(0) andF̃n

p(0)) andfinally obtain ~with gk;k2Ḡ)

Gk5G0@12wḠk21 . . . #, ~13!

where

w52
1

2
B1~0,0!5

1

24pF S 50122
f 2

n2D2
7p2

3 G .
In case of Einstein gravity, a similar solution has been obtained in Refs. 6 and
getting ~13! we use the same cutoff function as in Ref. 6.

We see that sign ofw depends on higher-derivative coupling constants:

w.0, if 502
7p2

3
1
22f 2

n2
.0 . ~14!

The coupling constantn2 may be chosen to be negative~see Ref. 1!. For example, for
f 251, n2561 we getw.0, and the Newtonian coupling decreases ask2 increases; i.e.,
we find that the gravitational coupling is antiscreening. On the contrary, forf 251,
603 603JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Bytsenko et al.
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n2521/2 we getw,0, and thus screening behavior of the Newtonian coupling
means that in such a phase the gravitational charge~mass! is screened by quantum
fluctuations, or, in other words, that the Newtonian coupling is smaller at smaller
tances. The sign of the quantum correction to the Newtonian potential will be differe
well.

Note that the above quantum correction to the Newtonian coupling constan
been calculated in Ref. 10 using the one-loop approach and perturbative RG equat
is clear that the result of such a calculation is different from the one presented abo
we have used a nonperturbative RG method. Moreover, as we noted at the beginni
theory under discussion is multiplicatively renormalizable in the perturbative appro
but most likely it is not unitary in that approach. Hence, the perturbative results cann
trusted in many situations. On the contrary, within the nonperturbative approac
theory is considered as an effective theory, and problems with non-unitarity are the
not important. The possibility of getting some nonperturbative results in models of Q
four dimensions looks very attractive and may aid in the construction of new QG mo

Thus we have found that Newtonian coupling may show screening or antiscre
behavior inR2 gravity, depending on the higher-derivative couplings. That shows ex
itly that R2 quantum gravity may lead to different physical consequences than Ein
gravity even at low energies.
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Search for the invisible axion emitted in the M1 transition
in 125mTe

A. V. Derbin,a) A. I. Egorov, I. A. Mitropol’ski , V. N. Muratova,
S. V. Bakhlanov, and L. M. Tukhkonen
St. Petersburg Institute of Nuclear Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 188350
Gatchina, Leningrad District, Russia

~Submitted 11 March 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 8, 576–580~25 April 1997!

A method of searching for the invisible axion emitted in M transitions
of isomeric nuclei is proposed. It is determined experimentally that the
probability of emission of an axion in the M1 transition in125mTe is
<1.3•1025 ~90% confidence level!. © 1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00308-3#

PACS numbers: 14.80.Mz, 23.20.Js, 23.20.Lv

Theoretical invisible-axion models in which the scale of symmetry breaking is
bitrary and can extend down to the Planck mass serve as a basis for the experi
search for a pseudoscalar particle which interacts weakly with matter and whose
ranges from 10212 eV up to tens of keV.1–5 Although the limits on the axion mas
obtained from astrophysical estimates6,7 span almost the entire scale of possible mas
direct laboratory experiments give an upper limit of 6 keV for the axion mass.8

The ‘‘missingg ray’’ method for nuclear magnetic transitions opens up new po
bilities for axion searches.9 If an ideal detector, which detects all particles arising fro
the decay of a nucleus, is developed, then the emission of the invisible axion w
leaves the detector without any interactions will be accompanied by a shift of the
trum by an amount equal to the M transition energy. Such events can be detected.
view, it is preferable to study M transitions in isomeric nuclei primarily because the
no uncertainty associated with the emission of a neutrino, characteristic for nuclei u
goingb and EC decay.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In the present work, the energy spectrum of photons and electrons which arise
the decay of a125mTe nucleus (T1/25 57 days) was analyzed in order to observe an ax
This isomeric nucleus undergoes two successiveg transitions with energies of 109.3 ke
~M4 transition! and 35.5 keV~M1 transition, E2/M150.029).10 The decay scheme i
shown in Fig. 1, together with the decay modes and the types of particles produce
their energy and probability of appearance per decay. Since the excited tellurium nu
interacts with an atomic shell, each decay of a nucleus is accompanied by a casc
g rays, conversion electrons, x rays, and Auger electrons.

Two cylindrical planar HPGe detectors butted together at their end surfaces
used to measure the energy spectrum. A small recess, 0.5 mm deep and 3 mm in
605 6050021-3640/97/080605-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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eter, was ground out at the center of the end face of one of the detectors to ho
125mTe source.

A preparation of tellurium of ‘‘special radiation purity’’ grade was specially p
pared for this experiment. A strip of tin foil~0.1 g! was irradiated in a VVR-M reactor fo
one month in a flux of 1013 neutrons/cm2•s. After 60 days the tin was dissolved i
hydrochloric acid and 5 mg of selenium was added to the solution obtained. The m
of Se and125mTe was precipitated from the solution with tin dichloride, and the prec
tate was washed and dissolved in 5.5 M HCl plus one drop of HNO3. Radioactive
tellurium was collected at the top of the chromatographic column with anionite.
column was first flushed with a 5.5 M solution of HCl, and then the125mTe zone was
washed out, first with a 3 M solution and finally with a 1 M solution. The anionite
purification operation was repeated three times, after which the solution of radiotellu
was evaporated in the presence of HNO3 and 0.005 M H2SO4. A drop of the sulfuric acid
solution was placed in a depression on the gold coating of the HPGe detector an
tellurium was deposited by electrolysis, forming an invisible spot 3 mm in diamete

The working region of each detector was 40 mm in diameter and 7 mm thick.
configuration of the working volume of the two detectors ensured absorption o
35-keVg ray to a level of 10214. The absorption of the 109-keV photon was 97%, wh
increased the background near 100 keV somewhat on account of the backscatte
g rays by the detector holder.

Before deposition of125mTe, the germanium detectors were placed in turn int
separate cryostat. The upper limit of the electron energy losses in the gold coatin~30
mg/cm2) and in the insensitive layer of the detector was determined with a210Bi source.
For a 481.7-keV electron incident along the normal these losses did not exceed 0.2
indicating that the detector could detect theL-series x rays of tellurium, which have a
average energy of 4 keV, with an efficiency of 95%. If it is assumed that the coeffi

FIG. 1. Main modes of decay125mTe→ 125Te.
606 606JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Derbin et al.
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of out-diffusion of electrons from the detector surface equals 0.3 for the configur
employed, then it can be expected that the loss of 30-keV electrons as a result of m
reflections will not exceed 1025. Like the AugerL electrons, the 4-keV conversio
electrons are absorbed in the dead layer of the detector and do not contribute to th
energy released.

After the tellurium was deposited on one of the detectors, the detector was plac
the beryllium window of a spectrometer with a Si~Li ! detector. The x-ray spectrum
obtained in the decay of125mTe was measured with a resolution of 160 eV, and
probability of AugerL-electron emission was determined~0.91!. This figure is of funda-
mental importance, since the proposed method permits distinguishing the emission
axion from the absorption of a photon or electron in the insensitive layer of the dete
The probability of absorption in it is higher for a 27-keV x ray~or 30-keV electron! than
for a 35-keV x ray~or 34-keV electron!. At the same time, theL x rays accompanying
such transitions are detected with nearly 100% efficiency, which will give rise to
additional intensity in the line, shifted to higher energies by 4 keV. According to
decay scheme in Fig. 1, when an axion is emitted in an M1 transition, two peaks
energies 104.5 and 108.3 keV and an intensity ratio of 2.9 should be observed in th
spectrum. If the energy shortfall is due to absorption of particles in the insensitive
of the detector, the ratio of the intensities of the indicated peaks will decrease to 2.2
difference can be a criterion of a positive result of an observation.

After the indicated measurements were performed, the HPGe detectors were
up against each other in a cryostat and cooled to liquid-nitrogen temperature. The
tors had individual bias voltages of 1200 and 900 V, which were applied to then1

contact; the potential of their commonp contact was zero. Both detectors had simi
spectrometric channels: a preamplifier with resistive feedback and a uncooled field-
transistor and an amplifier with a formation time constant of 2ms and a 12-digit ADC
graduated to 60 eV/channel. The resolution measured with respect to the 122-keVg line
of 57Co was 1.7 keV. The two channels were fed into an adder, the signal from which
fed into a separate ADC. The total energy spectrum from both detectors, the total s
from each detector, and four spectra corresponding to coincidences and anticoinci
between detectors were stored in the computer memory. The two-dimensional e
spectrum was also stored in order to search for the optimal background/effect rati

RESULTS

A total of 1.4•108 decays of125mTe were detected over 62 h of measurements
typical spectrum from one detector for one series of measurements is shown in F
The spectrum contains 29 peaks, corresponding to different decay modes of125mTe and
satellites associated with the emission of germanium x rays from the detector. The
bers1 and 2 label the two main peaks, with intensities of about 1.5•105 keV21 and
energies of 27.4 (Ka1,a2) and 104.5 keV~e104, e771 Ka). Peak3 corresponds to the
monochromatic 77-keV electron line. The resolution of the HPGe detector mea
according to this line was 1.8 keV. The shift in the position of the peak, as determ
according to the x-ray lines of tellurium and germanium, was 320 eV. This means th
average energy losses during passage through the insensitive layer of the detecto
607 607JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Derbin et al.
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20. The
equal to about 700 eV for 30-keV electrons. The lines4, 5, and6 are shifted by 4 keV to
the left of the total-absorption peak~144.8 keV! — this is due to the loss of an x ray
conversion electron, or Auger electron.

The total spectrum from the two detectors is displayed in Fig. 3. As expected
maximum of the peak corresponding to the total detected energy lies at 132 keV an
144.8 keV. The energy shortfall is due to the loss of one or two AugerL electrons or one
4-keV conversion electron. Since the resolution for the total spectrum is 1.5 times w
the right-hand edge of the peak possesses a profiled shape corresponding to unr
peaks with energies of 136, 140, and 144 keV. The background level near 104 keV
equal to 1.4•105 keV21 and was determined by the tails of the electron lines associ
with multiple reflections of electrons from the surface of the detectors.

The maximum likelihood method was used to find the intensities of the 104.5
and 108.3-keV lines. The likelihood function was found from the assumption tha
number of counts in each channel has a normal distribution and is a sum of an exp
tial function, chosen to describe the background, and the response function for the

FIG. 2. Emission spectrum in125mTe decay, measured by one of the detectors. The maximum of peaks1 and2
equals 1.5•106 keV21.

FIG. 3. Spectrum of the total detected energy. The intensity of the main peak is decreased by a factor of
vertical lines indicate the positions of the expected axionic lines.
608 608JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Derbin et al.
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trons, which is determined from the total spectrum. The response function was r
sented as a Gaussian peak, whose variance was determined by the resolution
composite detector, and an exponential tail with an area of 40%.

The value obtained for the ratio of the intensity of the axion radiation to the t
intensity wasI a /I g5(664)•1026, which corresponds to a limitI a /I g<1.3•1025 at the
90% confidence level.

Let us compare the above result with the theoretical estimates. As a result o
residual neutron–proton interaction in nuclei with two particles of one kind abov
magic core and a half-filled shell of particles of the other kind, the spectra of such n
contain low-lying ‘‘intruder’’ states, corresponding to the deformed mean field, in a
tion to the single-particle states of a spherical nucleus. According to data from strip
and capture nuclear reactions, the lowest levels 1/21, 3/21, and 11/22 in 125Te are largely
single-particle levels.11 Their energetics can be explained by the presence of a neg
deformation,e'20.1.

In the energy region studied, the standard long-wavelength approximation for
nucleons can be used to determine the probabilitiesvg andva of nuclear electromagnetic
and axionic transitions, respectively. In the single-particle approximation, when
nuclear transition is determined by the change in the state of a single nucleon an
nucleon is a neutron (m l(n)50), the axion transition operator can be related with
magnetic transition operator having the same multipolarity:

T̂~AL!52
ga
02ga

1

ems~n!
T̂~ML !, ~1!

wherega
0 andga

1 are the isoscalar and isovector parameters of the axion–nucleon
action,ms(n)523.827 is the spin gyromagnetic ratio of the neutron. Taking accoun
the ratio~1! and the possibility of an admixture of an E2 transition, we obtain for the r
of the axion and magnetic transition probabilities

va

vg
5

2~ga
02ga

1!2Ea
3

~11d2!e2ms
2~n!Eg

3 , ~2!

whereEa
25Eg

22ma
2 . For the axion–nucleon coupling constants we employ the va

obtained in Refs. 12–14:ga
0521.77•1025 (ma/1 keV)(112.94S), ga

1522.75•1025

(ma /1 keV!, andS50.68. The dependence ofva /vg onma is bell-shaped, reaching
maximum value of 2.8•1026 at ma522 keV. Therefore, our theoretical estimate is 4
times lower than our experimental estimate; this makes it impossible to establish a
on the axion mass in the range 0–35 keV.

The sensitivity of the ‘‘missingg ray’’ method can be increased. First, the bac
ground near 104 keV must be decreased; it is determined by the tails of the electron
produced by multiple reflections of electrons from the surface of the detectors. For
the thickness of the insensitive layer of the detector and the thickness and atomic n
of the conducting coating must be decreased. The contribution of the natural radioa
to the background is almost an order of magnitude smaller, but it also can be dec
by passive shielding. Increasing the measurement time and improving the resolut
609 609JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Derbin et al.
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s at a
using cooled head cascades in the preamplifiers open up additional possibilities. A
ently, all of these measures will make it possible to reach a sensitivity to axion mas
level of 1 keV.

a!e-mail: derbin@lnpi.spb.su
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Concerning experiments on coherent transition radiation
by relativistic electrons

N. F. Shul’ga and S. N. Dobrovol’ski 
National Science Center, Kharkov Physicotechnical Institute,a) 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine

~Submitted 11 March 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 8, 581–584~25 April 1997!

It is shown that the macroscopic transverse dimensions of the target can
strongly influence the spectrum of transition radiation emitted by rela-
tivistic electrons in thin layers of matter and that the effect is extremely
important in experiments on coherent transition radiation in the infra-
red. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00408-8#

PACS numbers: 41.60.2m, 41.75.Ht

1. A series of experiments1–3 was recently conducted in order to study the coher
transition radiation emitted by relativistic electrons in thin layers of matter. The mea
ments were performed on electron beams with an energy of the order of 100 MeV
coherent transition radiation emitted by short bunches of an electron beam was in
gated in the infrared region, where the thickness of the target is small compared wi
wavelength of the emitted wave. The experimental results were analyzed using for
from the theory of transition radiation for targets of infinite transverse size.4–6

This letter calls attention to the fact that for ultrarelativistic electrons the transv
distances responsible for the transition radiation process can be macroscopic, exc
not only the transverse size of the target but also the size of the channel in whic
beam moves. This situation occurs, specifically, in the experiments of Refs. 1–3
shall show that when the finite macroscopic dimensions of the target are taken
account, the transition radiation spectrum becomes strongly distorted and the inten
the radiation in the infrared range becomes much lower than in the case of a tar
infinite transverse size. This circumstance is extremely important, because the inten
the radiation that would be expected for a target of unbounded transverse size c
reduced by several orders of magnitude when the transverse dimensions of the tar
taken into account. This effect occurs even for transition radiation of a single partic
a thin layer of matter. For this reason we shall analyze this very simple case here

2. Let us consider the transition radiation of a relativistic electron passing throu
thin layer of matter. To this end, we introduce the vector potentialA(r ,t) of the field of
a particle moving in a medium with relative permittivitye(r )511e1(r ), wheree1(r ) is
the correction to the vacuum value of the permittivity (e1(r )5 const inside and
e1(r )50 outside the plate, respectively!. Then the equation for the Fourier compone
Av(r ) of the field can be written in the form7,8

S ¹21
v2

c2 DAv~r !52
4p

c
jv~r !1

e1v
2

c2
Av~r !1eS ¹W

1

e Ddiv Av~r !, ~1!
611 6110021-3640/97/080611-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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wherejv(r ) is the Fourier component of the current density of the charge.

At large distances from the target (R→`) the asymptotic solution of Eq.~1! is

AvuR→`5
eikR

cRE d3re2 ik–rH jv~r !1
c

4pS e1~r !
v2

c2
Av1eS ¹W

1

e Ddiv AvD J , ~2!

wherek is the wave vector in the direction of emission anduku5v/c. Knowing this
asymptotic solution, we can construct the Poynting vector of the electromagnetic w
emitted by the particle and we can find the spectral–angular distribution of the rad

dE

dvdo
5

1

4p2c
uk–~ Ie1I 8!u2, ~3!

where

Ie5E d3re2 ik–r jv~r !,

I 85
c

4pE d3re2 ik–rS v2

c2
e1~r !Av~r !1eS ¹W

1

e Ddiv Av~r ! D .
In our case of a thin target it can be assumed that the velocity of the partic

constant inside the target. ThenIe50, and we are dealing only with transition radiatio
which is determined by the nonuniformity of the permittivitye(r ). Furthermore, if

e1azv/c!1, ~4!

whereaz is the thickness of the plate, then the field of the particle will change very l
as the particle passes through the target. To a first approximation in the parameter~4!, the
solution of Eq.~1! will correspond to the vector potential of the field of the particle
vacuum

Av
0 ~r !5n

2e

c
eivz/nK0~rv/ng!, ~5!

wheree is the electron charge,g is the Lorentz factor of the electron,n is a unit vector
in the direction of the particle velocityv, the z axis is parallel tov, r is the transverse
coordinate, andK0(x) is a modified Bessel function.9 Substituting this expression fo
Av
0 into Eq.~3!, we obtain the first term in the expansion of the spectral–angular radia

density in powers of the parametere1azv/c. In the case when the particle passes throu
the center of a cylindrically symmetric thin plate with radiusa1, we find the following
expression for the spectral distribution of the radiation in the angle inte
(q,q1dq):

d2E

dvdV
5

d2E`

dvdV
F2~g sin q,v/v'!, ~6!

wherev'5g/a' , dV5sinqdq, andd2E` /dvdV is the spectral–angular distributio
of the radiation for a target with infinite transverse size (a'→`),7,8

d2E`

dvdV
5
2e2

p S e1azv

c D 2 sin2q

~sin2q1g22!2
, ~7!
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and the functionF(y,x) determines the effect of the transverse dimensions of the ta
on the transition radiation:

F~y,x!5
y211

y F E
0

x

uduK1~u!J1~yu!1
e1

11e1
xK0~x!J1~yx!G . ~8!

Here y5g sinq, z5v/v' , K1(x), K0(x), and J1(x) are the corresponding Bess
functions.9

The functionF(y,x) has a simple asymptotic form for small and large values of
argumentx. If x@1, thenF(y,x)'1. The spectral–angular density of transition radiat
in this frequency range~i.e., for v@v') is identical to the corresponding result for
target of unbounded transverse size (a'→`).

However, if x!1, i.e.,v<v' , then in the region of characteristic angles of t
transition radiationq<g21

F~y,x!5
1

4
~y211!x2F122

e1
11e1

SC1 ln
x

2D G , ~9!

whereC50.577 is the Euler constant. The spectral–angular radiation density in
frequency range decreases rapidly withv and becomes small compared with the ca
a'→` even forv;v' . The integration overu in Eq. ~8! corresponds to integration
over the transverse radial coordinate of the targetr5vgu/v. The upper limit of the
integral is determined by the transverse size of the targetrmax5a' . The main contribu-
tion to this integral comes from values

reff<min~lg,a'!, ~10!

wherel5c/v is the wavelength of the emitted wave. The second term in Eq.~8! is due
to the transverse jump in the permittivity. Forlg!a' the contribution of this term to the
radiation spectrum can be neglected.

In summary, according to Eq.~6!, the character of the transition radiation chang
substantially forlg;a' . In the frequency range wherelg!a' the spectrum of the
transition radiation does not depend on the transverse dimensions of the target. Ho
if lg>a' , then we find that the spectral density of the transition radiation is subs
tially suppressed in comparison with the spectral density in the limita'→`. The param-
eters in the experiment of Ref. 1 werel;0.1 cm andg;200, so thatlg;20 cm. The
transverse dimensions of the target in that experiment were 5310 cm. Therefore in that
experiment the transverse dimensions of the target should have had a large effect
coherent transition radiation.

a!e-mail: kfti@rocket.kharkov.ua
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Radiative energy loss of high-energy quarks in finite-size
nuclear matter and quark–gluon plasma

B. G. Zakharov
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Orsay Cedex, France; L.D.Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics, 117334
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~Submitted 17 March 1997!
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The induced gluon radiation of a high-energy quark in a finite-size
QCD medium is studied. For a sufficiently energetic quark produced
inside a medium we find the radiative energy lossDEq}L

2, whereL is
the distance traveled by quark in the medium. It has a weak dependence
on the initial quark energyEq . TheL

2 dependence turns toL1 as the
quark energy decreases. Numerical calculations are performed for a
cold nuclear matter and a hot quark–gluon plasma. For a quark incident
on a nucleus we predictDEq'0.1Eq(L/10 fm)

b, with b close to unity.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00508-2#

PACS numbers: 12.38.Qk, 13.60.Le, 25.20.Lj

The radiative energy loss of a high-energy parton in a QCD medium is curre
under active investigation.1–5 In classical electrodynamics the radiation of a charg
particle in a dense medium was first considered long ago by Landau and Pomeran6

The quantum treatment of this phenomenon was given by Migdal.7 In Ref. 4 ~see also
Ref. 8! we developed a new path integral approach to the bremsstrahlung in a
medium, applicable in both QED and QCD. In the present paper we evaluate withi
formalism of Ref. 4 the radiative energy loss of a fast quark,DEq , propagating through
a finite-size uniform QCD medium. We consider both a cold nuclear matter and
quark–gluon plasma~QGP!. Following Ref. 2, we model the QGP by a system of sta
scattering centers described by the Debye screened potential}exp(2rmD)/r, wheremD is
the color screening mass. For the screening mass we use perturbative fo
mD5(11nF/6)

1/2gsT ~Ref. 9!, wheregs5A4pas is the QCD coupling constant, an
T is the temperature of the QGP. We assume that a fast quark produced atz50 through
a hard mechanism propagates in a medium of extentL along thez axis.

Neglecting the multigluon emission, we can write the radiative energy loss as

DEq5EqE
0

1

dxx
dP

dx
, ~1!

whereEq is the initial quark energy,x is the Feynman variable for the radiated gluon, a
dP/dx is the probability of gluon radiation as function ofx. In the approach of Ref. 4 the
evaluation ofdP/dx is reduced to solving a two-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation in
impact-parameter space. The longitudinal coordinatez plays the role of time. This Schro¨-
dinger equation describes the evolution of the light-cone wave function of a fictit
615 6150021-3640/97/080615-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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three-bodyq q̄g color singlet system. The relative positions of the constituents of
q q̄g system in the impact-parameter space arerq52rx, rq̄50, rg5(12x)r. The
corresponding Hamiltonian has the form

H5
p2

2m~x!
1v~r,z!, ~2!

v~r,z!52 i
n~z!s3~r,x!

2
. ~3!

Herem(x)5Eqx(12x) is the reduced ‘‘Schro¨dinger mass,’’n(z) is the density of the
medium, ands3(r,x) is the cross section of interaction of theq q̄g system with a
medium constituent~color center for QGP and nucleon for nuclear matter!. In the case of
QGP on the right-hand side of Eq.~3! there is an implicit summation over triplet~quark!
and octet~gluon! color states.

In order to simplify the analysis we neglect theq→qg spin-flip transitions, which
give a small contribution to the energy loss. Then the radiation rate is given by4

dP

dx
52 ReE

0

`

dj1E
j1

`

dj2 expF2
i ~j22j1!

L f
Gg~j1 ,j2 ,x!@K~0,j2u0,j1!

2Kv~0,j2u0,j1!#. ~4!

Here the generalization of the QED vertex operator of Ref. 4 to QCD reads

g~j1 ,j2 ,x!5
as@424x12x2#

3x

p~j2!•p~j1!

m2~x!
, ~5!

K is the Green’s function for the Hamiltonian~2!, Kv is the vacuum Green’s function
L f52Eqx(12x)/@mq

2x21mg
2(12x)# is the so called gluon formation length~time!, mq

is the quark mass, andmg is the mass of the radiated gluon. The latter plays the role
an infrared cutoff, removing the contribution of the long-wavelength gluon excitati
which cannot be treated perturbatively. In contrast to the expression of Ref. 4 fo
bremsstrahlung spectrum of an electron incident on the target of Ref. 4, in whic
integration overj1 starts from2`, in Eq.~4! we integrate overj1 from j150, i.e., from
the point where a fast quark is produced by hard scattering.

The three-body cross section entering the imaginary potential~3! can be expressed
in terms of the dipole cross section for color singletq q̄ pair,10 s2(r),

s3~r,x!5
9

8
@s2~r!1s2~~12x!r!!]2

1

8
s2~xr!. ~6!

The radiation rate is dominated by the contribution fromr&1/mg ~Ref. 4!, where
s2(r)5C2(r)r

2 andC2(r) has a smooth~logarithmic! dependence onr.11,10 This al-
lows one to estimate the energy loss by replacingC2(r) by C2(1/mg). Then
s3(r,x)5C3(x)r

2, with C3(x)5$9@11(12x)2#2x2%C2(1/mg)/8, and the Hamiltonian
~1! takes the oscillator form with the frequency
616 616JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 B. G. Zakharov
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V5
12 i

A2
S n~z!C3~x!

m~x! D 1/2512 i

A2
S n~z!C3~x!

Eqx~12x! D
1/2

.

Making use of the oscillator Green’s function after some algebra one can repr
the bremsstrahlung rate~4! in the form

dP

dx
5Ln

dsBH

dx
S~h,l !, ~7!

where

dsBH

dx
5
4asC3~x!~424x12x2!

9px@mq
2x21mg

2~12x!#
, ~8!

is the Bethe–Heitler cross section. The suppression factorS(h,l ), depending on the
dimensionless variables

h5L f uVu5
@4nC3~x!Eqx~12x!#1/2

mq
2x21mg

2~12x!
, ~9!

l5L/L f5
L@mq

2x21mg
2~12x!#

2Eqx~12x!
, ~10!

is given by

S~h,l !5S~1!~h,l !1S~2!~h,l !, ~11!

S~1!~h,l !5
3

lh2 ReE
0

lh
dy1E

0

y1
dy2 expS 2

iy2
h D H 1y22 2F f

sin~fy2!
G2J , ~12!

S~2!~h,l !5
3

lh2 ReE
0

lh
dy1E

0

`

dy2 expF2
i ~y11y2!

h G
3H 1

~y11y2!
2 2F f

cos~fy1!~ tan~fy1!1fy2!
G2J , ~13!

with f5V/uVu5exp(2ip/4). The two terms on the right-hand side of~11! correspond
in ~4! to the contributions from the integration regionsj1,j2,L and j1,L,j2, re-
spectively. The variables in~12!, ~13! in terms of those in~4! are y15(L2j1)uVu,
y25(j22j1)uVu ~in ~12!! andy25(j22L)uVu ~in ~13!!. In arriving at~13! we have used
a representation of the first Green’s function in the square brackets in~4! in terms of a
convolution of the oscillator Green’s function~for the interval (j1 ,L)) and the vacuum
one~for the interval (L,j2)). Notice that the functional form of our results atx!1 differs
from the one obtained in Ref. 5 within the soft gluon approximation.

In a medium it is eitherL f or 1/uVu which sets the effective medium-modifie
formation lengthL f85 min(L f ,1/uVu), which is the typical value ofj22j1 in ~4! for
L@L f8 . The finite-size effects come into play only atL&L f8 , i.e., l& l 05 min(1,1/h).
From ~11!–~13! we find S(h,l )'2 l 2 log l as l→0. The source of this suppression
radiation at smallL is obvious: the energetic quark produced through a hard mecha
617 617JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 B. G. Zakharov
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loses the soft component of its gluon cloud, and radiation at distances shorter th
time required for regeneration of the quark gluon field turns out to be suppressed
l@ l 0 the expression forS(h,l ) reduces to that for the infinite medium, for which th
expressionsS(h,l5`)'3/hA2 (h@1) andS(h,l5`)'1216h4/21 (h!1) were de-
rived in Ref. 4. Notice that according to Eqs.~9! and ~10!, h→0 and l→` asx→0,1,
and the Bethe–Heitler regime obtains in these limits.

Before presenting the numerical result, let us consider the energy loss at a qual
level. We begin with the case of a sufficiently largeEq such that the maximum value o
L f8 , L f8(max), is much bigger thanL. Taking into account the finite-size suppression
radiation atL f8*L, we find thatDEq is dominated by the contribution from two narro
regions ofx: x&dg'Lmg

2/2l 0Eq and 12x&dq'Lmq
2/2l 0Eq . In both the regions the

finite-size effects are marginal and the energy loss can be estimated using the i
medium suppression factor. For instance,

DEq~x&dg!;
16asC3~0!EqLn

9pmg
2 E

0

dg
dxS~h~x!,l5`!. ~14!

Using ~9! one can show thath(x&dg)&1 atL&mg
2/2nC3(0). In this region ofL in ~14!

we can putS(h(x),l5`)'1 and findDEq;0.25asC3(0)nL
2, which does not depend

on the quark energy. AtL@mg
2/2nC3(0) the typical values ofh in ~14! are much bigger

than unity, and using the asymptotic formula for the suppression factor we o
DEq;asC3(0)nL

2. A similar analysis forx close to unity gives a contribution toDEq

suppressed by a factor of;1/4 as compared to that for smallx. Notice that in thisL2

regime, despite the 1/mg,q
2 infrared divergence of the Bethe–Heitler cross section,DEq

has only a smoothmg dependence originating from the factorC3. We emphasize that the
above analysis of the origin of the leading contributions makes it evident thatL2 depen-
dence ofDEq cannot be regarded as a consequence of the Landau–Pomeranchuk–
suppression of the radiation rate due to small-angle multiple scatterings.

The finite-size effects can be neglected andDEq becomes proportional toL if
L f8(max)!L. If in addition the typical values ofh are much bigger than unity, from~1!,
~7!, ~8! along with the asymptotic form ofS(h,l5`) at h@1 one can obtain the fol-
lowing infrared-stable result:DEq'1.1asLAnC3(0)Eq.

In numerical calculations we takemg50.75 GeV. This value ofmg was obtained in
Ref. 12 from the analysis of HERA data on the structure functionF2 within the dipole
approach13 to the BFKL equation. It is also consistent with the nonperturbative estima14

of the gluon correlation radius in the QCD vacuum. For scattering of theq q̄g system on
a nucleon, we find from the double gluon model11 that C2(1/mg);1.3–4, where the
lower and upper bounds correspond to thet-channel gluon propagators with masses
0.75 and 0.2 GeV, respectively. The latter choice allows one to reproduce the dipole
section extracted from the data on vector meson electroproduction.15 However, there is
every indication12,13 that a considerable part of the dipole cross section obtained in
15 comes from the nonperturbative effects, for which our approach is not justified
this reason we takeC2(1/mg)52, which seems to be a plausible estimate for the per
bative component of the dipole cross section.12
618 618JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 B. G. Zakharov
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For scattering of theq q̄g system on a color center we estimatedC2(1/mg) using the
double gluon formula with the Debye screened gluon exchanges. ForT5250 MeV we
obtained C2(1/mg)'0.5 for a triplet center. For an octet center the result
CA /CF59/4 times larger, whereCA(CF) is the octet~triplet! second-order Casimir in
variant. For the quark mass, which controls the transverse size of theq q̄g system at
x'1, we takemq50.2 GeV. Notice that our prediction forDEq is insensitive to the
value ofmq .

For nuclear matter, takingn50.15 fm23 and as51/2 for L&5 fm we obtained
DEq'a(L/5 fm)b, with a' 0.55, 1, 1.23 GeV andb' 1.5, 1.85, 1.95 forEq510, 50,
and 250 GeV. Calculations withas51/3 for QGP atT5250 MeV yield for the same
energies:a' 4.2, 10.2, 14.8 GeV andb' 1.2, 1.65, 1.9. The above values ofb were
determined forL&5 fm. In the region 5&L&10 fm b is 10–20% smaller. At
Eq*250 GeVa andb flatten. Notice thatL f8(max);5–10 fm forEq;10–40 GeV in
nuclear matter and forEq;150–600 GeV in QGP. Thus our numerical results say t
the onset of theL2 regime takes place whenL f8(max)/L*2. The closeness ofb to unity
at Eq510 GeV for QGP agrees with a small value ofL f8(max) (;1 fm!. We checked
that variation ofmq gives a small effect. Themg dependence ofDEq becomes weak a
Eq*50 GeV. However, it is sizeable forEq;10220 GeV. For instance
DEq(mg50.375)/DEq(mg50.75);1.5 atEq510 GeV, L;5 fm. Our predictions for
DEq must be regarded as rough estimates with uncertainties of at least a factor o
either direction. Nevertheless, the rather large values ofDEq obtained for QGP indicate
that the jet quenching may be an important potential probe for formation of the de
finement phase inAA collisions.

We also studied the energy loss of a fast quark incident on a target. In this
radiation by the initial quark is allowed, and the lower limit of integration overj1 in ~4!
must be replaced by2`. For the case of bremsstrahlung in QED this situation w
discussed in Ref. 8. It was shown that after the medium Green’s function is expand
a series in the potential, the spectrum can be represented as a sum of the Bethe–
term and an absorptive correction. For our choice of the gluon mass the abso
correction is relatively small. This means thatDEq}EqLnasC3(0)/mg

2 . For nuclear
matter in the regionL&10 fm the numerical calculations giveDEq'0.1Eq(L/10 fm)

b

with b'0.9–1 forEq&50 GeV andb'0.8520.9 forEq*200 GeV. This result differs
drastically from the prediction of Ref. 1:DEq'0.25(L/1 fm) GeV. Our estimate is in
qualitative agreement with the longitudinal energy flow measured in hardpA collisions
with a dijet final state16 and with the energy loss obtained from the analysis of
inclusive hadron spectra inhA interactions.17
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where this work was completed.
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Grand unification and heavy axion
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We argue that sufficiently complex grand unified theories involving
extra strong intractions that confine at very short distances may lead to
a heavy axion solution of the CP problem of QCD. This axion may
have a mass within the accessible energy range, and its low-energy
interactions emerge through mixing with axial Higgs boson~s!. Another
signature of this scenario is softly broken Peccei–Quinn symmetry in
the electroweak Higgs sector. We present a toy GUT exhibiting these
features. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00608-7#

PACS numbers: 12.10.2g, 14.80.Mz

In QCD, the effectiveu-parameterū 5u1 arg detMquark breaks CP~Ref. 1! and is

experimentally constrained to be unnaturally small,ū &10210 ~for reviews see, e.g., Ref
2!. An elegant solution to this strong CP problem is based on the Peccei–Quinn~PQ!
symmetry3 and predicts a light particle, an axion. In view of constraints obtained f
experimental searches for the Weinberg–Wilczek4 axion, a widely accepted option is a
extremely light invisible axion.5 A potential problem with the latter comes from possib
non-renormalizable terms in the low-energy Lagrangian, which may be due to very
~say, Planckian! scales and need not respect PQ symmetry.6 Negligible for other pur-
poses, these terms would introduce an extra axion potential and ruin the PQ mech
precisely because the QCD contribution to the axion potential is tiny. From this poi
view it is safer to have the axion heavy enough.

In this paper we point out that heavy axions may appear in sufficiently com
grand unified theories containing extra gauge interactions~with unbroken gauge group!
which become strong well above the accessible energies. The effectiveu-parameters of
QCD and these extra strong interactions may be equal to each other due to a sym
built into a GUT. If there isonePQ symmetry relevant tobothQCD and the extra strong
interactions, the PQ mechanism rotates away both of theseu-parameters, and the axio
obtains its mass predominantly from the extra strong interactions and is therefore
~much heavier than the Weinberg–Wilczek axion!.

A similar idea was put forward by Tye7 in the context of technicolor plus Higg
models with PQ symmetry. However, many~if not all! such models predict numerou
pseudo-Goldstone bosons; some of these are charged and have masses well b
GeV, which is ruled out experimentally. This problem is not inherent in GUTs.a!

To be specific, let us consider a toy GUT. This model is realistic for several rea
621 6210021-3640/97/080621-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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but we expect that it will pick up generic features of possible heavy axions. The mo
a non-supersymmetric GUT with the gauge groupSU(5)3SU(5), where the first
SU(5) is meant to model the real world and the secondSU(5) is a mirror group. Let the
fermionic and Higgs content be mirror symmetric. Ordinary~mirror! fermions are sin-
glets under mirror~ordinary! SU(5) and form the usual 5̄- and 10-plets under ordinar
~mirror! SU(5). There are one Higgs 24-plet and two Higgs 5-plets in eachSU(5) sector
which are singlets under partnerSU(5). Let usrequire that at this stage eachSU(5)
sector has its own PQ symmetry that rotates the two Higgs 5-plets in the opposite

w5
~1!→ eiaw5

~1! , w5
~2!→ e2 iaw5

~2! ~1!

for ordinary Higgs 5-pletsw5
(1,2) , and

F5
~1!→ eibF5

~1! , F5
~2!→ e2 ibF5

~2! ~2!

for mirror Higgs 5-pletsF5
(1,2) . To have just one PQ symmetry, let us introduce

SU(5)3SU(5) singlet complex scalar fieldS of PQ charge 1 that interacts with bot
ordinary and mirror Higgs 5-plets,

LS,w,F5hw5
~1!†w5

~2!S21h8F5
~1!†F5

~2!S21 h.c. ~3!

The self-interaction ofS is required to be symmetric under the phase rotations ofS, so
the remaining PQ symmetry is~1!, ~2! with b5a and S→ eiaS. Let us assume for
definiteness thatS does not obtain vacuum expectation value, though this assumpti
not crucial for further discussion.

Let us now require that at the~high! energy scales where bothSU(5) groups are
unbroken, the hard~dimension 4! terms in the whole Lagrangian are mirror symmetr
while the soft terms are not. This implies, in particular, thatuordinary5umirror ~theu terms
are hard! and that the phases of Yukawa couplings are the same in ordinary and m
sectors. This requirement also implies the equality of the couplings entering Eq~3!,
h85h. Hence, without loss of generality one setsh to be real~the phase ofh can be
rotated away by the phase rotation ofS). In one loop, the interaction~3! introduces a
direct interaction between ordinary and mirror Higgs 5-plets,

Lw,F5l~w5
~1!†w5

~2!!•~F5
~2!†F5

~1!!1 h.c., ~4!

where l}h2 ln(mS/m) and m is the normalization scale. Note thatl is real and the
interaction~4! is still PQ symmetric.

Let us require that, just like ordinarySU(5), mirror SU(5) breaks down to
SU(3)mc3U(1)mEM , wheremc andmEM refer to mirror color and mirror electromag
netism, respectively. Since the soft terms of the mirror sector are different from tho
ordinary sector, this breaking occurs at different energy scales. Consider the case
mirror SU(5) breaks down at much lower energy than the ordinary GUT scale.
coupling constant ofSU(5) runs faster than that ofSU(3), so themirror coupling
constant is larger than that of ordinarySU(3)c at the point where mirrorSU(5) breaks
down. Hence,SU(3)mc becomes strong at a scaleLmc which is larger than the ordinary
LQCD. Assuming

^F5
~1!&;^F5

~2!&;vm.Lmc ~5!
622 622JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 V. A. Rubakov
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we have the mirror world similar to the ordinary world, but scaled up in energy~and with
vm /Lmc not necessarily of the same order as the ratio of the ordinary Higgs expec
value to the QCD confinement scale,v/LQCD;103).

By the mirror symmetry of the hard terms, the effectiveu-parameters of the ordinar
and mirror sectors are equal to each other,b! at least at the tree level. By performing P
rotation, one makes both of them equal to zero. By the mirror PQ mechanism, the
field then takes a zero vacuum expectation value, and both the mirror and ordinary
interactions conserve CP. In other words, at a nonzero mirror effectiveu-parameter
ūmirror the phase of the vacuum expectation value ofF5

(1)†F5
(2) is proportional to

ūmirror by the PQ mechanism; the interaction~4! aligns the phase ofw5
(1)†w5

(2) to the same
value, so the effective ordinaryu-parameter, after PQ rotation, becomes equal
ū ordinary2 ūmirror50, at least at the tree level.c!

The axion obtains its mass predominantly due to mirror strong interactions. It
fact, a mirror Weinberg–Wilczek axion. The expression for the mass is a scale
version of the Weinberg formula. Recalling that the mass of the Weinberg–Wil
axion scales asmWW}LQCD

3/2 v1/2, we estimate the axion mass in our model as

Ma;S Lmc

LQCD
D 3/2S vvmD 1/2mWW.

This may certainly be much larger thatmWW.

To get an idea of the numbers, let us point out that non-supersymmetricSU(5)
becomes strong at about 105 GeV. Hence,Lmc&105 GeV. Under the assumption~5! and
usingmWW;100 keV, we have

Ma&1 TeV.

Let us stress that by varyingLmc andvm one can easily get the axion much lighter th
1 TeV. Say, atLmc;3 TeV andvm;10 TeV one hasMa;20 GeV.

The axion interactions with ordinary matter come from the term~4!. At energies
below vm we have

F5
~2!†F5

~1!5c1vm
2 1 ic2vma~x!, ~6!

wherec1 andc2 are constants of order 1, anda(x) is the axion field. The first term her
produces the off-diagonal mass term for the ordinary Higgs fields that breaks the
energy PQ symmetry~1! explicitly and softly. The corresponding mass parame
m125Alc1vm should be of the order of 100 GeV to avoid fine tuning in the ordin
electroweak Higgs sector. The second term in Eq.~6!, on being inserted into Eq.~4!,
induces mixing between axion and axial Higgs bosonA0 which is of orderm12

2 v/vm .
Hence, one expects a mixing angle

uua,A0u;
v
vm

m12
2

uMA0
2

2Ma
2u
.

With vm;104–105 GeV this angle is in the range 1022–1024, but this estimate is again
strongly parameter-dependent, and the mixing may be somewhat higher.
623 623JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 V. A. Rubakov
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Thus, in our toy model the axion is a relatively light remnant of extra strong in
actions operating at very short distances. The axion mass may be well within the a
sible range of energies; its interactions with ordinary matter come from mixing with
axial Higgs bosonA0, and the mixing angle may not be negligibly small. The sca
potential of the ordinary Higgs fields exhibits softly broken PQ symmetry. We expect
these features are generic to the class of grand unified theories where the stro
problem is solved in the way discussed in this paper.

The author is indebted to G. Farrar for helpful and encouraging correspondenc
to A. Dolgov, I. Khriplovich, V. Kuzmin, M. Shaposhnikov, P. Tinyakov, and M. V
loshin for helpful discussions. This work was supported in part by the Russian Fun
Fundamental Research, Grant No. 96-02-17449a, and by the U.S. Civilian Resear
Development Foundation for Independent States of FSU~CRDF!, Award RP1-187.

a!Mechanisms that may make invisible axion heavy enough are discussed in Ref. 8.
b!Note that the soft terms consistent with PQ symmetry do not contain phases, which otherwise wo
different in the ordinary and mirror sectors.

c!The effectiveu of ordinary strong interactions may acquire radiative corrections, but they are small.9.
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Observation of coherent x-ray production by 800-MeV
electrons in a periodic triple-crystal target

M. Yu. Andreyashkin, V. N. Zabaev, V. V. Kaplin,a) and S. R. Uglov
Scientific-Research Institute of Nuclear Physics at Tomsk Polytechnical, University, 63
Tomsk, Russia

K. Nakayama
Toshiba Corporation, 210 Kawasaki, Japan

I. Endo
Hiroshima University, 739 Higashi–Hiroshima, Japan

~Submitted 26 March 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 8, 594–599~25 April 1997!

The production of coherent x radiation by 800-MeV electrons in a
target consisting of three 16-mm silicon crystals is investigated at the
Tomsk synchrotron. The target structure makes it possible to observe
from each crystal in turn, as the target is rotated, the radiation due to
the summation of parametric x radiation~PXR! and the diffracted reso-
nance transition radiation~DRTR! produced at the surfaces of the pre-
ceding crystals. The orientational dependence obtained shows that the
contribution of the DRTR increases with the number of the crystal in
the series, so that the angular density of the DRTR from the third
crystal is approximately 1.7 times higher than the density of the PXR.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00708-1#

PACS numbers: 41.50.1h, 78.70.2g

A new concept for the generation of coherent x rays by relativistic electron
complex periodic structures has been developed in a series of recent works.1–4According
to this concept, narrowly directed~at large angles to the axis of the electron bea!
quasimonochromatic x radiation is generated by passing electrons through com
targets of the type ‘‘layered structure1 crystal’’ or assemblies of several thin, mutual
oriented crystals. Here, besides parametric x radiation~PXR!, there appears an addition
contribution on account of the diffraction of the transition x radiation.

The well-studied electron PXR, generated in the Bragg direction5 within a cone with
an angle of severalg21 (g is the relativistic factor of an electron!, has a spectral lin-
ewidth of less than 10% with a total yield of about 1025 photons per electron.

The resonance transition x radiation~RTXR! arising when an electron passe
through a layered target5 is stronger than the PXR, and for several hundreds of thin f
it can comprise several photons per electron. The energies of the emitted RTXR ph
range up toEg.\vpg, wherevp is the plasma frequency of the medium and the spec
bandwidth of the radiation is;50–80%, depending on the absorbing properties of
radiator material. The RTXR photons are emitted into a cone with an angle of se
625 6250021-3640/97/080625-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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g21 in the direction of motion of the electrons. The form of the spectrum and the c
angle of the radiation can be varied by varying the foil thicknesses and the widths o
gaps between the foils.

According to the proposed concept, the RTXR formed in an amorphous lay
structure is then diffracted by the crystallographic planes in the Bragg direction toge
with the PXR. However, if the target consists of a collection of mutually oriented t
crystals, then the RTXR formed by the surfaces of the crystals is also diffracted in
subsequent crystals in the Bragg direction together with the PXR. Experiments perfo
at the Tomsk and Tokyo synchrotrons showed that the new x-ray sources combin
positive qualities of the RTXR~high intensity! and PXR~monochromaticity, large angles
of emission relative to the electron beam!. In addition, it was found that the radiation
yield from complex targets is much higher than the PXR yield from a crystal. The spe
and orientational dependences of the radiation from the aforementioned complex ta
were measured, but the details of the photon emission from such structures wer
investigated.

In the present work, on account of the special construction of the triple-cry
target, we were able to observe the formation of the total flux of coherent x radia
~PXR 1 DRTR! as a function of the number of plates participating in the emiss
~DRTR stands for diffracted resonance transition radiation!.

The experimental arrangement is displayed in Fig. 1a. A 800-MeV accelerated
tron beam in the Tomsk synchrotron was directed onto an inner target. The main lay
crystalline target and a one-crystal target of equivalent thickness~48mm! for measuring
the ‘‘pure’’ PXR were secured on a goniometric head, which could be moved vertic
so as to position the targets successively in the electron beam. The bremsstrahlun
detected with a Gauss quantometer, the readings of which were used to normaliz
results of the measurements. The coherent radiation emitted from the crystal at the
uD52uB518°128 exited through the 200-mm thick beryllium window of the synchro-

FIG. 1. a! Experimental arrangement: RXTR — resonance transition x radiation, Bs — bremsstrahlung,
— triple-crystal target, DRTR — diffracted transition radiation, PXR — parametric x radiation, Q — quan-
tometer. b! Geometry of radiation generation in a triple-crystal target. I, II, and III — directions of t
reflections of the radiation emitted from the first, second, and third crystals, respectively.
626 626JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Andreyashkin et al.
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tron chamber and entered the detector. The detector consisted of a NaI~Tl! g-ray spec-
trometer with a 2-mm thick crystal. The energy resolution was equal to about 35%
57Co ~6.4 keV line! and 16% for241Am ~59.6 keV!. The detection threshold was set at
keV. The beryllium entrance window of the detector was 40 mm in diameter and
mm thick. A 2-mm wide vertical slit collimator was placed in front of the detector. T
target–detector distance was equal to 458 cm, including 243 cm of air.

The main target consisted of three 16-mm thick silicon crystals separated by 14
mm gaps. The crystal plates were cut so that the~220! crystallographic planes wer
perpendicular to their surfaces. The target was fabricated at the Toshiba Corporatio
is described in detail in Ref. 7. The outer crystals of the target are disoriented relat
the central crystal by 4.3 and 5.7 mrad in different directions. Three well-separated
reflections rays in the Bragg directions~see Fig. 1b!, differing by twice the relative angle
of disorientation of the crystals, can be obtained by passing a narrow electron
through such a radiator at some angle to the~220! planes in the Laue geometry. The fir
reflection peak from the first crystal is formed as a result of PXR~we are neglecting the
diffraction of the transition radiation produced at the entrance surface of this cry!.
Then the second reflection peak is due to PXR from the second crystal and diffract
the transition radiation produced at the surfaces of the first crystal. The third refle
peak, in turn, is formed by PXR from the third crystal and DRTR from the two prece
crystals. By measuring the characteristics of the reflections it is possible to draw
ences about the process in which coherent x rays are genterated by relativistic ele
passing through a complex crystal structure.

The experimental PXR spectrum obtained on an equivalent target in the B
orientationQB 50.5QD contains first- and second-order spectral peaks. The ratio o
outputs of the PXR photons in the energy rangeEg529–44 and 10–29 keV, correspond
ing to the second and first spectral peaks, equals 0.13. The orientational depen
~ODs! of the PXR photon yield in the indicated energy intervals were also measure
an equivalent target.

The experimental OD~dots! of the yield of PXR1 DRTR photons (Eg510–29
keV! from a triple-crystal target is displayed in Fig. 2. The OD obtained contains t
peaks — I, II, and III, which appear when the target crystals are placed, in turn, in
Bragg positions. The three dashed curves show the partial contributions to the o
pattern of the PXR formed in each crystal. The form of these curves was obtaine
analyzing the OD of the radiation measured on the equivalent target. The solid
shows the OD of the PXR yield from a triple-crystal target as the sum of the ab
mentioned partial contributions, taking into account the photoabsorption in the rad
material and the geometry of the radiator. The partial DRTR contributions~curve with
dots! to the total yield of the radiation were obtained by subtracting from the experim
tal OD ~dots! the total OD of the PXR~solid curve!.

Figure 2 shows that the peaks in the OD of the partial DRTR yields from sep
crystals are much narrower than for the PXR yield. Their widths equal 1.25 and
mrad, respectively. Therefore, the DRTR is a much more narrowly directed source
rays than PXR. Furthermore, it follows from the figure that the DRTR yield at
maximum of the OD increases as the number of the crystal increases, so that the a
627 627JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Andreyashkin et al.
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density of the DRTR from the third crystal is approximately 1.7 times higher than
PXR density.

According to the theory,6 the distribution of the resonance transition x radiation
determined by the expression

QR5S 4p\c

Eg~ l 11 l 2!
2g222

l 1
l 11 l 2

S \vp

Eg
D 2D 0.5, ~1!

wherel 1 and l 2 are, respectively, the thickness of the crystals and the width of the
between them. It is important to note that expression~1! implies that the angular distri
bution of the RTXR and therefore also the DRTR can be regulated by varying
parameters of the target, while the width of the angular distribution of the PX
determined solely by the characteristics of the crystal:8

nQ5~~11A2!2@g221~\vp /Eg!2#1^Q&ms
2 !0.5, ~2!

where^Q&ms
2 is the mean-square angle of multiple scattering of the electrons in the t

materials,\vpSi.30 eV.

The radiation spectra measured as the triple-crystal target is turned successiv
angles corresponding to symmetric positions of the crystals are presented in Fig. 3.
the first crystal is symmetric relative to the electron beam and detector~Bragg orienta-
tion!, the radiation spectrum is similar to the PXR spectrum. The ratio of the radia
yields in the second and first spectral peaks equals 0.13. When the target is place
position symmetric for the second crystal, this ratio becomes equal to 0.11 on acco
the contribution of the DRTR, for which the proportion of photon yields in the first

FIG. 2. Measured orientational dependence~dots! of the yield in a collimated detector of x rays generated
800-MeV electrons in a triple-crystal target. Dashed curves — contributions to the OD due to PXR from
crystals; solid curve — sum of the PXR contributions; two peaks~solid curve with dots! — contributions due
to DRTR from the first crystal~left-hand peak! and the second crystal~right-hand peak!.
628 628JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Andreyashkin et al.
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second spectral intervals is different, as observed in Ref. 2. In a position which is
metric for the third crystal, when the DRTR contribution increases, the value obtaine
the ratio drops to 0.09.

In Fig. 4 the computed ODs of the PXR and DRTR yields are compared
experiment. The calculations were performed in the kinematic approximation. The
cal models for PXR8 and for DRTR6 taking account of the experimental conditions we

FIG. 3. Spectra of radiation emitted from a triple-crystal target at the centers of the reflections I, II, a
~curves1, 2, and3!.

FIG. 4. Comparison of the experimental~dots! and computed orientational dependences of the PXR from th
crystals~dashed curves!, the DRTR from the second and third crystals~left- and right-hand peaks, denoted b
the dotted curves!, and the sum of the PXR and DRTR contributions from all crystals taking accoun
interference~solid curve!.
629 629JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Andreyashkin et al.
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used in the calculations. The dashed curves show the partial yields of PXR from the
crystals; the thin solid curves show the DRTR yields from the second and third cry

Comparing Figs. 4 and 2, it can be concluded that the computed ratio of the D
and PXR yields does not correspond to the ratio obtained in the experiment, and th
of the yields does not describe the form of the experimental orientational dependenc
conjectured that the anomalously high radiation yield in the experimental peaks2 and3
is due to the interference of the DRTR and PXR. This interference was taken into ac
in a model approximation — the square of the sum of the DRTR and PXR amplit
was calculated for the entire radiation cone, after which the geometry of the detecto
taken into account. The curve obtained~thick line in Fig. 4! is in much better agreemen
with experiment, though the difference once again is quite large, especially for pea
To understand the observed defect, additional investigations are probably required

The main results of the experiment are as follows.

1. The use of a novel triple-crystal target whose crystals are slightly disoriented
respect to one another made it possible to observe the production of resonance tra
x radiation diffracted by a crystal as a function of the number of interfaces separatin
media participating in the generation of the RTXR.

2. The results confirm the results obtained in Refs. 2–4: When a layered struct
source of RTXR, is positioned in front of the crystal, an effective increase in the x
yield is obtained at larger~Bragg! angles with respect to the electron beam than in
case of ‘‘pure’’ PXR.

3. The angular distribution of the DRTR is much narrower than that of the PXR
can be regulated by varying the parameters of the layered structure positioned in fr
the crystal. As a consequence of the narrower angular distribution, the spectral D
peaks will be more monochromatic than the PXR peaks. Moreover, it was shown th
fraction of the contribution from the higher harmonics to the DRTR spectrum is m
smaller than in the PXR spectrum.

4. Analysis of the ratios of the DRTR and PXR contributions to the formation of
orientational dependence of the radiation from a triple-crystal target shows that
components can add together synergistically. That is, the resulting radiation is not s
a sum of the DRTR and PXR, but rather it is the result of their interference. But
question requires further, more detailed, investigations.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grants
Nos. 95-02-06194 and 96-02-16785! and under the Russian–Japanese Joint Scien
Program ‘‘Radiation by Relativistic Electrons in Periodic Structures’’ of the Russ
Government Committee on Institutions of Higher Education.
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Magnetic moment of type-II superconductors near the
critical field Hc2 and the formation of metastable
states for Ginzburg–Landau parameter k<1

Yu. N. Ovchinnikov
L. D. Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117334
Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 7 April 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 8, 600–605~25 April 1997!

The magnetic induction in cylindrical superconductor samples in mag-
netic fields close toHc2 is found. It is shown that vortex-type meta-
stable states exist in a quite wide range of values of the Ginzburg–
Landau parameterk,1 corresponding to type-I superconductors.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00808-6#

PACS numbers: 74.25.Ha, 74.60.Ec, 74.20.De

1. INTRODUCTION

The mixed state of type-II superconductors was investigated in Ref. 1. Howev
calculating the magnetic field the author made an incorrect assumption, which, as it
out, is nonetheless justified provided that the Ginzburg–Landau parameterk is greater
than and not close to 1. As a result, it was found that the mixed state does not ex
k,1. Actually, however, a mixed state can be realized in a wide rangek,1, corre-
sponding to type-I superconductors, and the structure of the vortex lattice itself de
on the value ofk.

2. SOLUTION OF THE GINZBURG-LANDAU EQUATION NEAR THE CRITI-
CAL FIELD Hc2

The free energyFS of the superconducting state in an external magnetic fieldH0 can
be represented in the form2

FS2FN5nE d2r H 2~12T/Tc!uDu21
pD

8Tc
u]2Du21

7z~3!

16p2Tc
2 uDu4J

1
1

8pE d3r ~~¹A…222H0•~¹3A!1H0
2!, ~1!

whereA is the vector potential,]25 ]/]r 22ieA, and n5mp0/2p2 is the density of
states at the Fermi surface. The coefficientD depends on the electron transport mean f
path l tr and equals

D5Ddif•h; Ddif5
y l tr
3
; h512

8Tt tr
p S cS 1/21 1

4pTt tr
D2c~1/2! D ,

l tr5y•t tr , ~2!
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wherev is the velocity of electrons at the Fermi surface andc(x) is Euler’sc function.
Varying the free energy~1! with respect toD andA, we obtain the Ginzburg–Landa
equations

pD

8Tc
]2
2 D1~12T/Tc!D2

7z~3!

8p2Tc
uDu2D50

1

4p
¹3¹3A5 j , j5

ipenD

4Tc
~D]1D*2D* ]2D!. ~3!

In a magnetic field

H5Hc25
4Tc
peD

~12T/Tc!, ~4!

the linearized equation~3! has a solution of the form2

D5exp~2ieHx1y2eH~x2x1!
2!, ~5!

for arbitraryx1. The gauge

A5~0, Hx, 0! ~6!

was used in obtaining Eq.~5!. We shall seek solutions of Eq.~3! for H0,Hc2 such that
the physical quantitiesuDu2, H(x,y), and j are periodic functions of the coordinatesx
andy. Let a1,2 be unit-cell vectors, i.e.,

uD~r1Na11Ma2!u25uD~r !u2. ~7!

From the condition that the current density be periodic we find

R
G
S ]x

]r
22eAD •dl50, ~8!

whereG is a closed contour drawn along the edge of the unit cell andx is the phase of
the order parameter. Since the order parameter is a single-valued function of the c
nates, Eq.~8! leads to the condition of quantization of the magnetic fluxf through the
unit cell:

f5
p

e
N, N51,2, . . . . ~9!

This exact relation greatly simplifies the search for a solution of the system of equa
~3!.

We seek in the following form a solution of Eqs.~3! in a magnetic field
H0,Hc2:

A5~0, Bx, 0!1A11A21 . . . , D5D01D11D21 . . . ,

D05(
N

CN exp ~2ieBNx1y2eB~x2Nx1!
2!, ~10!

whereB is the magnetic induction inside the superconductor (B5^H(r )&) and the vec-
torsAk possess two nonzero components~1, 2! and are proportional to (Hc22B)k. The
633 633JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Yu. N. Ovchinnikov
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two
quantitiesuDku2;(Hc22B)2k11 andCN
2;(Hc22B). In what follows, we shall employ

the gauge divA50. In this gauge all quantitiesAk are periodic functions of the coordi
nates. In the gauge employed in Ref. 1 the quantitiesAk are increasing functions ofx,
which presents additional difficulties in investigations of the system of equations~3!.

It should be expected thatua1u5ua2u in an isotropic superconductor. Letk1,2 be the
elementary reciprocal-lattice vectors. The order parameteruDu2 in this case can be rep
resented as

uDu25 (
N,M52`

`

CNM exp ~ i ~Nk11Mk2!•r !). ~11!

For a triangular lattice with one flux quantum per cell we find

k15
2p

A3x1
~0,1!; k25

p

A3x1
~A3,21!,

2A3eBx125p; CN5C0 exp S 2
ip

2
N2D ,

CN,M5C0
231/4 exp S 2 ipNM2

p

A3
~N21M22NM!D . ~12!

For a square lattice with one flux quantum per cell we obtain

k15
2p

x1
~0,1!; k25

2p

x1
~1,0!,

eHx1
25p; CN115CN5C0 ,

CN,M5
C0
2

A2
~2 !MN exp S 2

p

2
~N21M2! D . ~13!

We also give an expression for the quantities characterizing a triangular lattice with
flux quanta per cell:

k15
2p

A3x1
~0,1!; k25

p

A3x1
~A3,21!,

A3eHx125p; CN115CN5C0 ,

CN,2K1150; CN,2K5
C0
231/4

A2
exp S ipK~N2K !2

p

2A3
~N214K222KN!D . ~14!

For the order parameterD0 determined by expression~10! the current densityj 1 can be
expressed in terms of the square modulusuD0u2 as

j 152
penD

4Tc
S ]

]y
;2

]

]xD uD0u2, ~15!
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and therefore Eq.~3! for the magnetic fieldH1 assumes the form1

S ]

]y
;2

]

]xDH1~r !52
p2enD

Tc
S ]

]y
;2

]

]xD uD0u2. ~16!

It follows from Eq.~16! that the magnetic fieldH1(r ) inside the superconductor ca
be represented as

H1~r !52
p2enD

Tc
~ uD0u22^uD0u2&!, ~17!

since the vector potentialA1 (¹3A15H1) should remain bounded.

In contrast to Ref. 1, we shall assume that the inductionB cannot be reconstructe
from Eq. ~16!, since in the thermodynamic limit the system of equations~3! has an
enormous number of solutions;eHR2@1 (R is the characteristic transverse size of t
cylinder!. The free parameter is the area of the unit cell~magnetic inductionB). There-
fore, the inductionB should be determined from the condition that the free energy~1! has
a minimum with respect toB for a prescribed value of the external magnetic fieldH0:

]~FS2FN!

]B
50. ~18!

Ultimately, the impossibility of determining the magnetic inductionB from Eq. ~3!
for the vector potential is due to the flow of surface currents. The total magnetic mo
M is produced by both the volume~lattice! and surface currents. The volume current
determined by the structure of the lattice and can be easily found. The contribution
surface currents leads to the formation of a large number of metastable states
condition ~18! selects from among them the state that gives a minimum of the
energy.

It follows from Eqs.~1! and ~10! that the free energy density (FS2FN)/V can be
represented as a power series in (Hc22B)

~FS2FN!/V5
1

8p
$~B2H0!

21P1~Hc22B!21P2~Hc22B!3/Hc21 . . . %. ~19!

The coefficientsPk in Eq. ~19! are determined by the type of vortex lattice and t
value of the parameterk. To determine the coefficientC0, we shall employ the method o
eliminating secular terms in Eq.~3!.

The conditionuD1u!uD0u can be satisfied, provided that the nonuniform part in
linearized equation~3! is orthogonal toD0 ~see also Ref. 1!. This condition yields the
following equation forC0:

peD

4Tc
~Hc22B!^uD0u2&2

7j~3!

8p2Tc
2 ^uD0u4&1

1

n
~A1• j1!50, ~20!

where the vector potentialA1 is determined by the expression

¹3A15H1 or 2
]2A1

]r 2
54p j1 . ~21!
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In Eq. ~21! A1 is a periodic function of the coordinates, and the magnetic fieldH1 and the
current densityj1 are determined by Eqs.~17! and ~15!.

Using Eqs.~15!, ~16!, and~21!, we find

^A1• j1&5
1

4p
^H1

2&. ~22!

From Eqs.~17!, ~20!, and~22! we find the following expression for̂uD0u2&

^uD0u2&5
2p3eDTc
7z~3!

Hc22B

b2~b21!/k2 , ~23!

wherek is the Ginzburg–Landau parameter andb is determined by the relation

b5
^uD0u4&
^uD0u2&2

; k5
1

p2eD S 7z~3!

2pn D 1/2, ~24!

wherez(x) is the Riemannz function.

The values of the coefficientb are given below for three types of lattices. The
values can be trivially found using Eqs.~12!, ~13!, and~14!:

b51.15952— triangular lattice with one flux quantum;

b51.18034— square lattice with one flux quantum;

b51.33897 — triangular lattice with two flux quanta.

Now we can find the free energyFS in the vortex state. From Eqs.~1!, ~22!, and~23!
we find

~FS2FN!/V5
1

8p
~B2H0!

22
~Hc22B!2

8pk2S b2
b21

k2 D 1P2

~Hc22B!3

8pHc2
1 . . . . ~25!

The coefficientP2 in Eq. ~25! is of the order of 1. We shall find its dependence
k and the structure of the lattice elsewhere.

We also note that if the parameterk.1 and not close to 1, then nearHc2 the last
term in Eq.~25! is small and can be dropped. In this case we find from Eq.~18!

H02B5
Hc22B

bk2~121/k2!
. ~26!

Expression~26! is identical to Abrikosov’s result.1 However, ask →1 the region of
applicability of formula~26! becomes narrower. Fork,1 the solution of Eq.~17! by
Abrikosov’s method corresponds to a maximum and not a minimum of the free en
~1!. To obtain the minimum the third term in Eq.~25! must be taken into account. Let

Z5Hc22B. ~27!

We find from Eqs.~18! and ~25!
636 636JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Yu. N. Ovchinnikov
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Hc2b~k221!

3P2~11b~k221!!
1AS Hc2b~k221!

3P2~11b~k221!! D
2

1
2Hc2~Hc22H0!

3P2
. ~28!

We note that the correction to the free energy given by Eqs.~25! and~28! is always
negative at the point of the minimum. Similarly, the free energy~25! is also negative on
the entire path ofB from H0 up to the pointBmin . This means that ‘‘supercooling’’ — a
delay with a transition to the superconducting state (k,1) — can occur only up to the
point Hc2,Hc (Hc is the thermodynamic critical field!.

The expression for the free energy given by formulas~25! and ~28! exhibits a
nontrivial dependence on the parametersk andb. Therefore, it is necessary to calcula
P2 in order to determine the type of lattice near the pointk51.

This work is supported by CRDF under Grant No. RP1-194.
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Effect of impurities on the low-temperature behavior
of the specific heat of anisotropic superconductors in a
mixed state

Yu. S. Barash and A. A. Svidzinski 
P. N. Lebedev Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924 Moscow, Ru

V. P. Mineev
L. D. Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432
Chernogolovka, Moscow District, Russia

~Submitted 12 March 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 8, 606–611~25 April 1997!

In the presence of zeros of the order parameter in an anisotropic super-
conductor, the combined effect of a magnetic field and impurities leads
to two different limiting magnetic-field dependences of the specific
heat. These dependences are studied both for Born scatterers and in the
unitary limit for several specific examples of anisotropic pairing. A
estimate is given for the crossover field. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00908-0#

PACS numbers: 74.60.Ec, 74.25.Bt, 74.62.Dh

The experimental study of the thermodynamic and transport properties of anis
pic superconductors in magnetic fields yields important information about the exis
and locations of zeros of the order parameter on the Fermi surface, which is essen
determining the symmetry of the superconducting state.1–3

In the case of an anisotropic superconductor in a magnetic field the quasipa
density of states at the Fermi surface is nonzero for momentum directions near the
of the order parameter.4–8 In a clean superconductor, in the case of a line of simple ze
of the order parameter the density of states in the mixed state is proportional toAH,
which leads to the appearance of a characteristic magnetic-field-dependent
C}TAH/Hc2 in the specific heat.5 A dependence of this kind was recently observ
experimentally in YBCO.1,2

Impurities can also result in a nonzero density of states near the zeros of the
parameter on the Fermi surface.9–12 For this reason, it is natural to expect competiti
between the effect of impurities and a magnetic field on the behavior of the dens
states. The combined effect of a magnetic field and impurities on superconductiv
isotropic superconductors was studied in Ref. 13. The present letter examines the
of impurities on the low-temperature behavior of the specific heat of supercondu
with anisotropic pairing in a mixed state. As will be shown below, in the presenc
zeros of the order parameter even a comparatively small amount of impurities can h
large effect on the magnetic-field dependence of the thermodynamic characteristic
superconductor.
638 6380021-3640/97/080638-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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We shall find the quasiparticle density of states at low temperatures for the v
phase in a fieldH!Hc2, parallel to a high-symmetry crystallographic axis, at distan
j0!r!R from the axis of the vortex, whereR;j0AHc2 /H is the distance between th
vortices~for the temperatures considered we setj(T).j0). In this range of distances th
modulus of the impurity-averaged order parameter is constant in space, to a high d
of accuracy, and the magnetic-field-induced superfluid velocity varies quite slowly
function of the distance from a vortex. This makes it possible to use the well-kn
expressions for the impurity-renormalized quasiparticle energyṽ and order paramete
D̃ for a homogeneous superconductor. For isotropic impurity scattering, we have
Born approximation

ṽ5v1
i

2t
g~v!, g~v!52i tS~v!5K ṽ2vs•k f

A~ṽ2vs•k f !
22uD̃~k f ,v!u2

L
k f

, ~1!

D̃~k f ,v!5D~k f !1
i

2tK D̃~k f8 ,v!

A~ṽ2vs•k f8!22uD̃~k f8 ,v!u2L
k
f8

, ~2!

wheret is the relaxation time in the normal metal and^ . . . &k f denotes an average ove
all orientations of the Fermi momentumk f .

In Eqs.~1! and ~2! the square root is defined so that the real part of the expres
being averaged in Eq.~1! is always nonnegative~specifically, Reg(v)>0). This re-
quirement determines the rule for selecting the regular branch of the square ro
expressions~1! and ~2!.

The quasiparticle density of states isNS(v)5N(0)Reg(v), whereN(0) is the
density of states at the Fermi surface in a normal metal. The quasiparticle dens
states at the Fermi surface is important for low-temperature thermodynamic proper
a superconductor. For this reason, we setv50 everywhere. Then Eqs.~1! become

V5
g~V!

2t
, g~V!5K iV2vs•k f

A~ iV2vs•k f !
22uD̃~k f ,V!u2L

k f

, ~3!

whereiV5ṽ(v50), V>0, g(V)[g(v50), andD̃(k f ,V)[D̃(k f ,v50).

It follows from the conditions Reg(V)>0 andV>0 that the corresponding branc
with a cut in the complexz plane along the positive abscissa must be chosen for
functionAz in the denominator in Eq.~3!. Then the imaginary part of the functionAz is
always positive. The sign of the real part of this function is the same as the sig
Im z522(vs•k f)V. ~specifically, the real part ofAz is an odd function of (vs•k f)).
Hence it follows that the imaginary part of the expression being averaged in Eq~3!
vanishes after being averaged over all directions ofk f . As a result,g(V) is a real
function taking on nonnegative values.

Next, for this choice of the regular branch ofAz and with the condition Rez,0

V21uD̃~k f ,V!u2.~vs•k f !
2, ~4!
639 639JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Barash et al.
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the real part of the function being averaged in Eq.~3! is an analytic, even function o
(vs•k f ). As a result, the integration over the directions of the Fermi momentum
which the condition~4! holds gives a contribution tog(V) for which the first term in its
expansion in powers of the superfluid velocity is proportional tovs

2 . In the opposite case
Re z.0, Az has different signs on the two edges of the cut and the function b
averaged in Eq.~3! is found in the clean limit to depend onuvs•k f u. Thereforeg(V)
acquires a contribution proportional to the modulus of the superfluid velocity. It is
portant that in contrast to expression~1! the numerator in Eq.~2! does not have a term
which is linear invs . As a result, terms linear invs do not arise in the description of th
combined effect of impurities and a magnetic field onD̃(k f ,V).

If the order parameter of an anisotropic superconductor possesses zeros on the
surface~or is anomalously small in some regions of the Fermi surface!, then a narrow
region of integration over momentum directions near the zeros gives the main con

tion to the functiong(v), at least whenV,vs•k f!D̃0, where D̃05maxSfuD̃(k f ,V)u.
When the order parameter possesses zeros, the condition~4! approximately reduces to th
inequalityV.uvs•k f u, which breaks down for smallV, i.e., sufficiently low impurity
densities. Therefore two qualitatively different types of behavior of the quasipar
density of states as a function of the magnetic field and impurity density can be rea
In the limiting caseV@vs•k f the first term in the expansion of the density of states
proportional tovs

2 , while the term linear invs dominates ifV!vs•k f .

Let us consider a superconducting phase in which the order parameter has a
zeros on the equator of a ‘‘spherical’’ Fermi surface, and near this line

uD~k f !u5D0uu2p/2u. ~5!

Furthermore, let the order parameter change sign on reflection in the equatorial
D(p2u)52D(u). These conditions are satisfied, for example, by the polar ph
D(k f)5D0cosu and the superconducting phases (1,i ) for E1g andE2u pairing in a hex-
agonal superconductor. The last two phases are often used14,15to explain the properties o
the heavy-fermion superconductor UPt3. For V,vs•k f!D0 the contribution from a nar-
row region near such a line of zeros to the quantities under study dominates and m
possible to describe analytically, to logarithmic accuracy, the behavior of the dens
states in explicit form, if the magnetic field is oriented along an axis of high symm
In this case there is no impurity renormalization of the order parameter.

Taking into account only the contribution tog(V) from a narrow region near the
line of zeros of the order parameter, we substitute expression~5! into Eq. ~3! and we
confine the integration over orientations of the momentum on the Fermi surface to
gration over cosu from zero to some valueA of the order of 1. This is justified if
V,vs•k f!D0. As a result, we obtain

g~V!5
V

D0
FA11S vs•k fV D 221G1

V

D0
lnH 4AD0

V@A11~vs•k f /V!211#
J . ~6!

In the limiting case of no magnetic field there is no need to cut off the integration ove
angleu. Since the coefficientA is of the order of 1 and appears only in the argument
the logarithmic function, we can see that the approximation made is quite accurate
640 640JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Barash et al.
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To take impurity scattering into account beyond the Born approximation, the
tion ~6! must be studied together with the following equation~see, for example, Refs. 1
and 6!:

V5G
g~V!

cos2d01g2~V!sin2d0
, ~7!

whered0 is the phase of impurity scattering in a normal metal, andG5Gu sin
2 d0. In the

Born approximation we haveG51/2t, and in the unitary limitG5Gu5nimp /pN(0).

In a ‘‘dirty’’ superconductor (V@vs•k f) we find from Eq.~6!

g~V!'
V

D0
lnS 2AD0

V D1
~vs•k f

2!

4D0V
, ~8!

while for sufficiently high purityV!vs•k f we have

g~V!'
vs•kf
D0

1
V

D0
lnS 4AD0

vs•kfe
D . ~9!

From Eqs.~7! and~8! we find in the Born approximation (d0!1) for the density of
states in a ‘‘dirty’’ superconductor

NS~vs!5N~0!Reg~V!'N~0!2tV'4AN~0!tD0e
22tD0S 11

~vs•k f !
2

16D0
2e24tD0D , ~10!

and in the unitary limit (d0→p/2)

NS~vs!'Nsu~vs50!S 11
1

8GuD0
~vs•kf !

2D . ~11!

HereNsu(vs50) is the density of states in the unitary limit in the absence of a magn
field. Actually, this quantity is nonzero for any arrangement of the line of zeros~not only
along the equator! on the Fermi surface.11,12

In a ‘‘clean’’ superconductor (V!vs•k f), we find from Eq.~9! in the Born approxi-
mation

NS~vs!5N~0!Reg~V!'N~0!2tV'N~0!
vs•k f
D0

F11
1

2tD0
lnS 4AD0

vs•k fe
D G , ~12!

while in the unitary limit we have

NS~vs!5N~0!Reg~V!'
N~0!Gu

V
'N~0!

vs•k f
D0

F11
GuD0

~vs•k f !
2 lnS 4AD0

vs•k fe
D G . ~13!

The functionNs(vs) for the polar phaseD(k f)5D0cosu and the superconductin
phases (1,i ) for E1g andE2u pairing in a hexagonal superconductor is constructed in
1. The functionsuD(k f)u5D0cosu sinu and uD(k f)u5D0cosu sin2u, respectively, were
chosen as the basis functions in the last two cases. The three examples under dis
were studied both in the case when the Born approximation is applicable and in the
when scattering by impurities must be described in the unitary limit~for Gu50.01D0 and
Gu50.1D0). In the scale employed in Fig. 1, the ‘‘dirty’’ limitV@vs•k f in the Born
641 641JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Barash et al.
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approximation is realized for indistinguishably small values ofvs ~see also Eq.~10!,
where we can set approximately, for example,tD0.5). The functionNs(vs) in the Born
approximation reflects, to within this accuracy, only the behavior of a ‘‘clean’’ superc
ductor. In agreement with Eq.~12!, in the Born approximation with sufficiently sma
values ofvs•k f /D0 we haveNS(vs)5N(0)vs•k f /D0 for all three types of pairing. As the
values ofvs•k f /D0 increase, the analytical results obtained above become inapplic
even for the polar phase, since under these conditions a wide region of mome
directions, and not only a narrow interval of these directions near the line of zeros,
contributes to the formation of the density of states. ForE1g and E2u pairings, as
vs•k f /D0 increases, the contribution of the zeros of the order parameter which ar
cated at the poles of the Fermi surface begin to make a very large contribution t
density of states. This contribution increases the density of states compared with th
of a polar phase, where there are no such points. The density of states in the pres
second-order zeros is higher than in the case of first-order zeros. These factors det
the relative positions of the curves under discussion. As one can see from Fig. 1 a
a direct calculation confirms, the density of states in the Born approximation
‘‘clean’’ superconductor with the order parameteruD(k f)u5D0cosu sinu is a linear
function of vs (NS(vs)/N(0)5vs•k f /D0) all the way up to valuesvs•k f /D051, where
the derivative ofNS changes abruptly to zero. In the presence of scattering in the un
limit this dependence changes appreciably with increasing impurity density as a res
the high value of Nsu(0) ('0.21N(0) for Gu50.01D0 and '0.53N(0) for
Gu50.1D0) and the smearing of the jump in the derivative.

FIG. 1. NS(vs) for the polar phase~dotted line! and the phases (1,i ) E1g ~dashed line! andE1u ~solid line! in
a hexagonal superconductor. The three families of curves from bottom to top correspond to Born scatter
the unitary limit withG50.01D0 andG50.1D0.
642 642JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Barash et al.
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Spatial averaging of the main termN(0)vs•k f /D0, describing the local density o
states (vs(r )51/2mr) in the case of quite clean superconductors, over the vortex p
(j0!r!R) gives, as is well known, the expressionNS(H)5KN(0)AH/Hc2, where the
coefficientK is of the order of 1~this coefficient is calculated in Ref. 16!. This behavior
of the average density of statesNS(H) occurs, generally speaking, in field
H*!H!Hc2, whereH* is the crossover field. Under the conditionH,H* , impurities
play a large role in the formation of the average density of states. On averagin
density of states over the vortex phase in a ‘‘dirty’’ superconductor in the unitary l
~11! we find

NS~H !5Nsu~0!S 11D
H

Hc2
lnSHc2

H D D , ~14!

where D5aD0/32Gu (a is a coefficient of the order of 1!. We have for the low-
temperature specific heatC/T}NS(H)1BN(0)H/Hc2. The last term is due to the con
tribution of the vortex cores (B is a coefficient of the order of 1!. A function of the form
~14! was recently discussed in Ref. 3.

The functionsNS(H) for the three cases of anisotropic pairing discussed above
displayed in Fig. 2 for the unitary limit withGu50.1D0 and Gu50.01D0. Since the
averaging is performed under the assumption thatR;j0(Hc2 /H)

1/2@j0, only fields in
the rangeHc1,H<0.04Hc2 are studied. To estimateH* in the unitary limit, we obtain
H* /Hc2.(2GuN(0)/D0NS)

2, H*;0.01Hc2 for Gu50.01D0 and H*;0.1Hc2 for
Gu50.1D0.

FIG. 2. NS(H) for superconducting phases in a hexagonal superconductor in the unitary limit forG50.01D0

andG50.1D0.
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In closing, let us state once again the main result: In a mixed state of superco
tors with lines of zeros in the excitation spectrum, the square-root dependence
density of states on the magnetic field can change to a dependence of the formH ln H if
the impurity density is sufficiently high.
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Effect of spin relaxation on the polarization of excitonic
luminescence in disordered systems

L. E. Golub and A. A. Kiselev
A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021
St. Petersburg, Russia

~Submitted 30 January 1997; resubmitted 12 March 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 8, 612–617~25 April 1997!

The kinetics of localized excitons in systems with disorder is studied
with allowance for the fine structure of the excitonic state and for spin
relaxation processes. The exciton distribution function, formed as a
result of the competition between radiative and nonradiative recombi-
nation, spin relaxation, and intercenter transitions with an exponentially
wide scatter in transition times, is calculated. ©1997 American Insti-
tute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01008-6#

PACS numbers: 71.55.Jv, 71.35.Cc, 78.60.Ya, 76.60.Es, 77.22.Ej

Low-temperature luminescence in quantum-well structures is due to radiativ
combination of excitons localized at nonuniformities of the heterointerfaces or at
position fluctuations. Therefore the presence of disorder in a system is directly refle
for example, in the inhomogeneous width of the excitonic luminescence line and i
Stokes shift of the line relative to the excitonic absorption peak. This letter examine
influence of the exciton fine structure and the effect of spin relaxation processes o
behavior of such a system in an external magnetic field. The photoluminescence s
of localized excitons are calculated, opening up additional possibilities for characte
structures with nonuniformities by polarized luminescence methods.

BALANCE EQUATIONS IN HOPPING RELAXATION

If the arrival at all localization centers is identical, then in the absence of en
relaxation the luminescence spectrum has the same form as the density of localized
g(e).1,2 For convenience, here and below, the localization energye of a state is used a
the argument. The fine structure of the state for each independent localization cent
be taken into account, just as for excitons in an ideal system~see, for example, Ref. 3!.

In the contrary case, the excitonic distribution forms as a result of compet
between recombination processes~radiative and nonradiative! and spin and energy relax
ation processes. Energy relaxation results in transitions of an exciton between sta~at
low temperature — with an increase in the localization energy!. In disordered systems
these processes are characterized by a substantial scatter in the times. For exam
rate of intercenter tunneling transitions is determined by the overlap of the state
therefore it is a rapidly decreasing~exponential! function of the distance between th
centers.4 In this case, from among all the localized states one can distinguish those
which departure due to energy relaxation is inefficient. The rate of transfer into
states is determined by the local configuration of the centers. The ratio of the
645 6450021-3640/97/080645-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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recombination rate in a given excitonic state and the rate of departure into other
makes it possible to characterize the state as ‘‘recombining’’ or ‘‘relaxing.’’ The den
g* (e) of the recombining states must be calculated in a specific model.

As a model system of the tail of localized states we shall consider a collectio
localization centers distributed randomly in space. For simplicity, we confine our a
tion to energy relaxation in the approximation of hops to a nearest neighbor.4,5 In this
approximation the excitonic states can be classified according to the localization e
e and the distancer to the nearest accessible center. Neglecting, in accordance wit
approximation chosen, the dependence of the rate of intercenter transitions on the
ization energy of the initial and final states, we obtain

g* ~e!5g~e!exp@2r~e!V#, r~e!5E
e

`

de8g~e8!. ~1!

Herer(e) is the density of localization centers with energye8.e, andV is the volume
of the region in which the absence of a nearest neighbor dictates whether the sta
recombining state. For example, for isotropic two-dimensional systemsV(r )5pr 2, the
area of a circle of radiusr .

With allowance for the electron spins561/2 and the angular momentum of
heavy holej563/2, the bottom excitonic statee12hh1(1s) is fourfold degenerate
Further, excitonic states with the projection of the angular momentums1 j512, 11,
21, and22 on the growth axis of the structure are enumerated successively b
indicesm51, 2, 3, and 4.

Assuming that the rate of hole spin relaxation is higher than that of the electron
relaxation~see, for example, Ref. 6!, we take into account only the flips of the hole spin
Then the spin relaxation processes are associated with the sublevels 1,3 and 2,4
excitonic quartet. Depending on the type of semiconductors in the heterostructur
g factor of the electron and hole in the exciton can be positive or negative.7 For definite-
ness, we chooseugeu,gh ~the case typical for GaAs/AlGaAs structures!. In a magnetic
field such thatDh[mBghB.kBT this results in thermalization of the holes in the botto
Zeeman sublevel. Here the transitions 1→3 and 2→4 are the only important processe
in the spin-flip problem.

The densitygm* (e) of recombining localized states is related with the sizes of
regionVm[V(rm) by the relation~1!, wherer 1, . . . , r 4 are determined by the rates o
departure from the sublevels of the quartet

vh~r 1!5vn1vs , vh~r 2!5v r1vn1vs , vh~r 3!5v r1vn , vh~r 4!5vn .
~2!

Herev r(vn) is the radiative~nonradiative! recombination rate of an exciton andvh(r )
determines the intercenter transition rate. We note that hole spin relaxation ratevs is
included in the total recombination rate in the quartet states, since when the hole
flips, the exciton departs from the corresponding sublevel. So, the densitygm* (e) of
recombining states is different for different sublevels of a quartet.
646 646JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 L. E. Golub and A. A. Kiselev
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Neglecting the spin relaxation processes, the following set of integral equation
be obtained for the average arrivalGm(e) in an excitonic sublevelm of a state with
localization energye in the stationary state in the case of low pump intensities:

Gm~e!5Gm
~0!~e !1E

0

e

de8
g~e8!2gm* ~e8!

r~e8!
Gm~e8!. ~3!

HereGm
(0)(e) is the arrival due to localization of free excitons or direct resonance g

eration of localized excitons. For sublevels 3 and 4, in taking into account the hole
relaxation it is also necessary to take into account the arrival from sublevels 1 a
respectively. For the arrival 1→3 of interest to us below, this is most easily done
v r.vs . In this case an exciton in a recombining state~i.e., with a distance to the neare
neighborr.r 1) is known to be in a recombining stater.r 1.r 3 after the hole spin flips.
Therefore further energy relaxation of such an exciton to sublevel 3 is impossible.
the transition 1→3 does not changeG3

(0)(e), but the additional contribution to the lumi
nescence from excitonic sublevel 3 due to flipping of the hole spin in the exciton mu
taken into account. Ifv r,vs , then after the hole spin flips the localized exciton c
continue to hop along the system of localization centers. This ‘‘couples’’ equations~3!,
and the resulting closed system of integral equations must be solved by numerical
ods.

POLARIZATION LUMINESCENCE IN A MAGNETIC FIELD

Assuming the excitation to be nonresonant, we shall neglect the difference o
capture rates of excitons to states with different localization energies. ThenGm

(0) does not
depend one, and the luminescence intensities of an optically active doubletm52, 3
equal, respectively,

I 2~e!5
v r

vn1v r1vs
F2~e!, ~4!

I 3~e!5
v r

vn1v r
FF3~e!1

vs

vn1vs
F1~e!G ,

where

Fm~e![gm* ~e!Gm~e!5r~0!Gm
~0!
g~e!

r~e!
exp$2r~e!Vm1Ei@2r~e!Vm#

2Ei@2r~0!Vm#%,

and Ei(x) is the exponential integral function. The second term inI s(e) takes into
account the above-described contribution to the luminescence of excitons arrivi
sublevel 3 upon a flip of the hole spin.

With allowance for the Zeeman splitting of the states of the radiation dou
D[mB(gh2ge)B, the degree of circular polarization of the luminescence is

P~e!5
I 2~e1D/2!2I 3~e2D/2!

I 2~e1D/2!1I 3~e2D/2!
. ~5!
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In moderately strong magnetic fields, such that the splittingD is much less than the
characteristic localization energies, for a low spin relaxation rate (vs !vn) and the same
rate of arrival in all sublevels (Gm

(0)5G (0)), the expression forP(e) can be expanded in
a power series inD andvs :

P~e!5PD~e!D1Ps~e!vs ,

PD~e!5
g~e!

2r~e!
@r~e!V32e2r~e!V3#1

1

2

d

de
lnFg~e!

r~e!G , ~6!

Ps~e!52
1

2~v r1vn!
2

S3
2V3

@r~e!V32e2r~e!V31e2r~0!V3#Fdvh

dr G
r5r s

21

2
1

2vn

F~e!

F3~e!
,

whereS35(dV/dr) r5r s
. We underscore the fact that here we have derived unive

relations valid for arbitrary functionsg(e) andvh(r ).

DISCUSSION

The solid lines in Fig. 1a show the luminescence spectra ins (6) polarization cal-
culated on the basis of the above model according to Eqs.~4! with an exponential
localization-energy dependence of the excitonic density of states and a tunneling m
nism of intercenter transitions:

FIG. 1. a! Polarization of the luminescence of the tail of localized states in a magnetic field. The results of
and approximate calculations of the circular polarization are shown by the dashed and dotted lines, respe
The luminescence spectra ins (1) ands (2) polarizations are shown by the solid lines. b! Contributions of the
Zeeman splitting of the radiation doublet (PD) and spin relaxation processes (Ps) to the degree of circular
polarization of the luminescence.
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hort-
g~e!5g0e
2e/e0, vh~r !5vh

0e2r /a, ~7!

whereg0 specifies the total density of localized statesr(0)5g0e0 anda is determined by
the localization radius of the exciton. The calculation was performed for a
dimensional system with the following set of parameters:pa2g0e050.1, v r5vn ,
vs50.1vn , vh

053•104vn , andD50.2e0.

The luminescence contours are displaced with respect to one another on acco
the Zeeman splitting of the radiation doublet. The integrateds (2)-polarization signal is
stronger than thes (1)-polarization signal because of the hole spin relaxation. The po
ization of the luminescence of the localized excitons is shown in Fig. 1 by the da
line. The computational results obtained with the approximate formula~6! are shown by
the dotted line. For the chosen parameter set a discrepancy between the results
exact and approximate calculations is observed only near the mobility threshold, w
the degree of circular polarization reaches high values,P.1.

The curves in Fig. 1 demonstrate the relative extent to which the degree of cir
polarization of the luminescence is affected by Zeeman splitting (PD) and spin relaxation
processes (Ps).

The relaxation of localized excitons in a magnetic field is determined by the rel
sizes of three energy scales —e0, Dh , andkBT — and requires a separate analysis
different limiting cases. For example, at temperatureskBT!e0 there is no need to take
account of hops accompanied by a decrease of the localization energy or delocaliza
the exciton. For typical values ofe0 of the order of several meV, liquid-helium temper
tures turn out to be low. However, the inequalityDh@kBT can be satisfied only in stron
magnetic fields or in heterostructures with largeg factors. In the opposite case, bo
direct and inverse hole transitions between Zeeman sublevels must be taken into a
Relating the rates of inverse (vs* ) and direct (vs) transitions by the phenomenologic
relationvs*5vse

2Dh/kBT, we obtain in the limit of a low spin relaxation ratevs!vn

Ps~T!5Ps~12e2Dh /kBT!.

Let us also point out a possible additional effect of external magnetic fields. In the
of nonresonance excitation of electron–hole pairs with a substantial density, the
ability that an electron binds with its own hole~twin exciton! is negligibly small. This
means that random electrons and holes bind to form an exciton, i.e., both the rad
and nonradiative states of an excitonic quartet are filled. An external magnetic
impedes carrier motion and effectively confines carriers near the point of producti
the electron–hole pair, as a result of which the number of twin excitons increases a
radiation doublet is predominantly filled. This theory can be extended to the ca
selective generation of an exciton on the sublevels of a quartet.

We note that in Ref. 8, in characterizing the disordered solid substitution solu
GaSeS, an analysis was made of the polarized luminescence spectra in a magnetic
the Voigt geometry. Spin relaxation processes were neglected, and the polarizatio
due to mixing of the states of an excitonic triplet by the magnetic field.

The polarized luminescence of localized excitons in single crystals of the
solution CdS12xSx in a magnetic field was recently investigated experimentally in Re
A spectral change in the sign of the circular polarization was observed at the s
649 649JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 L. E. Golub and A. A. Kiselev
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wavelength edge of the emission band. The fact that the positions of zero polarizatio
maximum luminescence do not coincide with one another is interpreted in Ref. 9 q
tatively in terms of the thermalization of excitons. In the present letter a system
microscopic theory explaining this difference was constructed. A comparison with
calculations performed in the proposed model can be used for characterization
samples, e.g., for determining the Urbach parameters of the tail of localized state
spin relaxation rates, and theg factors of electrons and holes.

CONCLUSIONS

In this letter we have examined the kinetics of excitons in the tail of localized s
of a disordered system in an external magnetic field in the Faraday geometry. We
tigated the effect of energy and spin relaxation processes on the polarized lumines
spectra of localized excitons. The spectral dependence of the luminescence signa
obtained analytically for a model system in the approximation of hops between ne
neighbors.
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Evolution of vacancy defects in the surface layers of a
metal irradiated with a pulsed electron beam

V. I. Lavrent’yev and A. D. Pogrebnyak
Sumy Institute of Surface Modification,a) 244030 Sumy, Ukraine

R. Sandrik
Oxford University, OX1 3NP Oxford, UK

~Submitted 12 March 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 8, 618–622~25 April 1997!

The distribution of vacancy defects in the surface layers ofa-Fe after
irradiation with a high-current pulsed electron beam is studied experi-
mentally by unique nuclear-physical methods — low-energy positron
annihilation, Rutherford backscattering~RBS!, and proton-induced
x-ray emission~PIXE!. Regions with low local density, which are
sources of crater formation on the surface of the irradiated sample, are
observed by scanning a proton microbeam. Positron lifetime measure-
ments reveal that as the electron beam power increases, nonequilibrium
vacancies tend to be captured by carbon impurity atoms. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01108-0#

PACS numbers: 61.80.Fe, 61.72.Ji, 78.70.Bj

1. The interaction of high-density pulsed particle beams~photons, ions, electrons!
with matter produces substantial changes in the properties of the surface lay1–3

through a combination of energy absorption mechanisms. The absorption proces
such interactions generate high densities of point4 and linear5 defects. Reliable data on
the defects produced by pulsed irradiation are required for studying the nature o
absorption mechanisms. At present these mechanisms have not been studied in
because of the limited possibilities of the experimental methods for studying thin~thick-
ness ranging from several nanometers up to several micrometers! surface layers with a
nonuniform depth distribution of the defects.1

In the present work we employed a combination of modern nuclear-physical m
ods to study the characteristic features of the defect structure produced in the s
layers ofa-Fe by irradiation with a pulsed low-energy high-current electron beam~LE-
HCEB!.

2. Annealeda-Fe samples with an initial grain size of 2–3 mm were used in
experiment. The total impurity content did not exceed 0.01 wt.% and the initial disl
tion density was less than 107 cm22. The samples were irradiated in a Nadezhd
electron source6 with average electron energy of about 20 keV, pulse durationt'0.8
ms, and deposited energy densityw per pulse from 1.0 to 5.3 J/cm2. The working vacuum
was equal to 1024 Pa. The vacancy subsystem of the defect structure was studied b
low-energy positron beam method with positron energy from 0.2 to 30 keV~Trento
University, Italy!7 by measuring the lifetimetp and Doppler broadening parameterS of
651 6510021-3640/97/080651-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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the annihilation peak~DBAP!.8 A 22Na(e1,g) positron source with a measurement a
tivity of 12 mCi in a Mylar packet was used to measure the positron lifetime. The lifet
of the source was described by two components:t15250 ns,I 156.2% andt25450 ns,
I 252.5%. A207Bi source was used for calibration. A qualitative analysis of the eleme
distribution over the surface of the sample was performed using colored maps
regions ranging in size from 1003100 up to 250032500mm, obtained by the RBS and
PIXE methods by scanning a 3-MeV proton microbeam~Oxford University!. The micro-
beam current was equal to 100 nA and the beam diameter was less
1 mm.

3. Computer analysis of the time spectra of the positrons made it possible to d
mine the quantitative characteristics of the annihilating positrons in the experim
samples: the lifetimetp and the intensityI p of the annihilation photons~in relative units!.
For example, fora-Fe samples irradiated with an electron beam with energy den
w53.3 J/cm2, the positron time spectrum has two components:t1p5108 ns,I 1p567%
and t2p5195 ns, I 2p533%. Increasing the energy density of the electron beam
w54.2 J/cm2 changes the parameters of the positrons as follows:t1p5108 ns,
I 1p572.5% andt2p5165 ns,I 2p527.5%.

Figure 1 displays the energy spectra of the parameterS of the DBAP of a-Fe
samples before and after one shot of an electron beam with different energy de
w. Actually, these dependences show the density distribution of vacancy defects ov
depth beneath the surface. The results displayed in Fig. 1 attest to an increase
vacancy content over the entire extent of the profile investigated~up to 1020 nm!, starting
at 20 nm. Increasing the energy density introduced by the electron beam in the in
1.0–4.5 J/cm2 increases theS parameter for the entire experimental range of posit
energies. Asw is further increased up to 5.2 J/cm2, the density of the vacancy defec
(S parameter! decreases, especially in the surface layers~up to 400 nm!.

The RBS and PIXE investigations of the distribution of the elemental compos
of the surface ofa-Fe samples irradiated at low energy densities (w up to 3.5 J/cm2),

FIG. 1. S parameter of the Doppler broadening of the annihilation peak at 0.51 MeV versus the positron
energy~layer depth! for a-Fe: 1 — initial state;2 — after irradiation with a LEHCEB withw52.5 J/cm2,
t50.8ms; 3— average irradiation with a LEHCEB withw54.2 J/cm2, t50.8ms.
652 652JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Lavrent’yev et al.
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performed by scanning a proton microbeam, showed the presence of a carbon im
distributed comparatively uniformly with average density 10–15 at.% in the investig
regions~Fig. 2b!. No other impurities were observed in these experiments. Howe
characteristic ‘‘shadings’’ are observed on the color maps showing the iron distribu
these shadings define an apparently circular region of the surface about 2000 nm
~Fig. 2a!. The diagram presented in Fig. 2c exhibits a sharper black-and-white ima
the observed iron distribution.

4. The initial depth profile of the energy absorbed in the pulsed irradiation of
metal surface by a 20-keV electron beam is a Gaussian with a maximum at a de
about 1mm.1 Therefore if the energy density deposited in the sample is high eno
melting starts in the subsurface layers. Calculations performed by solving numeric
one-dimensional heat conduction equation fora-Fe irradiated with a 20-keV pulse

FIG. 2. PIXE ~a! and RBS~b! maps, obtained for the distribution of the elements by scanning a pr
microbeam, from 250032500mm regions on the surface of ana-Fe sample irradiated with a LEHCEB with
w52.0 J/cm2: a — Fe; b — C; c —diagram of the surface distribution of Fe, showing a clearer image of
map a.
653 653JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Lavrent’yev et al.
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electron beam~one pulse,t50.8ms! show that asw increases from 2.3 to 5.2 J/cm2, the
thickness and lifetime of the melted layer increase in the range 0.7–2.5mm and 0.5–3
ms, respectively.2 The surface layer ofa-Fe cools at a rate of 5•109 K/s and the crys-
tallization front moves with a velocity from 2 to 5 m/s, depending on the cooling t
and the depth of the layer.2

5. The results of a modeling of the melting of the surface layers ofa-Fe under a
pulsed electron beam show that for energy densitiesw less than 3 J/cm2 there is rapid
melting and quenching of a subsurface layer located at a depth of approxim
1 mm. At such high quenching rates (5•109 K/s! a high density of nonequilibrium
vacancies forms~up to 1023; Ref. 4!, and these are detected by the positron annihila
method. The component of the positron lifetimet1p5108 ns, obtained by irradiating
a-Fe (w53.3 J/cm2), corresponds to the lattice of the defect-free iron crystal.9 The
second componentt2p5195 ns is close to the lifetime of a positron at a divacancy10

Therefore, the nonequilibrium vacancies formed with low energy densitiesw of the
electron beam mainly combine to form divacancies. The maximum density of divaca
initially lies at a depth of about 1mm, corresponding to the maximum of the absorb
energy. As heat is redistributed under the influence of temperature gradients, the la
material lying closer to the surface are heated more rapidly because the temperature
surface layers is increasing at a higher rate than the temperature is decreasing i
interior of the sample.1,2 As a result, most of the nonequilibrium vacancies~divacancies!
migrate toward the surface. The easiest vacancy migration paths are dislocation
grain boundaries. This should result in the accumulation of vacancies near one
two-dimensional defects in the surface layers of the sample. Therefore, the local d
of the material should decrease near such defects. This phenomena is observed
investigation of the surface distribution of the elements in aa-Fe sample irradiated with
an electron beam with low energyw ~up to 3 J/cm2), for which the maps of the iron
distribution along the boundary of a grain-sized region exhibit shadings indicati
decrease in the local density of the material at these locations~Fig. 2c!. The fact that
nonequilibrium vacancies migrate toward the surface is also conistent with the
values of theS parameter in the surface layers of the material~Fig. 1!. Evidently, these
regions with a low local density are the sources of cratering on the surface of ma
irradiated with a LEHCEB at high energy densities.11,12

The change in the second component of the positron lifetime tot2p5165 ns as the
LEHCEB energy density increases tow54.2 J/cm2 shows that the nonequilibrium va
cancies join together to form ‘‘vacancy–carbon atom’’ complexes.9 At this value ofw the
carbon density ina-Fe increases substantially after the action of the LEHCEB. Car
enters the surface layers of the sample from the residual vapors in the vacuum ch
under the action of an intense electron beam even at low energy densities; this is
trated by the results of the analysis of the elemental composition of the surface~Fig. 2b!.
Carbon migrates into the material under the action of the deformation wave genera
the LEHCEB; this determines the extended spatial distribution of the ‘‘carbon–vaca
complexes and the high values of theS parameter in deeper layers~Fig. 1!. Some of the
vacancies, as a result of redistributions, annihilate with interstitial atoms, and in c
quence the intensity of the second componentI 2p decreases asw increases. Furthermore
the decrease inI 2p in the latter case could be due to the formation of complexes con
654 654JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Lavrent’yev et al.
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ing of a vacancy plus two or three carbon atoms as a result of an increase in the c
concentration. The binding energy of a positron with a vacancy decreases sharply i
complexes, since the addition of carbon in ‘‘vacancy–carbon atom’’ complexes le
the ability of a positron to be localized in the states formed.9

In summary, in the present work the evolution of vacancy defects in the su
layers ofa-Fe after irradiation with a LEHCEB was studied by nuclear-physical meth
~RBS, PIXE, low-energy positron annihilation!. It was shown that as a result of th
absorption of the energy deposited in the sample by the LEHCEB, regions with a
local density, in which the nonequilibrium vacancies displaced by the heat front from
quenched subsurface layer are concentrated, form on the surface of the sample n
boundary of an initial grain of the material. As the energy density in the electron b
increases, these regions can become sources of cratering. At the same time, as the
content increases, the nonequilibrium vacancies form ‘‘vacancy–carbon atom’’
plexes.
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Exciton–exciton collisions and conversion of interwell
excitons in GaAs/AlGaAs superlattices

A. I. Filin,a) V. B. Timofeev, and S. I. Gubarev
Institute of Solid-State Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogolovk
Moscow District, Russia

D. Birkedal and J. M. Hvam
Microelectronic Centret, Technical University of Denmark, DK28000, Lyngby, Denma

~Submitted 11 February 1997; resubmitted 18 March 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 8, 623–628~25 April 1997!

The ratio of the densities of intra- and interwell excitons in a symmetric
system of coupled quantum wells — a superlattice based on a
GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure — is investigated over a wide range of
optical excitation power densities. Conversion of interwell excitons into
intrawell excitons as a result of exciton–exciton collisions is observed
at high exciton densities. Direct evidence for such a conversion mecha-
nism is the square-root dependence of the interwell exciton density on
the optical excitation level. The decrease in the lifetime of interwell
excitons with increasing excitation density, as measured directly by
time-resolved spectroscopy methods, confirms the explanation pro-
posed for the effect. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!01208-5#

PACS numbers: 71.35.Gg, 78.47.1p

1. Excitonic states in semiconductor superlattices~SLs! remain a subject of scientific
interest due to the importance of the influence of excitonic effects on the carrier e
spectrum in such systems. The overlapping of the wave functions of the size-qua
states corresponding to neighboring wells in semiconductor SLs leads to the appe
of coupled excitonic states in which electrons and holes are spatially separated and
different quantum wells.1–4 Such states are called interwell excitons. Interwell excito
play an important role in the description of the optical and transport properties of s
conductor SLs, specifically, they determine the spectrum of optical transitions in the
of Wannier–Stark quantization of the carriers in an axial electric field.3–5 Interwell ex-
citonic states are also of interest because of the experimental discovery of Bloch
lations and the electromagnetic radiation associated with them.6,7

Interwell excitons can also exist in symmetrically coupled quantum systems: do
quantum wells and superlattices.3,4,8–10In the latter case the interwell excitons are simi
to Wannier–Stark excitons in a superlattice with inclined bands, but in the symm
case localization is of a Coulomb origin. In this situation the width of an excito
miniband is much smaller than that of the corresponding electron and hole miniba

In the present work we used time-resolved optical spectroscopy to study the
cesses that affect the lifetimes of interwell excitons in a symmetric system of cou
656 6560021-3640/97/080656-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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quantum wells. We discovered that the luminescence of interwell excitons is quen
with increasing density because the interwell excitons are converted into intrawell
tons as a result of exciton–exciton collisions.

2. We investigated a superlattice based on a GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As heterostructure
grown by molecular-beam epitaxy. The superlattice consisted of 20 symmetr
coupled GaAs wells, 80 Å wide, with Al0.3Ga0.7As barriers, 50 Å wide, between them.
was shown previously on the basis of the luminescence excitation spectra that cl
optimal conditions for observing interwell excitons are realized in such structures10,11

Specifically, it was that the oscillator strength of an interwell exciton is about 1021 of the
corresponding quantity for an intrawell exciton.

The photoluminescence~PL! spectra were studied as a function of the power den
of continuous-wave~He–Ne laser,\v51.959 eV! and pulsed~picosecond laser system
\v52.033 eV! excitation. A optical waveguide technique was used to excite and co
the PL signal. The PL signal was detected by the time-correlated photon cou
method, which made it possible to detect both the luminescence kinetics and th
spectra with a definite time delay~time resolution 0.3 ns!, including the time-integrated
spectra.

3. Figure 1 displays the PL spectrum~solid line! and a fragment of the PL excitatio
spectrum~dotted curve! of excitons with heavy holes. The strongest line in the spect
is D(1sHH) — a state of an intrawell exciton. The excited stateD(2sHH), lying near
the dissociated states of intrawell excitons, also appears in the PL excitation spec
line I (1sHH) due to interwell excitons is observed between theD(1sHH) and
D(2sHH) lines. These lines were identified on the basis of an investigation of the
excitation spectra in magnetic fields.11 Comparison of the intensities of the PL lines
intra- and interwell excitons in Fig. 1 shows that the interwell excitons are not in the
equilibrium with the intrawell excitons, and the actual population of the states c
sponding to the interwell excitons atT51.5 K is many orders of magnitude higher tha

FIG. 1. PL spectrum~solid line! and fragment of the PL excitation spectrum~dotted line! of excitons with
heavy holes. Inset: Arrangement of the experimental structure.
657 657JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Filin et al.
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the thermal equilibrium population. We note that theD(2sHH) line is not present in the
PL spectrum. This means that the relaxation of intrawell excitons from an excited st
the ground state is much more rapid. The relatively slow relaxation of an inter
exciton into a intrawell exciton in the system under study is not unexpected, sinc
weak steady pumping the main relaxation mechanism is nonresonant subbarrier e
tunneling, which is a slow process. For the barrier widths in our system the tunn
time is estimated to bet tun;1029 s.

4. The behavior of the luminescence spectra of the intrawell (D) and interwell (I )
excitons as a function of the stationary and pulsed excitation power density in the
from 1023 to 1021 W/cm2 is illustrated in Figs. 2a and b. The densitynintra of intrawell
excitons varied in the process, from 105 to 107 cm22 in the case of cw pumping and from
108 to 1010 cm22 in the case of pulsed excitation. The densitynintra was estimated
assuming that all of the laser radiation energy absorbed in the sample goes in
formation of excitons. It has been established that, to a high degree of accurac
intensity of the luminescence from intrawell excitons is a linear function of the pum
over the entire experimental range of power densities. At the same time, the lum
cence of the interwell excitons exhibits a clearly nonlinear character: superlinear g
of the intensity of an interwell exciton at low excitation levels and sublinear growt
high excitation levels~Fig. 3!.

FIG. 2. a — Variation of the form of the PL spectra with increasing average pulsed-excitation power d
P. The value ofP, in W/cm2, is indicated to the right of the spectra. All spectra are normalized to the inten
of the intrawell-exciton line. b — The same, for continuous excitation.
658 658JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Filin et al.
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We attribute the quenching of the luminescence of interwell excitons under s
pumping to inelastic exciton-exciton collision processes. As the density of the inte
excitons increases, the probability of exciton–exciton pair collisions with conversion
intrawell excitons increases appreciably. This process is illustrated schematically
inset in Fig. 3 and can be written as follows:ekhk111ek11hk→ekhk1ek11hk11 , where
ekhk11 andek11hk is an interwell exciton, consisting of an electron and a hole locali
in different ~kth and k 1 1st! wells, andekhk and ek11hk11 is a intrawell exciton
consisting of an electron and hole localized in the same well. This conversion mech
does not require subbarrier electron or hole tunneling and can be very efficient a
interwell exciton densities.

The kinetic equation describing the interwell exciton densityninter has the form

dninter
dt

5ginter2
ninter
t rad

2
ninter
t tun

2
ninter
tcon

,

where the termginter is responsible for the generation of interwell excitons,t rad is the
radiative lifetime,t tun is the quantum tunneling time, andtcon is the conversion time of
interwell into intrawell excitons. Here the different channels for nonradiative losse
interwell excitons, besides tunneling and conversion, are neglected. Assuming thattcon is
the average inelastic collision time for interwell excitons, we can w

FIG. 3. Open symbols — intensity of the lines of intrawell~top set of points! and interwell~bottom set of
points! excitons as a function of the intrawell exciton density. The top abscissa shows the continuous exc
power density. Filled symbols — intensity of an interwell-exciton line with pulsed excitation on the s
density scale. The corresponding power density scale is displayed on the additional axis in the bottom
hand side of the figure. The straight lines correspond to dependences of the formy5xa: solid line —a51.0
~linear dependence!; dashed line —a50.5 ~square-root dependence!; and, dotted line —a50.85 ~sublinear
dependence!. Inset: Diagram of the conversion process from an interwell to an intrawell exciton .
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215sex–exVexninter, wheresex–ex is the exciton–exciton scattering cross section a
Vex is the thermal velocity of the excitons. Under stationary conditions we have

ginter5S 1

t rad
1

1

t tun
Dninter1~sex–exVex!ninter

2 .

At high densities the terms linear inninter can be neglected. Thenninter;(ginter)
1/2. As-

suming thatginter;P;nintra, whereP is the excitation power density andnintra is the
intrawell exciton density, and taking into account the fact that the intensityI inter of the
interwell exciton line is given byI inter5ninter/t rad, we obtainI inter;nintra

1/2 ;P1/2, i.e., in
the limit of high densities the intensity of an interwell-exciton line asymptotically
proaches a square-root dependence on the excitation power density~dashed line in
Fig. 3!.

The superlinear growth of the intensity of an interwell exciton at low excitat
densities could be due to electron and hole localization on fluctuations of the ra
potential~fluctuations of the relief at the heterointerfaces of the quantum wells!. In the
case of strong localization the overlap of the electron and hole wave functions i
plane of the wells decreases, and the radiative probability of an interwell exciton
creases. As the pump power density increases, the localized states are filled an
interwell excitons are above the mobility threshold. The exciton–exciton scatte
mechanism becomes possible for mobile excitons and for this reason, as the exc
power density increases further, the superlinear dependence of the intensity chang
a sublinear dependence.

In the low densities the term quadratic inninter can be neglected in the kineti
equation. Then, sincet rad@t tun, we obtainI inter;gintert tun/t rad. Therefore, at low den-
sities the superlinear increase of the intensity could be due to the decrease in thet rad.

The assumption that the conversion time of interwell into intrawell excitons
creases as a result of exciton–exciton collisions at high densities is confirmed by
surements of the decay kinetics of PL. Curves of the decay of the PL of an inte
exciton are displayed in the top part of Fig. 4. The decrease in the lifetime is alr
evident from the kinetic curves obtained for four different pump power densities. H
ever, the interwell-exciton line lies on the comparatively intense short-wavelength s
der of the line of an intrawell exciton, whose dynamics can distort the kinetics of the
under study. The time dependences of the intensity of the interwell-exciton line
shown at the bottom of Fig. 4 for two pump power densities. The curves were obt
from the time-delayed spectra by the spectral deconvolution method. The very
decrease in the lifetime fromt50.58 ns forP151.7•1023 W/cm2 to t50.42 ns for
P453.5•1022 W/cm2 is due to the fact that in this range of pump power densities
lifetime is determined mainly byt tun, while according to our estimatestcon varies from
15 to 5 ns.

The intensity of the PL line of interwell excitons is shown at the bottom right-h
side of Fig. 3 as a function of the peak intrawell-exciton density with pulsed excita
~To simplify the figure, the curve of the intrawell-exciton line intensity, which is line
just as in the case of continuous pumping, is not presented in the figure.! The scale of the
peak densities with pulsed pumping is combined with the scale of the densities
660 660JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Filin et al.
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continuous pumping. The dependence shown is clearly sublinear~see also the spectra i
Fig. 2a! and is described by the power lawy5xa with a50.85. This value ofa agrees
with the fact that the peak density in the pulsed experiment corresponds to the trans
region from a superlinear to a square-root law.

5. In closing, we note that the proposed mechanism of conversion of inter-
intrawell excitons as a result of exciton–exciton collisions is most efficient in a s
metrically coupled system of quantum wells with flat bands. In systems with tilted ba
this mechanism should be suppressed as a result of the polarization of the electr
hole by the electric field.
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Characteristic features of vortex depinning in a layered
superconductor
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The field H* (T) for the onset of dissipation is estimated self-
consistently from the results of an investigation of the transverse resis-
tance and current–voltage characteristics of a Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8

~BSCCO-2212! single crystal in a mixed state. It is established that
H* is close toHc1 in the intervalTc/2<T<Tc . Rapid growth of
H* (T), accompanied by a transformation of the current–voltage char-
acteristics, as the temperature decreases below'40 K attests to the
formation of a nonvanishing region of stability of an ordered state of
the vortex system, possibly as a result of a change in the effective
dimensionality of the fluxoid. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!01308-X#

PACS numbers: 74.60.Ge, 74.72.Hs

There are a large number of theoretical works,1 which need to be verified experi
mentally, on the properties of the vortex system in layered high-Tc superconductors. O
greatest interest is the prediction that the thermodynamic character of the melting
regular vortex lattice will change from a first-order phase transition in the weak-diso
limit to various types of ‘‘vortex glass–vortex liquid’’ transitions as the degree of dis
der increases.1 There are many works, most of which were performed on BSCCO-2
crystals, devoted to verifying these predictions.2–6 Perfect single crystals are used f
investigations of the effect of weak disorder because the coherence length is small,
decreases to the atomic level the scale of defects which influence the properties
vortex system. In most investigations2–6 ~see footnoteb!! the phase transformation in
vortex system has been identified with an experimentally measured quantity, the so-
line of irreversibility or irreversibility fieldH irr(T), which in field–temperature coordi
nates separates the dissipative state from the region of undamped currents. Althoug
papers on the BSCCO-2212 system claim good agreement of the results with the
sponding models, a comparison of the results obtained by different methods reveal
quantitative discrepancies~reaching several orders of magnitude! and a different charac
ter of the temperature dependenceH irr(T). Since the ‘‘vanishingly small’’ value of the
critical current is often associated with the observational capability of the experim
method, the discrepancies mentioned can presumably be attributed to differences
sensitivity of the methods employed. However, as far as I know, the problem of ta
663 6630021-3640/97/080663-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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into account the influence of the criterion used on the magnitude and character
temperature dependenceH irr(T) has thus far not even been posed, even though in sev
cases, for example in Ref. 4, the aforementioned discrepancies have been invo
confirm the applicability of some elegant theoretical constructs.

In the present work the dynamic characteristics of a vortex system in the mixed
of a Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 ~BSCCO-2212! crystal were investigated by the resistive metho
transverse charge-carrier transport was used to obtain a weak measuring current
An additional argument was that the transverse transport is sensitive to the inte
interaction, which determines the properties of the system.8 The influence of the resistive
criterionR* employed to determineH irr on the magnitude and character of the tempe
ture dependenceH* (T) extracted from the experimental data was studied and the in
polation construction of theH* (T) dependence for the levelRth corresponding to the
onset of a deviation from linearity of the current–voltage characteristic~IVC! of the
crystal was tested.

For the experimental BSCCO-2212 crystalsTc0.86.3, 89, 92.3, and 92.9 K,c! the
high critical temperature being due to the partial substitution of yttrium impurity
calcium in the lattice.9 The samples were selected according to their macroscopic c
position uniformity and the absence of blocks10 ~see footnoted!; low-resistance electrica
contacts were prepared by fusing a conducting composite in bothab planes.11 The tem-
perature dependences of the transverse resistance were measured with an ac
bridge~10–100mA! at 10–77 Hz. The rate of change of the temperature was chose
that that maximum temperature difference between the measuring thermometer a
sample did not exceed 10 mK. The quasistationary IVCs were measured for dc cu
the noise level of the circuit did not exceed 2 nV in a 15 T field. These experiments
conducted in a short-circuited solenoid at constant (65 mK! temperature. The measure
ments were performed in the previously described superconducting cryomagneti
tems with an active temperature control scheme;11,12 the orientationH'ab was set di-
rectly in the course of the experiment according to the maximum of the ang
dependence of the resistance in the mixed state of the crystal.

The typical temperature dependences of the interlayer resistance of a BSCCO
single crystal are displayed in Fig. 1a inR–1/T coordinates. They clearly illustrate th
character of the variation of the resistance as the resistive state is established
sample. Since the irreversibility field is determined according to the resistance decre
below a definite valueR* determined by the resolution of the particular experiment,
since the broadening of the transition in a magnetic field is continuous, the dec
influence of the criterionR* on H irr is obvious. This is illustrated in Fig. 1b, whic
displays the values ofH* determined from the data in Fig. 1a for a number of values
R* . In constructing the functionsH* (T) a correspondence was established between
temperature at which the resistance decreased toR* and this external field. As one ca
see from the figure, whileH* depends strongly onR* , the change in the character of th
temperature dependencesH* (T) is not so great. Therefore, in order to estimate
physically reasonable values ofH irr(T), an attempt was made to construct theH* (T)
curves for an arbitrarily small levelR* by extrapolating the experimental data of Fig. 1
assuming that the character of the change in the dynamical characteristics of the s
remains unchanged asR→0. Specifically, it was postulated that the charactere! of the
664 664JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 V. N. Zavaritski 
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dependenceR*;Hg determined forT5 const from the data in Fig. 1b remains u
changed; the values of the exponentg are given in the inset in Fig. 1b. Finally, it wa
assumed that this approximation could be extrapolated to a range of temperature
partially measured experimentally, specifically, to two bounded intervals — one int
directly nearTc0 and the other at low temperatures. On the basis of these assump
the construction of aH* (T) curve for an arbitrarily small level ofR* is trivial. But since
the phase transition in a vortex system presupposesa priori the development of strong
nonlinearities in the dynamical characteristics of the system,1 additional investigations
were required in order to clarify the limits of applicability of the assumptions emplo

Since the IVCs are sensitive to the dynamical properties of the vortex system1 the
transverseV(I ) curves were measured in the temperature range 27–100 K for se
fixed values of the external magnetic field. Special attention was focused on the r
50,T,75 K, where the effect ofR* on H* (T) is strongest~see Fig. 1b!. It was
determined that the transverseV(I ) characteristics of the BSCCO-2212 crystal in a mix
state are very complicated, their character being illustrated by the curves in Fig. 2. A

FIG. 1. a! Typical temperature dependences of the reduced transverse resistance of BSCCO-2212 in a
external field perpendicular to theab plane of the crystal. The results are presented forH50.02, 0.03, 0.06, 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 1.4, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 10.0, 11.0, 12.0, 13.0, 14.0, and 15.0 T~left to
right!. b! Values of H* determined according to the data ina for the levelsR* /R(100 K)53•1022,
1•1022, 3•1023, 1•1023, and 3•1024. The dashed curve is an extrapolation of the experimental cu
H* (T) to the levelRth . Inset: Temperature variation of the exponentg in the approximation ofH* (R* ) by the
relationR*;Hg(T).
665 665JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 V. N. Zavaritski 
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can see from the data presented, appreciable nonlinearities are observed at high c
As a rule, they are accompanied by a multivalued, hysteretic IVC; moreover, asym
of the characteristics with respect to the direction of the current is often observed, a
can see from the data forT'55.1 K in Fig. 2. The nonlinearity and especially th
multivaluedness of the characteristic evidently are due to the Josephson nature
interlayer interaction, though the parasitic effect of overheating also cannot be comp
ruled out. A more detailed discussion of this question falls outside the scope of this

We note that in most measurements of the transverse IVCs in BSCCO-2212
tion was focused mainly on the characteristics of the internal Josephson effect,13,14 spe-
cifically, on the magnitude of the superconducting gap in the excitation spectrum a
consequence a voltage sensitivity several orders of magnitude coarser than ours wa
Perhaps this is why it remained unnoticed that in a wide range of temperatures and
jumps to ‘‘quasiparticle’’ branches occur not from a nondissipative Josephson ‘‘tru
but from a substantially resistive characteristic, which is close to Ohmic in the
voltage region. At the same time, it must be said that our results, though exhibiting
discrepancies with the data in Refs. 13–15, are in qualitative agreement with the
precise measurements in Ref. 4.

In contrast to Refs. 13 and 14, in the present study the initial segments of the
of the crystal were of greatest interest. It was determined that they are satisfac
approximated by a linear law over a wide~field-dependent! temperature range below th
critical temperature, while as the temperature decreases below a field-dependent
old Tth , deviations from Ohm’s law are observed first at the lowest voltages detect
the experiment. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, which displays IVCs measured at se

FIG. 2. Temperature evolution of the transverse IVC of a BSCCO-2212 crystal atT'52.7, 53.3, 54.6, 55.1,
55.6, and 56.2 K,H50.08 T. Dashed curve —V}I .
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temperatures in a narrow regionT'52–56 K nearTth ; the dashed curve shows th
Ohmic dependenceV(I ). It is obvious that the development of nonlinearities of the IV
attesting to the presence of a nonvanishing critical current, simultaneously chang
meaning of the concept of resistance and establishes a natural limit of applicabili
our assumptions.

As one can see from Fig. 2, the change in the character of the IVC from line
non-Ohmic occurs in a relatively narrow temperature range of width'1 K. The effect
can be characterized by a threshold resistanceRth corresponding to the lower limit of the
Ohmic response. Analysis of families of IVCs~similar to those presented in Fig. 2!
measured for several values of the external field gave estimatesRth of virtually the same
magnitude forTth'35,'47,'55, and'76 K.

The temperature dependence obtained for the characteristic fieldH* by extrapolat-
ing the experimental points to the levelRth , which is obviously a natural lower limit of
applicability of the extrapolation procedure employed, is shown by the dashed cur
Fig. 1b. These same data are presented in the standard scales in Fig. 3, where the d
symbols denote the initial levels ofR* ~the designations are the same as in Fig. 1b!. As
one can see from Fig. 3, the curve constructed is satisfactorily approximated b
relations

FIG. 3. Characteristic fieldH* (T) constructed by extrapolating the experimental points to the levelRth ; the
designations are the same as in Fig. 1b. Dashed curves — asymptotic expressions~1! and Hc1(T). The
penetration fieldHp was determined according to the deviation of the diamagnetic susceptibility fro
constant;16 these data were obtained on two fragments of the same crystal in a separate SQUID magnet
experiment. Close values of the demagnetizing factorN were determined both by a calculation in which th
shape of the sample was approximated by an inscribed ellipsoid, and by a direct experiment with a tin
and foil close in size to the sample. Inset: Identical data presented as a function of the reduced temp
12T/Tc .
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at low temperatures and at temperatures nearTc , respectively, as shown in the figure b
the dashed lines for the parametersT0.5.4 K, Tc.93.9 K, andb.1. We note that the
critical exponent is determined with a low accuracy, since the scatter of the points a
an approximation withb50.921.4. The valueb.1 was used on the basis of the fa
that the adjustable parameterTc was close to the experimentally determined va
Tc0'92.9 K.

As one can see from Fig. 3, in a wide regionT>40 K the temperature dependen
of the characteristic field is close toHc1(T), demonstrating only quantitative discrepa
cies. This result agrees qualitatively with Zel’dov’s observations5 and supports the idea
that the efficacy of vortex pinning vanishes at high temperatures as a result of an eff
breakdown of their cohesiveness due to thermal fluctuations.

The decending character of the IVC, similar to what we observed at tempera
T,Tth , is ordinarily attributed to a nonvanishing critical current. However, since
detective power of the experiment corresponds to a substantial electric
'(1210)•1026 V/cm in the sample, it is impossible to rule out the possibility that
V(I ) characteristic isS-shaped with a second Ohmic segment beyond the limits of
resolution. In this case the true phase boundary for the existence of an undamped
current in a wide temperature range,T.40 K, obviously approaches, if not asympto
cally, Hc1 and the existence region of the vortex lattice becomes vanishingly nar
casting doubt on the adequacy of the interpretation in Ref. 5.

The sharp change in the character of the temperature dependenceH* (T) at low
temperaturesT,40 K is probably due to an additional mechanism that increases
effectiveness of pinning and can tentatively be attributed to a change both in the cha
of the pinning itself and in the effective dimension of the vortex filament. Indirect
dence in support of the latter conjecture could be the change, observed atT'30–35 K, in
the character of the IVC from the type illustrated in Fig. 2 to the hysteretic qu
Josephson characteristics with a distinguished nondissipative~at the noise level! branch
separated from the numerous ‘‘quasiparticle’’ branches by a gap'1025–1024 V. Such
an IVC attests, with a high degree of reliability, to the development of a nondissip
state and is consistent with the model of two-dimensional melting,1 which predicts a
temperatureTm

2D'25 K close to that obtained experimentally. At the same time, both
type of dependence of the low-temperature branchH* (T) and the parameters of th
corresponding asymptotic expressions~1! satisfactorily agree with those calculated
Ref. 17 under the assumption that the geometric barrier has the governing effect.

This work was supported in part by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Researc
Council on Superconductivity, and EPSRC. It is my pleasant duty to acknowledge
Larkin, N. V. Zavaritski�, D. Geshkenbein, M. Indenbom, I. Zel’dov, and G. Blatter f
helpful discussions, V. V. Khristyuk for technical consultations and assistance in f
cating the essential parts of the apparatus, and the staff at the Institute of Semicon
Physics and the IRC for encouragement and for providing the conditions necessa
this work.
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b!References 2–6 are by no means exhaustive: There are more than 100 published works on this subjec
interpretation of the results of the few known exceptions requiresa priori the validity of some assumptions
that are by no means obvious.7

c!Tc0 was determined at the levelR51024Rmaxaccording to theR(T) measurements in the laboratory field. Th
main conclusions of this work are based on the results of detailed investigations of the crysta
Tc0'92.9 K, which agree well with the data obtained in control experiments on all other samples.

c!The spread in the critical temperatures for any pair of contacts to the sample did not exceed the tra
width, equal to 0.6–1.8 K according to the (0.921024)Rmax criterion. The absence of splitting and a fin
structure of the minima in the angular dependencesR(f) in the resistive state in 80 kOe gives an estimat
upper bound of,0.015° for the angle of disorientation of the blocks.

e!In other words, it is postulated that the activational character of the decrease in the resistance with temp
remains unchanged: As one can see from Fig. 1a, the resistive ‘‘tails’’ forR(T)/R(100 K)<3•1022 are
satisfactorily approximated by this law over the entire range of fields investigated.
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Application of symmetry operations for construction
of quasiperiodic structures in a plane

A. A. Polyakova)

Chelyabinsk State Technical University, 454080 Chelyabinsk, Russia

~Submitted 25 December 1996; resubmitted 19 March 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 8, 635–640~25 April 1997!

A method is proposed for constructing a quasiperiodic structure of
symmetry elements — regular pentagons and five-pointed stars — in a
plane. The growth of the structure is determined by the action of the
symmetry operations, whose effect is not completely identical to that of
similar operations in classical crystallography. The tiling~‘‘flower of
pentagons’’!, consisting of a central pentagon and five side pentagons
joined along the edges, is studied. The growth of this tiling is accom-
panied by the appearance of a ‘‘flower of stars’’ and by the formation
of isolated pores in the form of rhombi. The relation between the ob-
tained structure and Penrose tiling is examined, and it is noted that
some vertices of the Penrose tiling coincide with all vertices of the
polygons of the packing obtained. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01408-4#

PACS numbers: 61.50.Ah, 61.44.Br

The experimental discovery of quasicrystals1 has generated a spate of interest
possible methods for resolving the conflict between the existence of quasiperiodic
tures with five- and tenfold symmetry axes and the fact that classical crystallogr
forbids such structures. Before this discovery, planar quasiperiodic structures with
fold axes had been constructed by means of Penrose tiling.2 This packing and an entire
class of quasiperiodic structures have been described by different methods, amon
projecting methods3,4 and methods for constructing two- and three-dimensional Pen
tilings by formulating matching rules or deflation rules2,4,5 for polygons or polyhedra. A
transition from cubic lattices in five and six dimensions to quasicrystalline lattices in
and three dimensions has been worked out in the projecting methods. The existe
translational and rotational symmetry in such models has been suspecte~a
N-dimensional periodic lattice was used as the initial lattice!, but thus far an approach t
constructing such structures by means of the symmetry operations belonging to cla
crystallography and acting on symmetric geometric objects has not been worked o

At the same time, attempts have been made to describe quasiperiodic structure
the standpoint of the regular defectiveness of standard crystal packings as well
constructing a Frank–Casper phase with a large unit cell.6,7 Pauling,6 applying a twinning
operation to periodically arranged atoms, was able to arrange;2000 atoms in a unit cel
and calculate a diffraction pattern close to that obtained from an icosahedral phase.1. This
approach is distinguished by the fact that at some stage a transition occurs from
siperiodic to a periodic structure.
670 6700021-3640/97/080670-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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In the present letter a model of a quasicrystalline structure in two dimensio
constructed by means of reflection operations in the plane and rotation about a sym
axis; the structure so obtained does not reduce to a periodic structure. Consider a
consisting of regular pentagons 5t and regular five-pointed starsZ1 with equal edges. The
ratio of the 5t edge length to the edge length of an interior pentagonal starZ1, obtained
by continuing the sides of the star, equalst:1, wheret5(11A5)/251.618 is the golden
mean. Figure 1d shows a structure which Mackay5 has called a ‘‘snowflake.’’ The growth
of this structure is accompanied by an increase in the pores between the pentago
merging of the pores into figures with a large area. We shall construct a similar stru
from pentagons and stars, and in the process we shall change the structure so t
pores in it are isolated. The construction is associated with the symmetry of a pen
~Fig. 1a!, characterized by the presence of a fivefold axis at the center and sym
planes. If a pentagon 5t is subjected to simultaneous reflections in the five symme
planes passing through its edges~Fig. 1b!, then a structure which we shall term below
‘‘flower’’ obtains ~Fig. 1c!. We shall call the operation forming a ‘‘flower’’ from a
pentagon the ‘‘opening of a flower.’’

Such a ‘‘flower’’ can be generalized by continuing the outer edges of 5t until they
intersect; the resulting figure can be called a generalized pentagon 5~I!. Repeating the
operation ‘‘opening of a flower’’ applied to 5~I!, we obtain the ‘‘snowflake’’ of Ref. 5.
The further development of the ‘‘flower’’ differs from the growth of ‘‘snowflake,’’ sinc
the pores will be filled by a different mechanism. Note that a number of symmetry p
of the pentagons intersect at the point C~Fig. 1d!: a! global planes — pentagons5t , 5~I!,
5~II !; b! ‘‘petals’’ of the flower 5~II !; c! petals of the flower 5~I!, which is a petal of 5~II !.
By analogy to classical crystallography, it can be conjectured that a fivefold cent
symmetry appears at this point. The action of this axis will give rise to

FIG. 1. Growth of a quasiperiodic packing of pentagons and stars with a global fivefold axis. Application
operations ‘‘opening of a flower.’’
671 671JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 A. A. Polyakov
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formation of a starZ1 at the location of a pore. The result of repeating the opera
‘‘opening up of a flower’’ on 5~II ! and the action of the fivefold axis in the interpet
space will be a ring consisting of five stars~Fig. 1e!. The space at the center is empty.
is logical to apply to it the operation opposite to ‘‘opening of a flower’’~‘‘closing of the
flower’’ !. This will produce a ‘‘flower of stars,’’ in the pores between whose pe
pentagons 5t are now present. Repetition of the operation ‘‘opening of a flower’’
5~III ! will engender between the petals a ‘‘flower of a flower of stars’’ in whose interp
space a ‘‘flower of 5t’’ coinciding with 5~I!, is formed. Therefore the processes by whi
a structure of pentagons and stars grows are intertwined. A similar structure with a
the center~‘‘flower of stars’’! can also be obtained. For this, a starZ1 is placed at the
center of the structure and the operations ‘‘opening of a flower’’ are repeated.
process will be accompanied by a growth of the flower of 5t in the pores and will develop
in a manner similar to the growth of a ‘‘flower of stars’’ in the pores of a ‘‘flower
pentagons.’’

The ‘‘flower’’ tiling can be used to form a structure with a tenfold global axis. L
the symmetry planesAO andBO, which engender 5t with centersO18 andO28 , pass
through two nonadjacent sides of a pentagon centered atO8 ~Fig. 2!. The characteristic
symmetry planeOO8 of the initial pentagon and the planesAO andBO intersect at the
pointO. This intersection forms a global tenfold axis. Therefore, all elements locate
the sectorAOB automatically appear in other sectors of the surface. The characte
symmetry planes of the pentagons centered atO18 andO28 (O18O9 andO28O9) intersect at
the pointO9 and produce at the pointO9 a fivefold symmetry axis which operates main
in the sectorAOB. The action of this axis leads to the formation of a star of pentag
a andb. The characteristic symmetry planesO29O- andO19O- of stars centered atO29
andO19 in turn generate a fivefold symmetry axis at the pointO-. The action of this axis
~similarly to the axisO9) inside the sectorAOB is expressed in the appearance of a ri
of five pentagons and also in the cloning of all figures relative to the planesAO- and
BO-. The pentagon 5t centered atO- is filled by an operation of the type ‘‘closing of
flower.’’ It should be noted that the elements of the structure are growing ‘‘flowers
5t and starsZ1 ~Fig. 3!.

A quantitative analysis showed that the tilings obtained~‘‘flower of 5t , ’’ ‘‘flower of

FIG. 2. Symmetry axes and planes operating during the growth of a quasiperiodic structure with a
tenfold axis.
672 672JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 A. A. Polyakov
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Z1,’’ structure with a tenfold axis! are characterized by the ratio of the number of e
ments that converge, with growth, to the same values. The pores in these packin
isolated and consist of two types of rhombi similar to those in the Penrose tiling —
(L) and small (S). The edges of the rhombi are equal to the edges of the pentagot

and the angles between the edges are equal to 2p/5 (L) andp/5 (S). The ratios of the
reciprocals of the total areas of the pentagons, stars, andL and S rhombi equal
S5

21 :SZ
21 :SL

21 :SS
2151:(t220.5):t3:t6. The ratio of the number of pentagons and st

is N5 :NZ5t2:1. The pores comprise 16.54% of the area. The convergence of the
quantities to the indicated values is very slow: The error is;1023% at a total number of
pentagons;1020.

Attempts to describe the obtained structure by a decoration of the Penrose
were unsuccessful. At the same time, if a global center is made to coincide~in the case of
the construction of a ‘‘flower’’ of 5t) with the center of symmetry of the first star wit
true ~in the terminology of Ref. 5! fivefold symmetry axes of the Penrose tiling, mark
in Fig. 4 by the dots, then all vertices of 5t andZ1 will also be the vertices of the rhomb
in the Penrose tiling. The points with the ‘‘true’’ fivefold symmetry of the Penrose til
correspond to the vertices of a generalized large rhombus after five deflation opera

FIG. 3. Packing of pentagons and stars in the presence of a tenfold symmetry axis.

FIG. 4. Superposition of Penrose tiling on a ‘‘flower of pentagons.’’
673 673JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 A. A. Polyakov
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In such a construction the edge of a pentagon 5t equals the sum of the short diagonal
the large rhombus and twice the long diagonal of the small rhombus. At the centers
pentagons 5t aredecagons circumscribed around stars consisting of six rhombi w
center of the typê 22222&* and around figures with verticeŝ33121& and ^4222&* ,
joined along the central large rhombus~the designations of the vertices in the Penro
tiling are taken from Henley’s article2!. The centers of the starsZ1 will also be centers of
the stars of large rhombi of the Penrose tiling of the type^22222& and^22222&* . Large
rhombi will stand at the centers of all 5t andZ1 edges, and the edges of the pentago
and stars will pass along the shortest diagonals of the rhombi.

Let us now note the characteristic features of the techniques used to construct
tures consisting of pentagons and stars: 1! The symmetry operations operate on existi
elements of the structure and engender new elements with which these operatio
conflict ~‘‘opening of a flower’’!; 2! they engender new elements in free space with
changing the old elements; and, 3! a local action is possible~symmetry axis, ‘‘closing of
a flower’’!. The first feature is not characteristic for the symmetry operations of clas
crystallography. For example, it is evident that when the operation ‘‘opening of a flow
is used to pack honeycombs consisting of regular hexagons, the operative sym
planes are intrinsic symmetry planes for the new elements. A very important prope
that the symmetry operations include time as a parameter. The concept of ‘‘a given
in time’’ is at work. The growth process can be described only in terms which include
direction of time. Time reversal changes the essence of the symmetry operations.

Concentration nonuniformities of the structure grow along linear dimensions
each step of the growth of the structure, while the amplitude of these nonuniform
does not exceed the initial values~the maximum ratio of the pentagons and stars in 5~I!
is N5 :NZ530:5 and the maximum density of stars inZ~I! is NZ :N556:5). In thecase
when this model works, the following characteristics of quasicrystals are possible: 1! The
diffraction pattern formed by the scattering of radiation by surface atoms or atoms i
bulk will change slightly as the region of the crystal diffracting the radiation changes
a decrease in the size of the crystallites will result in a redistribution of the intensity
2! in the case of a single crystal there should exist a weak diffraction pattern for sc
ing of radiation with wavelengths many times longer than the interatomic distance
example is the diffraction of visible-range radiation accompanying reflection from cr
faces.

The ‘‘flower’’ motif is not the only motif in the construction of planar quasiperiod
structures by means of symmetry operations, but apparently it is the simplest. It is
possible to build by analogous principles structures of 5t andZ1 in which a star is the
main motif. A star of the next order will form in a manner such that its interior penta
will consist of a single starZ1 and fifteen pentagons 5t . The extension of the abov
operations of quasicrystal growth to three dimensions will result in the appearan
structural elements — two types of icosahedra, differing in size by a factor oft. All
icosahedra will have the same orientation. Neighboring icosahedra of the same siz
share an edge, and their centers and the center of the edge will lie on the sam
Icosahedra of different size touch one another at the vertices, and once again their
and the common vertex also lie on the same straight line. Three-dimensional stru
674 674JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 A. A. Polyakov
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with a global fivefold or tenfold axes can be obtained, and the figures presented
can be interpreted as surfaces of section through these structures.

In Ref. 8 it is noted, in describing real~containing defects! and incommensurate
crystals from the standpoint of modern crystallography, that the change in symme
compared with the ideal crystal lattice is manifested not as a decrease but rather
increase in the degree of symmetry~in the case when the floral symmetry is taken in
account, more than three dimensions are used to describe the properties, and a cr
treated as a large molecule or cluster of atoms!. As is well known, incommensurat
crystals are often used as an analog of quasicrystals, so that it is not surprising tha
characteristics are close to the structure described in this letter.

In closing, I wish to thank Academician N. A. Vatolin and Professor B.
Gel’chinski� for their encouragement and for a critical discussion of the material.

a!e-mail: poliakov@physics.tu-chel.ac.ru
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From effective BCS action to vortex dynamics

G. E. Volovik
Low Temperature Laboratory, Helsinki University of Technology, 02150 Espoo, Finlan
L.D. Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences,
117940 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 24 March 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 8, 641–646~25 April 1997!

The topological term in the effective action for the electrically neutral
BCS system is discussed. It is applied for the calculation of the trans-
verse force acting on a vortex in the limit of a smooth vortex core and
vanishing interlevel distance in the vortex core. The controversy be-
tween the topological terms in the articles by I. J. R. Aitchisonet al.,
Phys. Rev. B51, 6531 ~1995! and A. van Otterloet al., cond-mat/
9703124 is resolved. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!01508-9#

PACS numbers: 11.27.1d, 67.57.Fg, 74.20.Fg, 74.60.2w

1. INTRODUCTION

There have been many papers on the subject of the effective action for the
system. They differ in the topological terms: while in most of these papers the topolo

term is taken to benḟ/2, wheren is the particle density andf is the phase of the orde

parameter~see, e.g., Ref. 1!, in a few papers it is taken as (n2C0)ḟ/2, where
C05pF

3/3p2 is the particle density in the normal metal~see, e.g., Ref. 2!. These different
topological actions lead to different predictions for the transverse force acting
moving vortex. Here we discuss this controversy.

Actually both actions give the correct hydrodynamic equations for the BCS sy
in the uncharged limit. This is because the difference between the topological acti
a total time derivative if the parameterC0 is treated as a dynamical invariant. This mea
that both actions should lead to the same prediction for the vortex dynamics. How
this is contingent on proper treatment of the time derivative of the action. On the
hand, in the presence of a vortex the phasef is not defined globally, which means tha
the topological action in terms off is ill-defined. That is why we propose another for
of the topological term in the effective action, which does not contain the phase o
order parameter explicitly and which follows from the gradient expansion of the effe
action.

This action allows us to find the transverse force acting on a vortex in the sp
limiting case in which the bosonic effective action provides a complete description o
vortex dynamics, i.e., in the case when the quantization of the levels in the vortex
can be neglected and the vortex core is smooth on the scale of the coherence len
this limit our result for the transverse force coincides with that obtained in microsc
calculations.3
676 6760021-3640/97/080676-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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2. EFFECTIVE BCS ACTION AT T50

The calculated topological term in the BCS action can be expressed in terms
order parameter~gap function! D as

Stop5
1

2i E d3r E
0

1

dtE
2`

`

dt
]n

]~ uDu2!S ]D

]t

]D*

]t
2

]D

]t

]D*

]t D . ~1!

Here t is an auxiliary coordinate introduced when the effective action Tr lnG21 is
represented as Tr*0

1 dtG]tG
21. The dependence ont is chosen in such a way that a

t50 the coupling and the gap function are absent,D(r ,t,t)ut5050, while t51 corre-
sponds to the physical 311 dimensions, i.e.,D(r ,t,t)ut515D(r ,t). In Eq. ~1! n is the
particle number density, which depends onD. At t50 one has
n(t50)5pF

3/3p2[C0, which is the particle density in the absence of the gap at
same chemical potential.

The quantityn2C0 is small in the weak-coupling limit of the BCS model, where
is determined by the particle–hole asymmetry,n2C0;nD2/EF

2!n. In a smooth cross-
over from the BCS superconductivity to the condensate of the Cooper pairs, discus
many papers~see the recent papers4–6, the parameterC0 decreases and can become ze
at some value of the coupling parameterg: C0(g)50 atg.gc . In this case atg5gc one
has the quantum~Lifshitz! transition atT50. This zero-temperature transition definite
happens if the quasiparticle spectrum has nodes, e.g., in the case of thed-wave Cooper
pairing or in thep-wave state with the symmetry of the A phase of superfluid3He. In this
case atg5gc the spectrum of quasiparticles is reconstructed — the nodes disappea~see
Secs. 6.2 and 9.4 in Ref. 7!. This is similar to the Lifshitz transition in metals, where th
topology of Fermi surface changes. In what follows we assume that we are on the
~weak-coupling! side, i.e., below the Lifshitz point,g,gc .

In the BCS action the relevant variable is the gap functionD, which means that all
other variables, includingn are the functions ofuDu2. The variation of the action over th
order parameter is the surface integral in the 5-dimensional space (r ,t,t) and thus is
expressed in terms of the physical coordinates (r ,t):

dStop5
1

2i E d3r E
2`

`

dt
]n

]~ uDu2!S ]D

]t
dD*2dD

]D*

]t D . ~2!

In principle from the variation of this topological action one can recover the action in
physical space–time, but the well-defined action explicitly contains the param
C05n(uDu250)5pF

3/3p:

Stop5
1

4i E d3r E
2`

`

dt~n2n~ uDu250!!S Ḋ*

D*
2

Ḋ

D
D . ~3!

If D(r ,t) is nowhere zero~this requirement excludes the case when vortices
present! one can introduce the phasef of the order parameter:

D5uDueif. ~4!

This allows one to express the variation of the topological action in Eq.~2! in terms of the
canonically conjugate variablesn andf:
677 677JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 G. E. Volovik
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dStop5
1

2E d3r E
2`

`

dtS ]n

]t
df2

]f

]t
dnD , ~5!

where

dn5
]n

]~ uDu2!
d~ uDu2!. ~6!

The action in Eq.~3! can be also used in this case, it gives

Stop52
1

2E d3r E
2`

`

dt~n2C0!
]f

]t
. ~7!

This is what was obtained in Ref. 2.

The conventional contribution to the action is

S05E d3r E
2`

`

dtS 12mnsvs
21e~ uDu2! D , ~8!

wherens is the superfluid density,m is the mass of the fermion,vs5 (\/2m) ¹f is the
superfluid velocity, ande is the energy density, which depends onuDu2. Varying
S5S01Stop overf and uDu2 gives the conventional hydrodynamic equations~we have
neglected the nonlinear terms in this procedure!

]n

]t
1“•~nsvs!50, ~9!

]f

]t
522m, m5

]e/]~ uDu2!
]n/]~ uDu2!

. ~10!

It is important here that the hydrodynamic equations are general and do not co
the parameterC0. This is because the term containing the factorC0 in Eq. ~7! is a total
derivative. In this sense there is no difference between the topological terms discus
Refs. 1 and 2. The difference becomes important when zeroes appear inD and the phase
of the order parameter is no longer defined globally. This is the case with vortice
find the vortex dynamics we must return to the action in Eq.~2! for the order parameter
which does not contain the phasef explicitly.

3. EFFECTIVE ACTION FOR THE VORTEX DYNAMICS IN CONTINUOUS
LIMIT

The effective actionS5S01Stop can be used in the derivation of the dynamics o
vortex line only under certain conditions. We assume that the description in terms o
order parameter is complete, i.e., there are no other degrees of freedom. All the ferm
degrees of freedom are assumed to have been integrated out when the effective
was obtained. In this integration the fermionic spectrum is treated classically, i.e
spectrum is taken as a function of commuting spatial coordinater and momentump:
E5A«2(p)1uD(r )u2. This means that if one applies this effective action to vortices
neglects the quantization of the fermions in the vortex background. This is justified
when the distance between the energy levels is small compared to the width of the
678 678JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 G. E. Volovik
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v0t!1. This is a necessary condition for application of the effective action to the vo
motion. Another important condition is that the core size of the vortex must be l
compared to the coherence length so that one can neglect the higher-order gradien
in the action.

Under these conditions we can show that the BCS effective action leads t
following equation of motion for the vortex:

pN\~n2C0!ẑ3vL5pN\nsẑ3vs0 . ~11!

HerevL is the vortex velocity with respect to the heat bath~normal component or crysta
lattice!, which is here assumed to be at rest;vs0 is the superfluid velocity of the externa
superflow;N is the winding number of the vortex. This agrees with the result of mic
scopic calculations3 for the electrically neutral case in the limit of large core size and
the regimev0t!1.

To get Eq.~11! from the BCS action, let us introduce the vortex coordinaterL(t).
For simplicity we consider a rectilinear vortex along thez axis, so the order paramete
D depends only onr2rL(t), where both vectors are 2-dimensional:

D~r ,t !5D~r2rL~ t !!. ~12!

The variation of the topological action in Eqs.~2! and ~3! becomes

dStop5
1

2i E d3r
]n

]~ uDu2!S ]D

]x

]D*

]y
2

]D

]y

]D*

]x D E
2`

`

dtS ]xL
]t

dyL2dxL
]yL
]t D . ~13!

For an axisymmetric vortex with

D~r ,w!5a~r !eiNw, ~14!

wherer andw are cylindrical coordinates andN is the winding number, one obtains

2 i E d3r
]n

]~ uDu2!S ]D

]x

]D*

]y
2

]D

]y

]D*

]x D52pNLE
0

`

dr
]n

]r
52pNL~n~`!2n~0!!

52pNL~n2C0!, ~15!

whereL is the length of the straight vortex line. We took into account that on the vo
axis (r50) the order parameter is zero,a(0)50, and thereforen(0)5C0.

The same result can be obtained for any type of vortex with winding numbeN,
because the volume integral can be transformed to a surface integral far from the
core, the outcome of which depends only byN andn(uD(`)u2)2n(uDu250)5n2C0.
As a result

dStop5p\NL~n2C0!E
2`

`

dtS ]xL
]t

dyL2dxL
]yL
]t D . ~16!

The variation of this topological action overdrL gives the force acting on the vortex
which is represented by the term on the left-hand side of Eq.~11!.

Note that the expression for the variation of Eq.~2!:
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dStop
drL

5
1

2i E d3r
]n

]~ uDu2!S ]D

]t
¹D*2¹D

]D*

]t D ~17!

transforms to Eq.~10! of Ref. 3 if one neglects the coordinate dependence
]n/](uDu2). That approximation is justified only in the weak-coupling limit,g!1, ex-
plored in Ref. 3, while our approach is not limited by the weak-coupling assumption
assume only thatg,gc .

In Ref. 8 the Eq.~10! of Ref. 3 is generalized to the case of anisotropic pairing w
a momentum-dependent gap functionD(p,r ), but still in the weak-coupling limit. We
can generalize this to the arbitrary coupling strength by introducing a momen
dependent particle distribution function

n~p,r !5
1

2S 12
«~p!

A«2~p!1uD~p,r !u2
D , n~r !52E d3p

~2p!3
n~p,r !. ~18!

Then

dStop52 i E d3pd3r

~2p!3
E

2`

`

dt
]n~p,r !

]~ uD~p,r !u2!

3S ]D~p,r !

]t
dD* ~p,r !2dD~p,r !

]D* ~p,r !

]t D . ~19!

Applying the same procedure as before, one obtains Eq.~16! for any ~smooth! structure
of the vortex core and for arbitrary anisotropic pairing state.a!

The term on the right-hand side of Eq.~11! is obtained from the kinetic energy term
in S0 in Eq. ~8!. In the presence of an external superflowvs0 the relevant term is

vs0•E d3r nsvs5vs0•P. ~20!

The linear momentumP related to the vortex coordinate is

P5p\NnsLẑ3rL . ~21!

The variation ofvs0•P over rL gives the second term in Eq.~11!.

Equation~11! is not Galilean invariant. Galilean invariance is restored by introd
ing the velocity of the normal componentvn , which coincides with the velocity of crysta
lattice in the case of superconductors or with the heat bath of the normal excitations
case of superfluids. This equation can be represented as the balance of three force
on the vortex:10

p\Nẑ3@n~vs2vL!1C0~vL2vn!1~n2ns!~vn2vs!#50. ~22!

These are, respectively, the Magnus, spectral-flow, and Iordanskii forces in the term
ogy of Ref. 10.
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A force balance of the form in Eq.~11! was also obtained in Ref. 11, again in th
limit v0t!1; the first discussion of the term on the left-hand side of Eq.~11! as origi-
nating from the topological action was probably given in Ref. 12~see the paragraph
containing~10! in Ref. 12!.

4. DISCUSSION

The effective topological actions discussed in Refs. 1 and 2 are equivalent to
other in the particular case when the phase of the condensate is defined globally, an
in the absence of vortices. In this case the two topological actions differ by a total
derivative and thus lead to the same hydrodynamic equations for the conjugate va
— the particle densityn and the condensate phasef. However these actions cannot b
used when zeroes are present in the order parameter. In the presence of zer
topological action in Eqs.~2! and ~3! ~or in Eq. ~19! for the more general case o
anisotropic pairing! is to be used; this settles the controversy between the aforement
actions1,2 in favor of that in Ref. 2.

Equations~2! and ~3! also describe the vortex dynamics in a special limiting ca
This dynamics agrees with the general phenomenological approach using the P
brackets scheme.13 In this approach the phenomenological parameterC0 is introduced as
the dynamical invariant of the system, which does not violate the general propert
the hydrodynamical Poisson brackets. The BCS effective action for the neutral
system in Eqs.~2! and ~3! gives the precise value of this phenomenological parame
C05pF

3/3p2, in the regime in which the action is applicable to the vortex dynamics.
conditions of applicability arev0t!1 andRcore@j0, whereRcore is the core radius. They
correspond to a vortex with a smooth core.

In the opposite limitv0t5` the effective action for the vortex dynamics in the BC
system can also be derived from first principles by examining the Berry phase~see the
recent paper14!. In this case the discrete spectrum of the electrons in the core is of p
importance. The properties of the exact wave functions of the electron in the pot
produced by the vortex lead to a zero value of the canonical momentum density
origin, S(0)50, in Ref. 14. This gives a value of zero for the parameterC0 in Eq. ~22!,
in complete agreement with the result of Ref. 10, obtained in the limitv0t5`. The finite
lifetime t destroys the coherence of the wave functions and finally restores the ma
value ofC0 in the limit v0t!1.

I would like to thank Jacek Dziarmaga, Nikolai Kopnin, and Anne van Otterlo
some stimulating discussions.

a!I am indebted to N. B. Kopnin9 for this remark.
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Electronic structure of linear chains of fullerenes

V. A. Levashov, A. A. Remova, and V. R. Belosludova)

Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Science
630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

~Submitted 25 March 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 8, 647–650~25 April 1997!

The band structure of linear chains of fullerene molecules is calculated
as a function of the intermolecularp-electron overlap integralT, which
increases under increasing external pressure. Chains consisting of neu-
tral (C60) and charged (C60

2 ) molecules are studied. It is shown that
there is a sharp transition from a metal~or narrow-gap semiconductor!
to an insulator~with band gap;1 eV! with increasingT. The proposed
model makes it possible to describe the formation of solid-carbon struc-
tures, containing chains of covalently bound fullerene molecules, with
different pressure-dependent semiconductor properties. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01608-3#

PACS numbers: 61.48.1c, 71.20.Tx

Linear chains of fullerenes were recently discovered in A1C60 compounds
~A 5 K, Rb, Cs, Na2Cs, Na2Rb!.

1–6 Phase transitions with a change of lattice symme
are observed in these structures. In the orthorhombic phase the distance betwe
centers of the molecules in the direction of the crystallographic vectora equals only
9.1–9.3 Å. It is conjectured that the fullerene molecules form in this direction a po
nion chain with covalently bound C60

2 molecules. It is believed that the polymer bond
polyanion A1C60 chains forms if the midpoint of the two closest parallel double bo
belonging to neighboring molecules falls on the intermolecular axis; thep electron
orbitals of the two closest pairs of carbon atoms form an intermolecular overlap.
observation of identically oriented linearly polymerized neutral C60molecules in the solid
phase was recently reported. Such chains are formed in amorphous fullerite struct
high pressures and temperatures.7–10 The details of the mechanism of formation of th
polymer chains have not been adequately studied.

It is well known that the rigid-band model describes poorly the electronic struc
of compounds of the type AxC60 (x51, 2, 3, 4), whereA is an alkali-metal atom. One
reason for this could be the electron–phonon interaction. The band structure of fulle
reflects primarily the molecular structure of the highly symmetric C60. Since the three-
fold degeneratet1u level forms the conduction band of AxC60 compounds, the Jahn–
Teller effect should play a fundamental role here.11

The calculations were performed in a model proposed by Su, Schrieffer, and H
~SSH!,12 in which hops of thep electrons between neighboring carbon atoms are stu
and the local electron–phonon interaction is treated in an adiabatic approximation
approach was used in Ref. 13 to calculate the spectrum of an isolated fullerene mo
and it was also shown that the formation of ‘‘long’’ and ‘‘short’’ bonds between
683 6830021-3640/97/080683-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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carbon atoms on the surface of the C60 molecule could be due to the electron–phon
interaction. It is conjectured that thes electrons do not directly affect the optical an
chemical properties, but they do provide a bond between the carbon atoms on the s
of C60, determining the energy of elastic deformation of the bonds.

In a previous work we extended this model to the case of fulleride crystals.11 Be-
sides intramolecular electronic transitions, intermolecular transitions between the n
atoms to the neighboring molecules were also introduced. The main objective of p
work was to study the behavior of the valence (hu) and conduction (t1u) bands as a
function of the intermolecular overlap integral for neutral linearly polymerized C60 mol-
ecules in the amorphous phase and for polyanionic chains A1C60 in the orthorhombic
phase.

The interaction between the chains is assumed to be weak, and charge transfe
the alkali-metal atoms to the molecules is assumed to be complete. Furthermor
neglect the electron–electron correlations. The interaction of the electrons with the
molecular vibrations is weak compared with the intramolecular interactions, sinc
mass of the molecule is much greater than the mass of the carbon atom. The
Hamiltonian is given in the form11–13

H5Hph1Hel,el–ph, ~1!

Hel,el–ph52(
m

(
^ l ,l 8&s

~ t2ar l l 8
m

!cl ,s
m1cl 8,s

m
2T (

^mn,m8n8&s
cn,s
m1cn8,s

m8 1h.c., ~2!

Hph5
k

2 (
m

(
^ l ,l 8&

~r l l 8
m

!2. ~3!

FIG. 1. Energy characteristics as a function ofT for C60 . T andt — inter- and intramolecular overlap integra
of p electrons. Thet1u band in eV — conduction band,hu — valence band.
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Here the operatorcl ,s
m1 creates an electron with spins at thelth carbon atom belonging to

themth molecule, andT and t are intermolecular and intramolecular ‘‘hopping’’ inte
grals, determined by the overlap of thep-electron clouds of the nearest carbon atom
The term proportional toa reflects the dependence of the intramolecular overlap on
change in bond lengthr l l 8

m between the nearest carbon atomsl and l 8 in themth mol-
ecule. As a result of translational invariance,r l ,l 8

m
5r l ,l 8. The calculations were per

formed for the following values of the parameters:t52.1 eV, a56.0 eV/Å, k552.5
eV/Å2 ~Ref. 14!; T was varied from 0.5t to 0.9t.

The computational results for the Jahn–Teller distortions and the electron de
distribution on the surface of molecules in a chain as a function of the intermole
overlap integralT were presented in Ref. 14. It was shown that there exists a cri
valueT* for which a redistribution of the electron density on the C60 surface occurs:
T* /t>0.74 for neutral chains andT* /t>0.68 for charged chains.

The energy characteristics of the valence and conduction bands as a functionT
for neutral and polyanionic chains are displayed in Fig. 1 and 2, respectively. For bo
neutral and polyanionic chains the position of the valence and conduction band
nonmonotonic function ofT, and their widths, remaining small (>0.5 for both C60 and
C60

2 ), change very little. The bands closest to those under study do not overlap with
and are separated from them by an energy interval of the order of 1 eV nearT* . The
threefold degeneracy of thet1u level is completely lifted. In the limitT→T* the band
gapD>0.5 eV for C60. For C60

2 the valencehu and conductiont1u bands merge. As the
molecules come closer to one another (T increases!, the band gap changes abruptly at t
point T* (D>0.80 eV for neutral chains andD>0.35 eV for charged chains!. If T
continues to increase in the above-indicated range, then the band gap will also inc
The decrease inD asT→T* is a consequence of the one-dimensional character of
investigated periodic structures, when many degrees of freedom are present at one

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1, for charged C60
2 molecules.
685 685JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Levashov et al.
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a one-dimensional lattice, while the abrupt change in the band gap atT5T* is due to the
Jahn–Teller effect. Having attributed the increase in the parameterT to the increase in
pressure, it is natural to conclude that a transition of from a narrow-gap semiconduc
an insulator occurs in solid C60 at some pressure. The rapid increase in the band ga
pressures above some critical value indicates the possibility that strong covalent
are formed between the C60 molecules in a chain. Therefore the model makes it poss
to describe the high-pressure formation of solid-hydrogen structures containing cha
covalently bound fullerene molecules and exhibiting different semiconductor prope
These properties can be varied by changing the pressure.

This work was supported under the State Scientific and Technical Program ‘‘To
Problems in Condensed-Matter Physics’’ in the area ‘‘Fullerenes and atomic clus
~Project No. 96109! and by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project No.
96-03-33152a!.

a!e-mail: bel@casper.che.nsk.su
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Thermal conductivity of crystalline fullerite C 60 in the
simple cubic phase

V. B. Efimov, L. P. Mezhov-Deglin, and R. K. Nikolaev
Institute of Solid-State Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogolovk
Moscow District, Russia

~Submitted 31 March 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 8, 651–656~25 April 1997!

The behavior of the thermal conductivityk(T) of bulk faceted fullerite
C60 crystals is investigated at temperaturesT58–220 K. The samples
are prepared by the gas-transport method from pure C60, containing
less than 0.01% impurities. It is found that as the temperature de-
creases, the thermal conductivity of the crystal increases, reaches a
maximum atT515–20 K, and drops by a factor of;2, proportional to
the change in the specific heat, on cooling to 8 K. The effective phonon
mean free pathlp , estimated from the thermal conductivity and known
from the published values of the specific heat of fullerite, is comparable
to the lattice constant of the crystallp;d51.4 nm at temperatures
T.200 K and reaches valueslp;50d at T,15 K, i.e., the maximum
phonon ranges are limited by scattering on defects in the volume of the
sample in the simple cubic phase. In the rangeT525–75 K the ob-
served temperature dependencek(T) can be described by the expres-
sion k(T);exp(Q/bT), characteristic for the behavior of the thermal
conductivity of perfect nonconducting crystals at temperatures below
the Debye temperatureQ (Q580 K in fullerite!, where umklapp
phonon–phonon scattering processes predominate in the volume of the
sample. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!01708-8#

PACS numbers: 61.48.1c, 72.80.Rj

It is well known1 that at normal temperatures and pressures C60 molecules form
crystals with a highly symmetric face-centered cubic structure~fcc! in which the mol-
ecules located at the vertices of a cube rotate freely. Below the ‘‘orientational melt
point Tm;260 K crystalline fullerite passes into a simple cubic~sc! phase consisting o
four cubic sublattices distinguished by the relative orientation of the C60 molecules~the
unit cell contains four molecules!. Experimental observations have shown that the str
scatter in the results obtained in investigations of the thermodynamic properties of60 is
due to both the difference in the degrees of purity and perfection as well as the eff
thermal cycling on the properties of the samples: the fcc–sc phase transition can re
the formation of defects in the volume of the sample under the action of thermoe
stresses generated during thermal cycling~see Refs. 2 and 3 and the references ci
therein!. Orientational defects~a local disorientation of the neighboring molecules in t
crystal lattice!, produced as a result of the thermal vibrations of the molecules, coul
687 6870021-3640/97/080687-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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an additional source of quasiparticle scattering in a crystal in the sc phase.4 For this
reason, the properties of samples of greater perfection and purity must be invest
experimentally over a wide range of temperatures below room temperature, whe
intramolecular interactions can be neglected, in order to draw reliable conclusions
the characteristic behavior of the transport coefficients and about the role of diff
excitation relaxation mechanisms in the fullerite lattice.

This letter reports and discusses the results of investigations of the thermal co
tivity of bulk ~volume ;3 mm3) faceted fullerite C60 crystals prepared by the gas
transport method from material of high purity, containing less than 0.01% impuritie
the initial powder. The measurements were performed at temperaturesT58–220 K, i.e.,
in the existence region of the sc phase. These are the first investigations of the th
conductivity of C60 crystals below 30 K. Lowering the minimum temperature of t
measurements by a factor of;4 made it possible to observe the appearance of a m
mum in the curvek(T) in the regionT520–15 K and the subsequent drop in the therm
conductivity at temperatures below 15 K. Comparing with the results of previous in
tigations of the thermal conductivity of crystals prepared from material contai
;0.5% impurities4 showed that the many-fold increase in the purity and, apparently
degree of perfection of the experimental samples substantially changed the tempe
dependence of the thermal resistancek21(T) at temperatures below the Debye tempe
tureQ580 K: from linear in Ref. 4 to nearly exponential in the regionT575225 K in
our sample. However, it was found that even in such a crystal the effective phonon
free pathlp at temperatures below the point of the maximum of the thermal conduct
is much shorter than the linear dimensions of the sample,lp<1024 mm, i.e., the maxi-
mum values of the thermal conductivity in the experimental crystal are limited by s
tering on defects in the volume of the sample.

SAMPLE PREPARATION AND MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

Fullerite single crystals were grown from the gas phase by the method describ
Ref. 7, for example. Powder containing 99.99% C60 was used as the initial material. T
remove volatile impurities, the powder was held for several hours at a temperatu
250 °C in a dynamic oil-free vacuum, after which vacuum sublimation was perfor
three times. This yielded small C60 crystals, which were placed into a quartz ampul,
mm in diameter and 150 mm long, which was evacuated to a pressure of 1•1026 torr and
sealed. The crystals were grown in a horizontal furnace with two temperature gra
under the following conditions: The sublimation temperature was equal to 550 °C an
crystallization temperature was equal to 530 °C. The growth time of the crystals
linear dimensions of up to 3 mm was equal to 8–10 h. This made it possible to pr
faceted fcc single crystals with a volume of;3 mm3.

The thermal conductivity was measured by the stationary heat-flux method.
temperature difference along the sample was measured with a Chromel–Constanta
mocouple. The wires of the thermocouple were 10mm in diameter and the contacts we
separated by a distance of the order of 1 mm. The thermocouples and the heate
glued to the sample with IBM lacquer, which possesses a high thermal conductivit
is easily removed with a solvent consisting of 50% methanol1 50% toluene.
688 688JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Efimov et al.
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The average rate of cooling~heating! of a sample was;0.1–0.05 K/min. The
typical values of the temperature difference along the sample with the heater switch
did not exceed 2 K at 100 K andwere less than 1 K at temperaturesT,20 K.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Experimental data.The measurements of the thermal conductivity of the crys
were performed mainly on two samples. The behavior of the thermal conductivity o
best experimental crystal is shown in Fig. 1. The points1 correspond to measuremen
obtained both during cooling from room to liquid-helium temperature and during
subsequent heating of the sample from liquid-helium temperatures. It was found th
contrast to the observations in Refs. 2 and 3, thermal cycling in the range from li
helium to liquid-nitrogen temperatures does not cause a systematic decrease in the
mum values of thermal conductivitykmax as a result of the accumulation of defects in t
sample. We attribute the large cycle-to-cycle scatter in the values of the different s
experimental points nearkmaxmainly to the inadequate insensitivity of the thermocou
at temperaturesT,30 K. The temperature dependencek(T) of the second sample inves
tigated in the temperature range from room to liquid-nitrogen temperatures is close t
shown in Fig. 1.

The solid curve2, drawn through the experimental points in the interval 25–75
and the dotted curve3 correspond to the dependencesk(T)5A exp(Q/bT) and

FIG. 1. Thermal conductivity of a fullerite crystal. Dots1 — results of our measurements. Solid curve2 —
exponential dependencek(T). The computed curve3 describes the dependencek(T);C(T). Curve 4 —
thermal conductivity of the crystal investigated in Ref. 4.
689 689JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Efimov et al.
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k(T)5D•C(T). HereQ580 K is the Debye temperature of fullerite5,6 andb52.5 is a
numerical parameter. The values of the numerical parametersA, b, andD were found by
fitting the computed curves2 and3 to the experimental points. In constructing the cur
3, which corresponds to the behavior of the thermal conductivityk(T) of the crystal at a
constant phonon mean free pathlp5 const, we employed the results of recent measu
ments by Pal’nichenko of the specific heatC(T) of a C60 crystal from the same batch a
our samples. The new data agree with the temperature dependencesC(T) in the less pure
samples.5,6 We note that the parameterb52.5 agrees well with the Peierls theory es
mates of the probability of umklapp phonon–phonon scattering processes in an
crystal at temperaturesT,Q.8,9

The effective phonon mean free pathlp(T) in the experimental crystal can b
estimated from the measured thermal conductivityk(T) , using the values ofC(T) and
the average sound velocityv;3.5•103 m/s, which are known from differen
experiments,2,3,5,6

lp53k~T!/C~T!v. ~1!

It was found that the values so obtained forlp at T.200 K are close to the lattice
constant of the crystald51.4 nm and increase tolp'50d at temperatures below th
maximum of the thermal conductivity of the sampleT,15 K. The difference in the
numerical estimates oflp in the present work and in Ref. 4 (lp;3d andT&260 K! is
due to the difference in the choice of the values ofC andv. However, the differences o
the approaches to estimatinglp do not change the main point:First, these estimates
confirm the importance of using the phonon (Debye) model for describing mechanis
heat transfer in the sc phase of C60 crystals, and, second, they show that the maxim
phonon ranges in the experimental crystal are several orders of magnitude shorter
the dimensions of the crystal.

2. Discussion.To clarify the nature of such strong phonon scattering in the volu
of a pure fullerene crystal, we must compare our observations with the results of pre
measurements. One of the most important results obtained in Ref. 4 was the disc
that below 90 K the thermal conductivity of a sample depends on the rate of coolin
on the observation~annealing! time at constant temperature. Under prolonged annea
at constant temperature in the range 85–90 K the value ofk increased by several percen
The characteristic relaxation time of the annealing processes increased from;1.7 h at
87.5 K up to;4.5 h at 85 K. These observations could be explained by assumin
existence of orientational defects in the sc-phase crystal; the equilibrium density of
defectsNd051/$11exp(U2 /T)% drops exponentially atT!Tm . According to the esti-
mates made in Ref. 4, the energy of formation of an orientational defectU2;130 K is
much lower than the height of the potential barrierU1;3000 K separating differently
oriented molecules at neighboring sites of the crystal lattice in the sc phase. The
over which the equilibrium densityNd0 of defects is reached is determined by the ho
ping time of molecules from one orientational state into anothert tr; j21exp(U1 /T),
where j;1013Hz is the characteristic vibrational frequency of the molecules in
lattice. Since the quantityt tr increases rapidly with decreasing temperature and rea
t tr;1.6•104 s at 85 K, for any reasonable rate of cooling;0.1–0.001 K/s below 85 K a
690 690JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Efimov et al.
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quite large number of orientational defects ‘‘freezes’’ in the crystal; this corresponds
transition of the crystal into an ‘‘orientational glass’’ state.

The effective phonon mean free path in our sample below 15 K islp;50d. Fol-
lowing the results of Ref. 4, we shall assume that the maximum phonon range
limited by scattering on ‘‘frozen’’ orientational defects, i.e.,

lp5lpd5d3/sNd~0!, ~2!

wheres is the cross section for the scattering of thermal phonons by orientational de
andNd(0) is the density of such defects. To a first approximation it can be assumed
the cross section for phonon scattering by orientational defectss;d2 and is virtually
temperature-independent. Hence it is easy to estimate that the relative density of
defects in a sample grown from pure C60 reachesNd(0);0.02.

At temperatures below the maximum of the thermal conductivityT.15 K, together
with scattering by defects, the phonon–phonon scattering becomes important, so t
effective phonon mean free path is determined by the expressionlp

215lpp
211lpd

21 . Ac-
cordingly, the thermal conductivity of the crystal can be written as

k~T!5
1

3
C~T!vlp~T!;C~T!/$sNd /d

31lpp
21%. ~3!

HereNd(T,t) is the relative density of orientational defects, which in the general c
depends on the cooling rate and the annealing timet at constant temperature. As one c
see from Eq.~3!, in discussing the contribution of different scattering mechanisms
more convenient to switch to the thermal resistancek21:

k215kpd
211kpp

2153$sNd /d
31lpp

21%/$C~T!v%. ~3a!

The temperature dependence of the thermal resistance is shown in Fig. 2
notation is the same as in Fig. 1. The curve3 describes the contribution of the therm
resistance due to phonon scattering by defects at temperatureT,30 K. The solid curve
2 corresponds to the temperature dependencekpp

21(T);exp(280/2.5T). The dashed line
shows the continuation of this curve beyond the computational interval 25–75 K.
straight line4 describes the behavior of the thermal resistance of the crystal as obt
in Ref. 4, which we calculated according to formula~3a! assuming that the specific he
of fullerite above 30 K is temperature-independent, the density of frozen orientat
defectsNd5Nd(0), and theeffective phonon mean free path with phonon–phonon s
tering islpp;T21. The latter condition, strictly speaking, holds only forT.Q, accord-
ing to Refs. 8 and 9. In this approximationk215kpd

211kpp
215$Nd(0)1BT%/A, where

A andB are numerical constants. The value ofkpd
21 in the sample can be estimated fro

the intersection of the straight line4 and the ordinate.4 Using the known experimenta
values of the specific heat atT530 K and the average velocity of sound and assum
that the cross section for scattering of phonons by frozen orientational defects atT530 K
equalss5d2, we find that the density of frozen defects in a crystal containing 0
impurities, according to our estmates, isNd(0);0.07, which is more than three time
greater than the density of defects in our sample~it is important that here both estimate
of Nd(0) were obtained from the experimental data by the same method!.
691 691JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Efimov et al.
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The densityNd of the orientational defects in the volume of the crystal approac
the equilibrium valueNd0(T) at T.88 K. The dotted curve4a in Fig. 2 corresponds to
the computed curve4 k21;Nd0(T) at high temperatures. As one can see from Fig. 2, i
the entire temperature range the density of the orientational defects in our sample is
times lower than in Ref. 4, the thermal resistance of the purer sample at temper
T.30 K is determined mainly by phonon–phonon scatteringkpp

21>3kpd
21 . Moreover, the

temperature dependencek21(T) in the intervalT525275 K is closer to exponentia
~curve2! than to linear. At temperatures at the order of or higher than the Debye
perature,T.80 K, the exponential dependence should, of course, approach the p
law kpp

21;Tn, wheren5122 ~Refs. 8 and 9!.

Thus the observed temperature dependencek(T) in a bulk crystal consisting of pure
C60 can be qualitatively described on the basis of the Debye–Peierls phonon mo8,9

However, a careful analysis of the experimental temperature dependence of the th
conductivity of our sample~points in Figs. 1 and 2! shows that as the temperatu
increases, a slight kink is observed in the curvek(T) in the regionT;90–100 K. This is
not surprising, since at these temperatures the temperature dependencekpd(T) should
change as a result of ‘‘thawing’’ of the orientational defects and the correspon
change in the temperature dependenceNd(T). In the approximations adopted above, t
contribution of the phonon scattering by orientational defects does not exceed 30%
temperature range, but this is enough to change the slope of the curvek21(T) in the purer
sample.

FIG. 2. Thermal resistancek21 versus temperature. The designations are the same as in Fig. 1. The cu4a
was taken from Ref. 4 and corresponds to the contribution of phonon scattering by equilibrium defects
692 692JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 8, 25 April 1997 Efimov et al.
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Unfortunately, accurate quantitative calculations of the expected temperature d
dencelpp(T) and, correspondingly,kpp(T) are impossible at present, since the form
the dispersion curvesv(K) for phonons of different modes in fullerite is unknown. T
compare the theoretical predictions with the measurements of the thermal condu
and specific heat of pure crystals, it is also necessary to determine the ratio o
contribution of the Debye component to the specific heat of fullerite~corresponding to
traveling phonons! and, for example, the Einstein component~incoherent vibrations of
the molecules! at temperatures above several kelvin5,6 and the contribution of orienta
tional defects to the specific heat of the crystal in the sc phase.

The effective phonon ranges in the crystal, estimated from the specific hea
limited to valueslp<1024 mm. It can be conjectured on the basis of the results obta
in Ref. 4 that phonon scattering by orientational defects plays the main role here. It i
possible that defects appear as a result of the fcc–sc phase transition, which is a
panied by a;1% jump in the molar volume, as the sample is mounted rigidly on
cold finger. In the latter case it is difficult to count on a further increase in the maxim
thermal conductivity of the fullerite crystals without a radical change in the measure
methods.
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Supersymmetric spin glass

S. Gukova)
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The manifestly supersymmetric four-dimensional Wess–Zumino model
with quenched disorder is considered at the one-loop level. The infrared
fixed points of a beta function form the moduli spaceM5RP2, where
two types of phases are found: with and without replica symmetry.
While the former phase possesses only a trivial fixed point, this point
become unstable in the latter phase, which may be interpreted as a spin
glass phase. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!01808-2#

PACS numbers: 12.60.Jv, 75.10.Nr

1. INTRODUCTION

There are a great many field-theoretical models describing a system in que
random fields or with random coupling constants~Refs. 1–3, etc.!. In solid state physics
such models naturally arise from the corresponding pure systems whenever impurit
introduced. It is interesting to extend randomness to other well-studied field theories
as, for example, disorder was implemented into minimal conformal models in Ref.
was shown in Ref. 4 and subsequent papers that stochastic equations, like field the
the presence of random external sources, often prove to possess some hidden su
metry. Kurchan5 endorsed this result for spin glass dynamics. Because supersym
can handle perturbative corrections, such random theories are especially interesting
an approach will be taken in this paper.

On the other hand in field theories with manifest space–time supersymmetr
superpotential is a holomorphic function not only of the fields but also of the coup
constants.6 Therefore the couplings and fields enter the potential on an equal footin
that it seems very natural to introduce a random~Gaussian! distribution of some cou-
plings in the Lagrangian. But the power of supersymmetry is so strong that the sup
tential gets no quantum corrections,6,7 i.e., provided that the coupling has no dynamic
D-terms, integrating over it solves the problem.

In Sec. 2 we formulate a four-dimensional supersymmetric Wess–Zumino theo
a random field. In Sec. 3 the infrared fixed points of one-loopb-functions are found in
the context of the replica method. Analysis of these fixed points suggests the existe
two phases on the moduli spaceM5RP2. Numerical evaluation of the most gener
expressions is eventuated in the phase diagram, which is illustrated by two simp
amples in Sec. 4. Section 5 is devoted to discussions and conclusions.
694 6940021-3640/97/080694-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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2. WESS–ZUMINO MODEL PERTURBED BY RANDOMNESS

It follows from the above arguments it follows that the SUSY analog of a the
with disorder must contain dynamical terms for the random field. In the present pap
consider a four-dimensional Wess–Zumino model that is the supersymmetric count
of the w4-model ~the two theories are defined in the same critical dimension, and
scalar potential after integrating the auxiliary field in the former model is actuallyw4).
Since, according to Ref. 7, Wess–Zumino theory is defined only as a low-energy
theory, we will study the Wilsonian effective action obtained by integrating over
modes with momenta L8,P,L. We thereby define a chiral superfie
F5w1uc1u2F and a random superfieldH. In this notation the original action isb!

S5E d4xd2ud2 ū S gF1F2F1H2H1F1
1

u
H1H D1

1

3!E d4xd2u~l18FH2

1l28F
2H1l38F

31l48H
3!1h.c. ~1!

This action admits the following treatment. It may be obtained~for a given set of param-
eters! from the usual Wess–Zumino action by the replacementF→F1H, as one usually
does in a summation over local extrema.2

One of the most powerful methods of dealing with random fields is the replica tr1

which we will use here to solve this ‘‘toy’’ model. It reduces to introducingn copies
~replicas! of our system, integrating out theH field, and then solvingn-replica problem
and takingn50 at the end of the calculations. After replication the action~1! takes the
form

S5E d4xd2ud2 ū F (
a51

n

~gFa
1Fa2Fa

1H2H1Fa!1
1

u
H1HG

1
1

3!E d4xd2uF (
a51

n

~l18FaH
21l28Fa

2H1l38Fa
3!1l48H

3G1h.c. ~2!

As will be shown later, the model depends only on the relative values of the lambda
that one can put them small enough to determine theH field from the saddle-point
equation on the D-term only:

H5u(
a51

n

Fa and H15u(
a51

n

Fa
1. ~3!

Substituting it back into~2! yields:

S5 (
a,b51

n E d4xd2ud2 ūgabFa
1Fb1

1

3!E d4xd2uS (
a,b,c51

n

l1FaFbFc

1 (
a,b51

n

l2Fa
2Fb1 (

a51

n

l3Fa
3D 1h.c. ~4!
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where gaa5g13u, gaÞb53u, and the three types of verticesl15l18u
21l48u

3,
l25l28u, andl35l38 mix replica indices in different ways. It is the action~4! that we are
going to study.

3. FIXED POINTS OF b FUNCTIONS

The renormalization group~RG! equations forgab easily follow from the one-loop
diagram for the pure Wess–Zumino theory:8

dgab
d ln L

5
1

288p2 H 9l3
2gab

2 12l2
2 (
c,d51

n

@~gac1gbc!gcd1gacgbd#13l2l3F (
c51

n

~gac
2

1gbc
2 !12gab(

c51

n

~gac1gbc!G19l1l3 (
c,d51

n

~gacgad1gbcgbd!J . ~5!

Taking into account the possible replica symmetry breaking, we take the Parisi ansa
gab :

1 the off-diagonal part ofgab is parametrized by an internal functiong(x) defined on
a unit intervalxP@0,1#, and the diagonal part isgaa5 g̃ . The replica-symmetric case i
obtained by puttingg(x)5g5const. The algebra of Parisi matricesa5( ã ,a(x)) is de-
fined by the multiplication rule:1

c5ab: c̃5 ã b̃2E
0

1

dxa~x!b~x!,

c~x!5b~x!F ã2E
0

1

dxa~y!G1a~x!F b̃2E
0

1

dxb~y!G
2E

0

x

dy~a~x!2a~y!!~b~x!2b~y!!. ~6!

By means of this rule we get sums over replica indices that appear in~5! in the n→0
limit:

(
b51

n

gac→ g̃2 ḡ (
c,d51

n

gacgcd→~ g̃2 ḡ !2(
b51

n

gac
2 → g̃22 ḡ2 ~7!

where

ḡ5E
0

1

dxg~x! and ḡ25E
0

1

dxg2~x!. ~8!

As usual in spin glass theory, one deals with the problem of finding the infrared~IR!
fixed pointsc! of Eq. ~5!, which determine the dynamics of the system:

3

2
l3
2g̃21~l2

213l1l3!~ g̃2 ḡ !21l2l3@2 g̃~ g̃2 ḡ !1 g̃ 22 ḡ2#50 ~9!

3

2
l3
2g2~x!1~l2

213l1l3!~ g̃2 ḡ !21l2l3@2g~x!~ g̃2 ḡ !1 g̃22 ḡ2#50. ~10!
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For example, thel2
2 term is produced by the two nonvanishing~with number of replicas!

diagrams shown in Fig. 1.

These equations have two remarkable properties: they are homogeneous inl and
g, i.e., they depend only on their squares. This type of dependence onl tells us that the
zeroes of the beta functions~9!–~10! do not depend on the values of the couplin
themselves, but only on their mutual ratios, so that the moduli space of the theo
RP2 instead ofR35$l1 ,l2 ,l3%. Therefore, without loss of generality, we may put t
couplings very small, while keeping their ratios fixed. In this limit the results that we
going to obtain are exact. Moreover, in what follows we will assumel3Þ0, so that we
can choose it to bel351 and denotel25l andl15m ~affined map!.d! The special case
l350 will be studied in the first example of Sec. 4.

Quadratic dependence ong in ~10! means that for each set of general characterist
such asḡ, ḡ 2 and g̃, there are only two possible valuesg1,2 ~if any! which the function
g(x) can take on at a IR-fixed point. Moreover, the same must be true forg̃ , because
formally it also satisfies a similar equation~9!. We are free to choseg̃5g1, for instance.
Let us denote the measure of points on a unit interval ofx whereg(x)5g1 as 12x0 and
the measure of points whereg(x)5g2 asx0. For example, it may be a stepwise dist
bution:

g~x!5H g1 , x0,x,1,

g2 , 0,x,x0.
~11!

Thus we have two equations~9!, ~10! in three unknowns:g1,2 andx0, with ḡ and
ḡ2 depending on them. Ifg1 and g2 are not simultaneously equal to zeroe! then we
actually have only two unknowns:x0 and the ratiop5 g2/g1. In this notation Eqs.~9!
and ~10! may be rewritten as

H 11S 23 l212m D x02~12p!21
2

3
x0l@2~12p!1~12p2!#50,

p21S 23 l212m D x02~12p!21
2

3
x0l@2p~12p!1~12p2!#50,

~12!

which determine bothp andx0 and, consequently, the phase of the system.

Curiously enough, for a given solutionp and x0 we get a whole set of RG-fixed
points$ g̃ ,g(x)%, differing by an arbitrary factor. Of course, this degeneracy will be lif
by higher loop corrections, so that particular value of the fixed point will be determ

FIG. 1. Surviving~in then→0 limit! l2
2-contributions.
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by the full perturbative expansion. In the one-loop approximation, the explicit data
( g̃ ,g(x)) at a fixed point may be determined by the initial conditionsg andu.

If for some set of couplings there is no solution to~12! except the trivial one
g̃5g(x)50, we will refer to this point on the phase space$l,m%PM5RP2 as a
replica-symmetric point and will denote the corresponding phase as ‘‘RS.’’ Otherw
replica symmetry is broken withx0 being the solution of~12!, and the corresponding
phase ‘‘RSB’’ looks like a spin glass system.

Since~12! must be solved by the samep, by equating the solutions to each equati
we get a relation betweenx0 and $l,m%PM. Instead of writing the resulting compli
cated formula~partly because it can not be solved forx0), we display it forx051:

l213m1l6A5

2
l22

9

2
m1

3

2
l

l213m2l
5

l213m2l6A5

2
l22

9

2
m2

3

2
l

3

2
1l213m23l

, ~13!

where the signs in the two sides are taken independently. Replacingl→x0l and
m→x0

2m, we get Eq.~13! for arbitraryx0. This expression describes~part of! a curve in
M that separates the RS and RSB phases as shown in Fig. 2. The shaded region in
a replica-symmetric phase and the unshaded region corresponds to replica sym
breaking, where there is a non-trivial solution to~13!, and the trivial pointg̃5g(x)50
becomes unstable, as will be discussed at length in the second example of th
Section.

4. TWO SIMPLE EXAMPLES

a! l350. In this case the beta functions~5! become

d g̃

d ln L
5

1

48p2l2
2~ g̃2 ḡ !2,

dg~x!

d ln L
5

1

48p2l2
2~ g̃2 ḡ !2.

FIG. 2. The phase diagram~not drawn to scale!.
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These equations may be easily integrated, with the result:

g̃L5 g̃0,L81
A

48p2l2
2 ln

L

L8
, gL~x!5g0,L8~x!1

A

48p2l2
2 ln

L

L8
,

where the constantA5( g̃2 ḡ )2 is determined by the initial conditions and remai
unchanged during renormalization group flow. Since for anyl2 the only fixed point is
g̃5g(x)50, this phase is always replica-symmetric and is not as interesting a
others.

b! l250↔l50. Equations~9! and ~10! take the form:

H g̃212m~ g̃2 ḡ !250

g2~x!12m~ g̃2 ḡ !250
~14!

for which g1,256g for somegÞ0 in the SG phase. In parametrization~11!

ḡ5~g12g2!x052gx0 and ḡ25~g1
22g2

2!x052g2x0. ~15!

Substituting it into~14! yields a nontrivial solution:

28mx0
251 or x05

1

A28m
~16!

which exists only form,2 1/8. It is therange ofm where the RSB phase can be foun
Let us emphasize that it is precisely at these points inM that the trivial fixed point
g̃5g(x)50 becomes unstable, for example, against perturbations ing̃ . To see this,
considerg̃5e:

de

d ln L
5ae2, ~17!

wherea,0 if ~16! is true ~i.e., an arbitrarily smalle increases in value during the flow
to low energies!. This simple case illustrates the behavior of the general system~12!. On
the phase diagram it corresponds to them axis, where both the RS and RSB phases ex

5. SUMMARY

Starting from the~space–time! supersymmetric Wess–Zumino model in a rando
and quenched background~1!, we have found that the renormalization group equati
~5! at a fixed point are quadratic homogenous equations in the couplings and ing. The
former property allowed us to take the couplings very small and to reduce the m
space toM5RP2. There are two types of points~phases! in this moduli space, those
with and without broken replica symmetry.

Though we have found all IR-fixed points of the one-loopb function, the stability of
the nontrivial fixed points and of the analytic RG flow to them remain unexplo
Finally, it is interesting to generalize this analysis to more complex supersymm
theories and to find realistic models whose critical behavior correspond to such the
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b!For the sake of simplicity the mass terms are omitted.
c!The points where theb functions vanish.
d!If l3Þ1 then the correct parameters arel5l2 /l3 andm5l1 /l3.
e!Otherwise we get a trivial replica-symmetric fixed point.
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